
Emotional Fulfillment  
& School Safety

Bullying is the #1 attributing 
factor to school shootings with 

emotional fulfillment being a 
key element. The Helping Hand 
encourages collaboration and 

inclusion between students that 
otherwise may not communicate.

SAFETY & SECURITY SOLUTIONS

2018-2019

Some exclusions apply.  See page 87 for details.
FREE SHIPPINGSchoolSpecialty.com

Phone 888-388-3224

See page 14 for details.

FAST Lockdown 
Intruder Protection 

Locks

SAFEBOLT™ Instant 
Lockdown Locks

Mobilize Rescue App
See page 28 for details.

NEWCheck out these EXCITING                    PRODUCTS from SSI Guardian!
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SSI Guardian The Industry Leader
While there are many ideas and theories on how to improve school safety, it is 

important that we focus on best practices and existing evidence based solutions that have 
proven to make schools safer. - Michael A. Yorio, President SSI Guardian + National School Security Expert

There is no research supporting that arming teachers or adding more armed personnel in schools prevents school shootings
Arming educators has numerous inherent risks.

5 WAYS TO ORDER

PHONE 
1-888-388-3224 M–F 7am to 6pm CST
International: 1-419-589-1425  
M–F 7am to 4pm CST

EMAIL 
Contiguous 48 states: 
orders@schoolspecialty.com
HI, AK & International:  
internationalorders@schoolspecialty.com

FAX 
1-888-388-6344
International: 1-419-589-1600

MAIL 
School Specialty
P.O. Box 1579
Appleton, WI 54912-1579

A COMMITMENT TO CUSTOMER CARE

RETURN POLICY

Visit SchoolSpecialty.com/customer-care to access our self-service website.  
View your order status, track your order, request a return, or copy of an invoice and more.

We understand that unforeseen situations occur that may cause you to return merchandise. Please note that 
different product lines have different return requirements and that in all cases it is necessary to contact School 
Specialty to obtain a return authorization. Please visit SchoolSpecialty.com/returns to review important 
information pertaining to the items you wish to return and to ensure a smooth and timely process.

/SSIGuardian

@SSIGuardian

/company/ssi-guardian

CONNECT WITH US

ONLINE OFFERS GREAT BENEFITS

• See your price. Log in to access your district’s 
pricing for all items – including contracted ones 

• See thousands of additional items including  
all-new items not yet found in catalogs

• Create customizable purchase approval 
workflows

• Upload orders via a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet

• Utilize enhanced search capabilities and 
availability on more School Specialty items

• Receive product recommendations and special 
promotions only available online

This catalog is specifically designed for 
educational institutions participating in our 
contract-based discount off List Price program. 
This significantly discounted pricing is available 
to any qualified educational institution including 
public and private schools, local and state 
governments, authorized nonprofits and agencies 
and professional educators. Your administrator or 
School Specialty representative can provide your 
discount program details.

YOUR DISCOUNT

Items beginning with 9 prefixes will ship via parcel – 
$9.95 minimum charge but free for orders over $49*.

Items beginning with 5 prefixes will ship via parcel – 
$5.00 minimum charge or 12 %.

Items beginning with 6 prefixes will ship via  
truck/freight – minimum $99 charge or 15%.

Now FREE inside delivery!

Now FREE lift gate delivery!

For Alaska and Hawaii shipping policies, visit 
SchoolSpecialty.com/er-shipping-policy for 
detailed information.

*  Some exclusions may apply. For our detailed 
shipping and handling policy, see page 87.

FREE SHIPPING

LIVE CHAT

Looking for assistance? Talk with a representative 
through Live Chat M–F  |  8am to 5pm CST.

Find product warranty 

information before you 

purchase by visiting 

SchoolSpecialty.com/warranties

LIFETIME
W
ARRANTY

WARRANTIES

ONLINE 
SchoolSpecialty.com/schoolsafety 
ssiguardian.com
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SSI Guardian The Industry Leader
While there are many ideas and theories on how to improve school safety, it is 

important that we focus on best practices and existing evidence based solutions that have 
proven to make schools safer. - Michael A. Yorio, President SSI Guardian + National School Security Expert

There is no research supporting that arming teachers or adding more armed personnel in schools prevents school shootings
Arming educators has numerous inherent risks.

A MESSAGE FROM OUR PRESIDENT
Between 2000 and 2016, educational facilities have experienced the second most active shooting 

incidents with 48 separate events or 21.8% of all occurrences. This is a serious matter that based 

on current trending data is not going away. This threat requires an evidence based comprehensive 

approach addressing school safety from the social, emotional, mental and physical perspective. Ninety-

five percent of school shootings are committed by students with bullying being the number one 

attributing factor. It is imperative that the core causes of such violent acts are given attention. 

School security is complex, requiring a 21st century safe school approach. While many ideas and 

opinions are being voiced and considered, it is important that best practices and existing solutions 

proven to improve school safety are front and center of these conversations. 

As the leader in institutional safety and security, we empower administrators and educators with best 

practice guidance that enables you to make the best decision for your school or organization. Created 

for educators by educators, SSI Guardian is your single source safety solutions provider. I am proud to 

lead this outstanding organization but prouder to be able to serve our schools in making them safe.

Safety impacts learning and learning affects life. Our children and teachers deserve the safest learning 

environments possible, and without safety, a 21st century education cannot exist. With over 59 years 

of service to the educational community, School Specialty continues to lead the way in supporting 

educators in the most important area. Studies show that children learn to their fullest potential when 

they feel safe.

I welcome the opportunity to help you achieve a 21st century safe school.

Be Safe, 

Michael A. Yorio 

President, SSI Guardian

 © SSI Guardian 2018 All Rights Reserved 
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•  Windows are one of the weakest points on your building or school

•   Provides precious time by helping to deter unwanted individuals 
from entering your building or school

•  Helps protect your occupants from broken glass hazards

•  Attachment systems anchor the film to the glass frame, supplying 
additional protection if the glass is broken

*  https://www.fbi.gov/about-us/office-of-partner-engagement/active-shooter-incidents/active-shooter-study-quick-reference-guide

Contact us at 877.878.5800 or visit SSIGuardian.com

3M is a trademark of 3M.

Keeping what’s important intact. Nothing can shatter 
your confidence more than a break-in. Add a level of 
safety and security with 3M Security Window Films & 
Attachment Systems.

3M™ Security Window Films 
& Attachment Systems 

An average of 11.4 
(active shooter) 

incidents occurred 
annually with an 
increasing trend 

from 2000–2013.*

Are you prepared for  
Sudden Cardiac Arrest?
School Specialty is ready to support all of your AED 
needs including units, accessories, replacement 
parts and AED program management.
Having an AED in your school is not enough, but a 
comprehensive Sudden Cardiac Arrest (SCA) response plan 
helps you make sure that responses to cardiac emergencies 
are efficient and effective. School Specialty has partnered 
with Stat PADS, a leader in AED program management since 
2001, to provide you with an easy-to-use, comprehensive 
solution that takes the guesswork out of implementing and 
maintaining an AED program by putting everything you need 
at your fingertips.

Order an AED from School Specialty
and get the featured 2-year management 
program included

FREE!

The Mobilize Rescue Interactive App Creates  

A Response Ready Community.

The interactive app is designed by experienced 
medical providers to place the highest accepted 
standards of emergency medical care in the 
hands of the everyday person. The app takes the 
guess work out of providing care – the untrained 
rescuer can determine the problem, locate 
the proper equipment and be taught to use it 
properly with interactive, just-in-time training.

1.   Assess | with the 
interactive diagnostic app

2.   Manage | with modern 
medical equipment

3.   Monitor | until the 
professionals arrive

FOR MORE INFORMATION, 
SEE PAGE 28.
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In the aftermath of the Sandy Hook Elementary School shootings in 
Newtown, CT on December 14, 2012, a Trauma Surgeon named Dr. 
Lenworth M. Jacobs, Jr., MD, MPH, FACS, began a comprehensive 
review of the victims’ injuries. Through that process, he determined 
that providing first responders with more ready access to active 
shooter and mass casualty events could have a positive impact on 
casualty survivability.

Dr. Jacobs gathered a world class team of government and health 
care leaders from the White House, National Security Council, 
Department of Defense, Department of Homeland Security, Federal 
Emergency Management Agency, Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
and pre-hospital and physician provider organizations. These 
individuals convened in Hartford, CT on several occasions to evaluate 
the issues. They developed what has become known as the Hartford 
Consensus, creating a protocol for national policy to enhance 
survivability from active shooter and intentional mass casualty events.

Trauma in schools may be caused by routine 
accidents, natural disasters, or intentional acts of 
violence and terrorism.

Bleeding accounts for 60% of preventable deaths 
making it the #1 cause. In many cases, first 
responders cannot arrive soon enough to stop life 
threatening hemorrhaging incidents which can be 
under 5 minutes. 

Schools and institutions now have the ability 
to implement immediate-access professional 
bleeding control kits. This life saving equipment is 
affordable and easy to use. 

Save a Life.
Every Second Counts!

The committee’s first report on April 2, 2013, the Hartford Consensus I, established a new algorithm for 
initial response to deadly injury. The Hartford Consensus acronym used for improving casualty survival is:

Threat 
suppression

Hemorrhage 
control

Rapid Extrication 
 to safety

Assessment by 
medical providers

Transport to 
definitive care

T        H       R    E          A       T

HARTFORD CONSENSUS

SEE PAGE 28 FOR OUR SELECTION 
OF BLEEDING CONTROL KITS. 1
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Learn more at  
3m.com/leadreduction

Filtrete, 3M and Aqua-Pure are trademarks of 3M Company. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Please recycle. Printed in USA © 2017 3M Company.  All rights reserved.  

SSIGUARDIAN 1017

3M Lead Reduction
Water Filtration Systems
For Drinking Water in Schools
The 3MFF100 and 3US-MAX-S01 water filtration 
systems are NSF certified to reduce up to 99% of 
lead that may be in your drinking water. Consider 
installing them for use with drinking fountains, sinks, 
and water coolers to provide filtered water from these 
applications.

Filtrete™ Max Under
Sink Water Filter

System

Learn more at  
3m.com/leadreduction

3M™ 3MFF100 Full
Flow Drinking Water

Filter System 
 

877.878.5800

info@ssiguardian.com

Lead is a naturally occurring element found in small amounts of the earth’s crust.  
While it has some beneficial uses, it can be toxic to humans, affecting their 
health. Young developing minds are especially vulnerable to the negative 
impacts of lead consumption. 

• Behavior and Learning Problems
• Lower IQ and Hyperactivity
• Slowed Growth

• Hearing Problems
• Anemia 

Schools built before 1986 are highly likely to have lead pipes, fixtures 
and solder which can contaminate even the safest water supplies. Safe 
drinking water in schools is a serious threat that often goes unnoticed 
until there is a problem. A growing number of liability cases and state 
legislation are evidence of this invisible threat. Safe drinking water is 
part of a 21st Century Safe School and is the law. Created in 1974, 
The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) became a federal law to 
protect public drinking water supplies, reducing maximum  
allowable lead content known as “lead free.” 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
recommends that public health actions be initiated  
when levels of lead in a child’s blood is 5 micrograms 
per deciliter or greater.

SEE  
PAGE 
79

LEAD in DRINKING WATER
IS A SERIOUS PROBLEM IN SCHOOLS
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SETTING THE NEW STANDARD
In the absence of federal standards, SSI Guardian has established critical best practice guidelines derived from 
security and mental health industry standards that help administrators make crucial decisions regarding safety 
and security. We have set the new standard in school security training and security solutions. In addition to our 
evidence-based training curriculum, all SSI Guardian certified products are required to successfully pass a rigorous 
vetting and approval process. This ensures that performance standards are met, enabling you to make your safety 
and security procurement decisions with greater confidence. SSI Guardian has set the new standard because 
our children deserve the best. All of our products and training are easily acquired through national and local 
procurement contracts such as NIPA and AEPA.

The Right Training
The Right Equipment
The Correct Action Plan

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TRAINING

3
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SSI Guardian Advanced Safety Education Training is the only known program of its kind 
meeting the rigorous standards to issue teachers and professionals with an accredited 
CEU (Continuing Education Unit). This credential underscores the caliber and credibility 
of our program and not only rewards individuals with a critical licenser requirement, 
but expands training funding under the professional development designation. This 
is critical in maximizing valuable security resources. Individuals completing all course 
requirements will receive a professional CEU issued by North Carolina State University. 

GRIEVING AND BEREAVEMENT:  
HOW EDUCATORS CAN SUPPORT STUDENTS
According to studies, nearly 40% of students will experience the loss of a peer or 
loved one by age 18, with the death of a parent being one of the most stressful life 

events that a child or adolescent can face. Students may also experience traumatic 
loss due to community violence, the suicide of a classmate, or even the death 

of a pet. Schools play an essential role in students’ lives, and as educators, it is 
likely that you will encounter students who have experienced loss. 

Developed by mental health expert Dr. Peggy Mitchell Clarke,  
this one of a kind curriculum builds on educators’ existing 

expertise and perspective by providing information and skills to 
support grieving students and work collaboratively with their families.  
Educators will also learn how to help students better understand death, 
loss and teach students how to ask for and provide support. 

Dr. Clarke helped to develop the training at Community College of 
Aurora on prevention, active shooter response, and mental health 
issues following the Aurora theater shooting.

 SSI Guardian Certified Instructors Chief Todd Evans and Dr. Peggy Mitchell Clarke 

Training 
with an 

accredited 
CEU qualifies for 

professional 
development 

funding.

“I think this is something every university should 
have some access to. This has helped UCCS in 
more ways than I could have even imagined. It has 
been so eye opening, it has been so advantageous 
to us. The training brought people together in one 
room and in the timespan of a day has been able 
to accomplish things here today that I couldn’t 
accomplish in a year.”

- Chief Brian McPike, UCCS Police Chief

NEW

Dr. Peggy Mitchell Clarke

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TRAINING

4

SchoolSpecialty.com     |    PHONE 1-888-388-3224     |    FAX 1-888-388-6344
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STOP THE THREAT — K-12
School officials are faced with the tough question of where can my 
school turn to for the best and most accurate advice. The answer is  
SSI Guardian. Our training is tailor-made to meet your specific needs 
and objectives. More than basic active shooter programs, Stop The 
Threat – K-12 is specifically designed for the K-12 space, and is 
a must have for schools and facilities. Sadly, in today's world, 
this need has become a critical component of your school’s 
emergency planning. 

• Situational Awareness
• Bullying 
• Active Shooter Motives
• Mental Health & Behavior
• 20+ Life Critical Topics

• Threat indicators 
• Planning and Preparation
• Law Enforcement Collaboration
• Crisis Response
• Immediate Responder/Trauma

21st Century Safe School — STOP THE THREAT
Academic institutions and organizations face a myriad of threats,  
including natural disasters, violent shootings and terrorism.  
SSI Guardian advanced training is taught by premier protective security 
and mental health experts who will prepare schools for these threat 
risks, empowering teachers with critical awareness and mitigation skills. 

More than active shooter response, SSI Guardian Stop The Threat 
advanced training addresses school safety from the social, emotional, 
mental and physical perspective. Our program includes important 
mental and behavioral factors that, while crucial, are rarely discussed. All 
SSI Guardian Advanced Safety Education Training programs follow security 
best practices, are evidence based and PhD authored to meet academic 
standards. Additionally, all achieve a rigorous approval by a legal counsel 
and our insurance carrier. Our training curriculum is delivered in a live 
interactive professional learning environment, a proven teaching model. 
Built-in e-learning components allow for improved retention for this critical 
life content. 

SSI Guardian Advanced Safety Education Training has set the new standard. 

STOP THE THREAT — HIGHER EDUCATION 
Colleges and universities face unique and challenging security threats 
on an around-the-clock basis. Campus environments vary greatly, 
requiring custom emergency planning, training and solutions tailored 
to their specific needs. From the Clery Act to Emergency Operations 
Planning to acts of terror, university officials are responsible for 
preparing for all hazards while creating safe campus environments. 
STOP THE THREAT.

ADVANCED SCHOOL BUS DRIVER AWARENESS 
More than 25 Million students rely on over 500,000 school buses as 
their primary mode of transportation each school day. Often the first and 
last person to see a child during a school day, school bus drivers play an 
important role in safeguarding our children. 

Participants in the Bus driver Awareness training, whether employed 
by a school district or independent provider, learn critical observation 
and preparation skills. Improved situational awareness and planning are 
integral components to keep children safe from threats such as violent 
shooters, hijacking, abductions, and others. No school’s emergency 
planning is complete without school bus driver awareness.

Best in Class Training

• Consultative Advance

•   4-Hour Live Interactive  
Training Session

• 7-Hour Distance Learning Module

• CEU from NC State

• Lifetime Access to  

Our Experts

Maximum
  Value

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TRAINING
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TRAINING
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The Correct Action Plan
Collaboration with internal and external stakeholders is essential to an effective 
emergency operations plan (EOP)

Incorporating best practices, SSI Guardian helps you develop a plan 
tailored to your specific security needs, challenges and objectives 
while achieving district and state compliance. Successful security risk 
management begins with a professional emergency operations plan that 
synthesizes all functional areas of an organization. The planning process 
is highly collaborative in nature, involving both internal and external 
stakeholders, such as local emergency first responders.

The Right Training
Operational security issues are largely unannounced and can be 
catastrophic and costly

Preparing for a myriad of potential threats is required in today’s education 
environment. Threats can come from inside as well as outside your 
school, causing chaos and disruption. How you manage and mitigate 
disturbances such as an active shooter, bomb threats, terrorism, cyber 
threats and stalkers, among others, is vitally important. 

Threats need to be investigated and managed in a professional manner

Assessing the validity of a threat can be complex. Our expertise in law 
enforcement and security helps you investigate and respond to threats 
in a controlled manner. Social media outlets, electronic communications 
and virtual environments have become a haven for bullying and threats 
directed at individuals, institutions and their employees. When does a 
vocal unhappy student become a threat?

“Practice Makes Permanent” 
- Dr. Peggy Mitchell Clarke

SchoolSpecialty.com     |    PHONE 1-888-388-3224     |    FAX 1-888-388-6344
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TRAINING
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Gang Interdiction
Youth gangs present serious security threats to students, 
teachers and staff

We have direct experience in this field and can help you 
create policies, protocols and strategies to address this 
growing threat. Early identification and policies will lead 
to threat elimination. School dress codes can be highly 
effective. As with all effective policies and procedures, 
gang interdiction and prevention must be practiced on 
an ongoing basis. 

Bullying: The #1 Factor
Bullying is the number one attributing factor to school shootings; understanding and 
mitigating this threat is critical

With the advent of social media, bullying has become an around-the-clock 
threat. If left unaddressed, bullying can lead to severe incidents such as school 
shootings, suicide and long-term emotional challenges. In order to combat 
this threat, we must first understand it at its very core, empowering teachers 
with the required identification and mitigation skill sets. SSI Guardian Advanced 
Safety Education Training includes anti-bullying lessons and strategies.  
Ninety-five percent of school shooters were students of which 75% felt bullied.

 Baseline Behavioral Change 

Effective Policies and Procedures

Suicidal Tendancies

Treat as Serious Threat

24% 27% 
34% 

61% 
54% 

75% 

Desire 
recognition 

Suicide 
desperation 

Attempt to 
solve problem 

Multiple 
motives 

Desire of 
revenge 

Felt bullied, 
persecuted, 

threatened by 
others 

FBI. The School Shooter: A Quick Reference Guide

School shootings are 
primarily an internal threat.

of school 
shooters 

were current 
students.

95%
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SECURITY CONSULTING
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Reduce Risk and Liability 
Our team of experts draw from an extensive background 
in providing security services to US government agencies, 
intelligence agencies, military facilities, commercial and 
corporate sectors as well as the education community. 
Our executive consultants are highly specialized in their 
area of expertise, delivering the best possible solutions to 
meet your unique challenges. With proven capabilities, 
SSI Guardian can help identify the security gaps and 
vulnerabilities that put an organizations people, property, 
and information at risk. Best fit solutions are provided 
based upon your particular needs, making SSI Guardian 
your single source solution provider. 

Effective security starts with a clear understanding of your 
vulnerabilities. We help you gauge your strengths and 
weaknesses in a wide variety of scenarios, from facility 
security to executive protection, kidnapping and terrorism. 
No request is too difficult for the SSI Guardian team.

Five Star Resorts Trust SSI Guardian Advanced Training

Establishing a comprehensive and effective 
security program is one of the most challenging 
decisions you will ever make. A decision 
that requires guidance and expertise from a 
professional organization. SSI Guardian provides 
best in class Safety & Security consulting 
to academic, corporate, government and 
healthcare institutions. 

Our elite team of subject matter experts apply 
their extensive credentials and experience to 
your situation to provide the most efficient, 
effective, innovative, and comprehensive security 
solutions that address your critical security 
challenges. This approach aligns advanced safety 
education training with security solutions so that 
your school or organization’s security initiative 
operates in a manner that is cohesive, inclusive, 
and functional.

“The training today has been exemplary on all levels not 
just awareness but also implementation and certainly 
has made very open for a lot of discussion for leaders 
of our hotel. I know our facility, our employees, our 

guests will be much safer because of the training.”

- Ms. Ann M. Alba, Resident Manager 
The Broadmoor Hotel & Resort

SAFETY & 
SECURITY  
CONSULTING 
SERVICES

SchoolSpecialty.com     |    PHONE 1-888-388-3224     |    FAX 1-888-388-6344
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SECURITY CONSULTING
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Security Audits
Our EXPERT insight, applied with industry best practices will 
identify your strengths and vulnerabilities.

 Gaps and vulnerabilities in security systems, policies and 
procedures serve as a great enabler to potential threat. Another 
key contributor is human error due to the lack of a coherent 
security program. Unless enforced, security measures are of 
little to no value. The purpose of a professional security audit is 
to determine how effectively your organization is implementing 
your current security policies. SSI Guardian consultants can 
provide the expertise to identify those gaps and vulnerabilities 
that might exist in your current security structure.

Security Policy and Procedure Development
Allow us to create customized security policies addressing  
the specific risks to your facility.

In collaboration with your organization’s leadership,  
SSI Guardian will help craft action plans, policies and 
procedures that meet or exceed industry standards. 
Documented deficiencies are addressed using specific 
mitigation and improvement strategies for immediate use in 
upgrading and/or adjusting security policies and procedures  
to meet the needs of the organization.

Threat and Vulnerability Assessments
Our team has over 40 years of experience addressing critical at 
risk issues for industrial, government, education and healthcare 
facilities and campuses.

Comprehensive threat and vulnerability assessments play a  
critical role in securing your organization. The ability to 
identify existing and potential threat risks enables a proactive 
mitigation strategy. Our comprehensive approach looks at risks 
and vulnerabilities from multiple facets; including the physical 
environment, human behavior, and integration of technology.

TOM PECORA
Senior Security Manager CIA (Ret)

JAMES MCCAFFERY

Executive Protection Consultant 
DEA + NCIS (Ret)

JIM KEENER, CPP
International Security Consultant
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Hospitals and Healthcare Facilities
Hospitals and healthcare facilities are faced with a broad 
range of threat risks. Large numbers of individuals moving 
about freely in an open environment through multiple 
access points potentially infringe on the safety of patients 
and staff.

SSI Guardian has developed STOP The Threat training 
programs specifically for the healthcare industry. We have 
gleaned on the expertise of former hospital security officials 
and those holding a keen understanding of it. Applying our 
comprehensive matrix, we are able to offer a menu of best 
fit solutions to a health institution’s needs.

Corporate and Government Facilities
Everyone will benefit from STOP The Threat training 
regardless of industry sector or geographic location. 
SSI Guardian has delivered this life critical training and 
consulting in corporate and distribution environments from 
coast to coast. As with academic institutions, workplace 
violence is a real threat impacting liability that must be 
addressed in a manner that is specific to your office, 
corporate campus or operational facilities. Our team is 
standing by to discuss your security needs and objectives.

Reduce Corporate Risk and Liability

Protect Your Corporate Brand 

Preserve Operations Continuity 

Situational Awareness

EOP Response 

SECURITY CONSULTINGSECURITY CONSULTING

10

SchoolSpecialty.com     |    PHONE 1-888-388-3224     |    FAX 1-888-388-6344
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We recognize that a sound education cannot exist 
without a secure environment that fosters a passion       
for learning. As the industry leader providing innovative 
educational solutions for the past 58 years, School 
Specialty has created a 21st Century Safe School. 

Our mission is to share our experience and partner  
with you to design and implement safe, effective, 
modern-learning environments, which cultivate 
communication, critical thinking, collaboration, 
creativity, and inclusion.  With hands-on learning and 
technology, we can address the emotional, social, 
physical, and academic health of children. 

Safety is often absent in the planning of an effective 
learning environment. Studies show that the most 
effective learning happens when students and teachers 
feel safe. “Safe” incorporates not only the physical 
element, but also the mental and emotional wellbeing 
of every student and faculty member. By combining 
the proper furniture and equipment, educator-centric 
technology, natural cleaning agents, ADA compliant 
classroom locking devices, professional development 
training programs, health & physical education 
programs, and emergency response kits, we can help 
you provide a safe and healthy learning environment. 

Research and White Paper
We were selected as a contributing consultant to  
National Institute of Justice/Johns Hopkins University 
APL five year research project on security technology 
products used by K-12 schools. 

SSI Guardian is your trusted source for researched based 
solutions. Take advantage of our published studies and 
consider us for your custom research needs. Our elite 
team of security and mental health experts are standing by.

To download our white papers, visit:  
http://www.ssiguardian.com/resources/#PRM 

Professional Development Training

Supplies & Equipment

Infrastructure & Process

Educational Technology

Learning Environments

Curriculum & InstructionThe most comprehensive 
offering of innovative 

products and solutions

The Safety and Security 

Inventory Process:

Planning for an Active 

Shooter Incident
By Michael A. Yorio, SSI Guardian President, and   

Dr. Frank Trapp, SSI Guardian Curriculum Author & Instructor 

SETTING THE NEW STANDARD

FROM THE FIRST SHOT TO THE LAST

the average active shooter  

incident lasts 8 to 12 minutes.  

What faculty and staff do during 

these first crucial minutes will  

make a difference when it comes  

to safeguarding a student or patient. 

Planning and preparation are of  

paramount importance. Doing 

nothing is not the answer; not 

doing enough is no longer 

acceptable. School administrators 

and hospital executives face 

significant challenges when it 

comes to protecting the lives of 

those they have been entrusted 

to serve. What is required is a 

thorough understanding of best 

practices and strategies designed  

to create safe environments.

THE TWO CENTRAL QUESTIONS FACING ADMINISTRATORS ARE HOW TO PLAN FOR 

AN EMERGENCY AND DOES THEIR ORGANIZATION HAVE THE EXPERTISE?

In response to persistent terrorism threats and a continual escalation of active shooter 

events culminating in the rampage at Virginia Tech, the White House issued Presidential 

Policy Directive 8: National Preparedness in 2011. The Secretary of Homeland Security 

was directed to develop “a unified system with a common terminology and approach, 

built around basic plans that support the all-hazards approach to preparedness and 

functional or incident annexes to describe any unique requirements for particular 

threats or scenarios.”1

To ensure that those targeted by terrorists and active shooters are prepared to respond, 

on June 18, 2013, the White House released a set of comprehensive guides that 

discuss how to develop “High-Quality Emergency Operations Plans” for K-12 Schools, 

Institutions of Higher Education, and Houses of Worship. The guides are a collaborative 

effort of the U.S. Department of Education, U.S. Department of Health and Human 

Services, U.S. Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Department of Justice, the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation, and the Federal Emergency Management Agency. Employing 

the key concepts of the guides, K-12 schools and universities are directed to develop a 

high-quality, all-hazards, emergency operations plans (EOP) that includes annexes for 

special threats occurring without warning, such as active shooter incidents. The key to a 

successful plan and the possible mitigation of the threat are the following components.2

1 Presidential Policy Directive / PPD-8: National Preparedness.  

www.dhs.gov/presidential-policy-directive-8-national-preparedness. 

2The list of components was compiled from the set of comprehensive guides for developing 

high-quality emergency operations plans released by the White House in 2013.

It is essential that all stakeholders, internal 

and external, be intimately involved in 

not just the planning process but the 

implementation and exercising of the EOP. 

If the plan is developed by a select few 

and then mandated without the input of 

teachers, staff, or administrators, it will lack 

cohesiveness and effectiveness. Teachers, for 

example, know their classroom environment 

and dynamics better than anyone else. To 

not include their perspective is both ill-

advised and irresponsible. Stakeholders 

matter because of their intrinsic knowledge 

and critical roles they will play in the 

implementation of the EOP. A stakeholder 

buy-in and endorsement is much greater 

when individuals have an active voice in the 

development and enhancement of the plan. 

Knowing the plan and practicing the plan are 

key to achieving maximum preparedness. 

• Engaged Leadership – senior administrators, superintendents, and executives 

must recognize the importance of planning and support the effort.

• Collaborative Effort – the development of the plan must involve a “core 

planning team” of both internal stakeholders and external stakeholders.

• Effective Allocation of Resources – an organization must  

commit the resources necessary to develop and exercise a high-quality EOP.

• Consider All Hazards/Threats – a high-quality EOP must assess and prioritize 

all threats.

• Determine a Course of Action – the EOP must include specific annexes  

that clearly and concisely spell out actions taken when confronting a  

hazard or threat.

• Establish a Threat Assessment Team – for events such as an active shooter, 

it is essential a comprehensive team of staff be tasked with evaluating a 

potentially violent individual with the goal of intervention before a person 

becomes violent.

• Adopt and Exercise – once the EOP has been adopted, the plan has to be 

exercised annually and revised as new threats emerge.

Article reproduced with permission from  

Campus Safety Magazine November 2015 Issue

DID YOU KNOW...

School Specialty is literally the only company in 
business today that can deliver this breadth and 
depth of products.

Sub-category   |   21ST CENTURY SAFE SCHOOL
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Professional Development Training  
Delivered by America's Most Qualified

AN ELITE INSTRUCTIONAL TEAM 
It’s frequently said that those who can't do, teach, but maybe just as often the opposite is true—those who can do, can’t teach. 
SSI Guardian Certified Executive Instructors are the exception as they have done, have taught and continue to teach others.

For complete bios on our entire team, go to SSIGuardian.com/about-us/leadership

PEGGY MITCHELL CLARKE, PH.D.

Clinical Psychologist and professor 
with more than 30 years in mental 
health, education and publishing. 
Hosts safety and emotional well-
being radio show on KLZ 560 AM 
(100.7 FM), Denver. Dr. Peggy 
is a member of the Behavioral 
Intervention Team at Community 
College of Aurora.

CHIEF TODD K. EVANS

Chief of Police with 24 years active 
shooter and professional training 
experience. Played a key role in 
Columbine re-investigation that 
changed law enforcement response 
policies to school shootings. First hand 
experience in Planned Parenthood, 
New Life Church and other high 
visibility mass shootings. Considered 
the foremost active shooter expert.

KENNETH WESSON, PH.D.

Former higher education Chancellor 
and faculty member who is 
considered a leading expert in brain 
functionality and the importance that 
safety plays in learning outcomes. Has 
delivered keynote addresses on the 
neuroscience of learning at schools 
and organizations around the world.

FRANK TRAPP, PH.D.

Professor and former administrator at 
Methodist University who has taught 
at John F. Kennedy Special Warfare 
Center and is considered an expert 
in emergency management. Former 
US Marine Embassy Guard and 
protective security specialist. 

Curriculum Author & 
Certified Instructor

Certified Instructor

Neuro Scientist and 
Curriculum Author 

Curriculum Author & 
Certified Instructor

ELITE INSTRUCTIONAL TEAM
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The best training program in 
America requires the most qualified 
professional instructional team and 
our team is second to none. 

The SSI Guardian instructor team is 
comprised of highly-credentialed 

and specialized professional trainers holding extensive 
subject expertise. They are a rare combination of “doers” 
and “teachers.” Whether they have taught at the university 
level or have trained other professionals, each instructor 
brings an established training background and unique 
functional expertise.

All SSI Guardian Certified Executive Instructors must 
successfully complete the SSI Guardian Instructor 
Academy. This rigorous one-week program ensures 
instructional integrity and continuity. This PhD-led 
professional development certification course is live, 
interactive and intense. Only the best trainers make it!

We know from research that one’s teaching ability is 
crucial to the learning experience. Not all subject matter 
experts are great teachers and only the best should ever 
be considered when school safety is involved. Research 
shows that a 'train the trainer' model is ineffective and can 
be dangerous when it comes to school safety.

SchoolSpecialty.com     |    PHONE 1-888-388-3224     |    FAX 1-888-388-6344
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“At the end of the day, it's all about the kids. When you 
see the look on their faces when they see the classroom 
makeover for the first time, there is genuine passion. 
They are surprised, they are enthusiastic, and just 
knowing that we gave them the tools to become better 
students and perhaps better leaders, that’s the thing 
for me that says I don’t know if there is anything more 
rewarding than what we do.”

Joseph Yorio, CEO
School Specialty, Inc 

School Specialty CEO, Joe Yorio with classroom makeover 
winner James Allen, Peachcrest Elementary School, Atlanta, GA

“I think what School Specialty has done has pushed the 
envelope on what people believe are the right kinds of 
environments for kids to learn in and teachers to teach. 
Furniture and space and design for a classroom is a 
game changer.” 

Dr. Meria J. Carstarphen, Superintendent
Atlanta Public Schools

“School Specialty, thank you all so much. Thank 
you for the blessing and we really do appreciate 
this because this is going to really help the kids  
be successful.” 

James Allen, Peachcrest Elementary School
Atlanta, GA

SSI President Michael A. Yorio (far right) presenting 
media center makeover winners at the Orange Bowl
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The 21st Century Safe 
Classroom Makeover

School Specialty and SSI Guardian are proud to  
partner with The College Football Playoff Foundation. 
Through their Extra Yard for Teachers initiative, we have 
awarded sixteen 21st century safe classroom makeovers 
valued at $25,000 each to deserving educators and 
schools throughout the United States. 

Another four 21st century safe media center makeovers 
valued at $40,000 each have also been awarded through 
the Orange Bowl Committee, Big 12 Conference and 
B1G Conference. This unique program is a significant 
way to support our teachers with long lasting benefits  
and meaning. 

We are honored to be a part of this awesome cause and 
look forward to continued participation. In addition to 
the makeovers, we conduct professional development 
workshops at the Teachers Summit held during 
championship weekend.
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Patent Pending

Lever Activated Speedy Lockdown

• Safe for Faculty & Students.

• Bolt against Assailants

•  Affordable, Easy to Install, with Greater Functionality!
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Speedy Template Tool

Inswing Door Strike

Exterior

Interior

QUICKBOLT™ Instant Lockdown Locks
Keep your existing cylindrical locks and add the Quickest barricade method!

QUICKBOLT INSTANT LOCKDOWN LOCK provides instant bolting of the door with 

a press of the red button, and installs over cylindrical lever locksets.  Maintains single 

motion free egress at all times, and is 100% Code Compliant.  Thru-bolted steel 

housing with heavy stainless steel bolt, adapter to existing lever, flame-retardant 

glass fiber nylon cover.  Lock status indicator window turns red when lockdown is 

activated, and can be easily seen from across a room.   Metal installation template 

ensures accurate and fast installations for interfacing with all popular cylindrical locks.  

Quickbolt can be unlocked at any time via any standard or high security rim cylinder 

(available separately)  and greatly increases the security of your doors while focusing 

on life safety. It can also be used as a code-compliant after hours lock.  Rim cylinder 

required  (standard or removable core) but not included.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-2000707-384 Left Hand Each $371.89 

9-2000711-384 Right Hand Each $371.89 

9-2002194-384 Left Hand Reverse Each $371.89 

9-2002195-384 Right Hand Reverse Each $371.89 

9-2002196-384 Template Tool Each $26.19

Core Not Included

SchoolSpecialty.com     |    PHONE 1-888-388-3224     |    FAX 1-888-388-6344
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Call your sales rep for assistance in ordering today!

Push Bar & Exit Device Lockdown Solutions from the 

Leaders in Instant Classroom Locks

LEXI Lockdown™ 
Lever Handle Units
Exit Device Control Trim

Lever Handle Units work with existing 

exit devices (panic bars from different 

manufacturers) and does not impede 

exiting. With these units, doors can 

remain unlocked for extended periods, 

providing free entry during class. 

The lever instantly locks upon signal 

with a Fail-Secure feature when there is 

a loss of power. Allows for keyed entry 

at all times. The Lexi trim can retrofit to 

existing exit devices, saving money and 

honoring all life safety exiting and entry 

codes. The Lexi Lockdown™ does not 

affect every day normal operation of 

a door! Mortise cylinder required for 

operation (not included).

Item # Description Quantity List Price
For Von Duprin 99 Series Handing

9-1585902-384 RHR Each $1,417.49

9-1585903-384 LHR Each $1,417.49
For Shown or Von Duprin 99, Fail Secure, Heavy Duty Stainless Steel

6-1589699-384 RHR Each $1,417.49

6-1589700-384 LHR Each $1,417.49

LEXI LOCKDOWN™ Push Bar Devices
The Solution to Instantly Secure Entrances as well as Mutli-Door Rooms like Lecture Halls, Cafeterias, and Audtoriums!

Lexi Lockdown Provides the solution to instantly secure doors with push bar exit devices at the Press of a Button 

without EVER having to approach the Door!

Controller and Power Supply for Lexi Lockdown™

The Controller & Power Supply integrates with LEXI trim and lockdown 

stations. Requires 110vAC. The Power Transfer brings power from the 

frame onto the door. The LED (Lexi Exit Device) indicator model is for use 

with deadbolt exit devices.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

6-1589701-384 4 Door Controller/Power Supply Each $715.79

9-1585900-384 Door Loop Each $103.59

6-1589696-384 18" Power Cord & Enclosure Each $308.39

Lexi Lockdown™ Stations
Lockdown Stations allow anyone in the room to lock all doors 

simultaneously from any station! LED lights change color to indicate door 

lock status. They can be desk mounted for offices, desks, or podiums or 

wall mounted, which include plastic vandal-resistant shields. The unique 

pendant allows remote locking from Anywhere in the room!

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1585905-384 Emergency Lockdown Station Each $313.49

9-1585906-384 Surface Mount Enclosure Each $85.99

6-1589697-384 Desk Mounted Station Each $406.39

LEXI Lockdown™ 
Deadbolt Exit Devices
The deadbolt exit device provides 

deadbolt protection when locked and 

includes all of the features of the 

Lever Handle Units, but also includes 

a red lockdown activator. Requires 

a door with mortise lock openings.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

6-1589698-384 LHR Each $3,200.09

6-1590056-384 RHR Each $3,200.09
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Wireless Remote Lockdown
This Guardian QAL electrified Wireless Remote for 

Mortise Lock is an additional lockdown option for all QAL 

Mortise locks. Call or consult your sales representative 

for options and how to order.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1590057-384 Wireless Each $309.49

Quick Action Lockdown Mortise Locks
Instantly dead bolt doors quickly and maintain 100% code compliance with these 

deadbolt mortise locks. These locks function as a regular classroom lock for everyday 

use. When there is a need for a lockdown, pressing the red button instantly throws 

the deadbolt to the locked position. Type 1 locks, the outside lever does not change 

when the red button is pressed. Type 2 locks, pressing the red button automatically 

locks the exterior lever. Use on doors with 8" Mortise Openings. Requires 2 Mortise 

Cylinders. Add the Electrified Wireless Remote as an additional lockdown option!

Item # Description Quantity List Price
Interior and Exterior Cylinder Operation, depressing interior lever unlocks exterior lever

9-1545343-384 LH Each $733.19
9-1545344-384 RH Each $733.19
9-1545345-384 LHR Each $733.19
9-1545346-384 RHR Each $733.19
Interior and Exterior Cylinder Operation, exterior lever remains locked until released by key.

9-1545351-384 LH Each $733.19
9-1545352-384 RH Each $733.19
9-1545353-384 LHR Each $733.19
9-1545354-384 RHR Each $733.19
Exterior Cylinder Operation Only, depressing interior lever unlocks exterior lever

9-1565669-384 LH Each $733.19
9-1565670-384 RH Each $733.19
9-1565671-384 LHR Each $733.19
9-1565672-384 RHR Each $733.19
Exterior Cylinder Operation Only, exterior lever remains locked until released by key.

9-1565673-384 LH Each $733.19
9-1565674-384 RH Each $733.19
9-1565675-384 LHR Each $733.19
9-1565676-384 RHR Each $733.19
9-1545355-384 Standard Mortise Cylinder Each $38.69
9-1545356-384 Interchangeable Core Mortise Each $80.09
9-1545357-384 Combo. Interchangeable Core Each $95.49

"Anybody, Anytime"

Single Door Definitions
LH: Left Hand

 Hinges on the Left, Opens inward

 Secure side is the "Push" side of the door.

RH: Right Hand

 Hinges on the Right, Opens Inward

 Secure side is the "Push" side of the door.

LHR: Left Hand Reverse

 Hinges on the Left, Opens Outward

 Secure side is the "Pull" side of the door

RHR: Right Hand Reverse

 Hinges on the right, Opens Outward

 Secure side is the "Pull" side of the door.

SchoolSpecialty.com     |    PHONE 1-888-388-3224     |    FAX 1-888-388-6344
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"Anybody, Anytime"

Quick Action Lockdown Cylindrical Locks
Innovative Locking Systems for Enhanced Safety!

Dead bolt doors instantly and quickly and maintain 100% code compliance 

with these deadbolt locks. These locks function as a regular classroom 

lock for everyday use. When there is a need for a lockdown, pressing the 

red button instantly throws the deadbolt to the locked position. Used on 

doors with cylindrical lock openings. Interior & exterior cylinders require 

2 removable cores. The red button does not affect the outside lever.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
Interior and Exterior Cylinders, removable core cylinder operation

9-1545347-384 LH Each $733.19
9-1545348-384 RH Each $733.19
9-1545349-384 LHR Each $733.19
9-1545350-384 RHR Each $733.19
Exterior Cylinder Only, removable core cylinder operation

9-1565677-384 LH Each $733.19
9-1565678-384 RH Each $733.19
9-1565679-384 LHR Each $733.19
9-1565680-384 RHR Each $733.19
Interior and Exterior Cylinders, standard key-in-knob cylinder operation

9-1565681-384 LH Each $733.19
9-1565682-384 RH Each $733.19
9-1565683-384 LHR Each $733.19
9-1565684-384 RHR Each $733.19
Exterior Cylinder Only, standard key-in-knob cylinder operation

9-1565685-384 LH Each $733.19
9-1565722-384 RH Each $733.19
9-1565723-384 LHR Each $733.19
9-1565724-384 RHR Each $733.19
Interchangeable Cores

9-1545356-384 Interchangeable Core Mortise Each $80.09
9-1545357-384 Combo. Interchangeable Core Each $95.49
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Shelter Shutters  
Window Covers
Folding Magnetic 
Panels to Keep Your 
Classroom Safe!

Shelter Shutters are 

made to quickly and totally block a 

classroom from view in the event of 

an emergency, such as a lockdown. 

Made for narrow windows on doors, 

shelter shutters have an "adhesive" 

section that installs to the door 

surface and a "working" section that 

folds over the glass and seals tight 

using a magnetic closure system. 

The common fabric roll up shade is 

not always easy to roll up and can 

be time consuming after a lock down drill ends, but shelter shutters are 

effortless to operate. 

• Cover and uncover vision panels faster than anything else available. 

• Stay secure with no movement in both the open and closed positions. 

• Lay flat and make your classroom look dark and unoccupied. 

• Open and close thousands of times with no fatigue to the "living hinge" 

•  Fire Rating NFPA 701 using Hi-Core® FR500 Flame Retardant sheets that 

meet all criteria of the 3 tests required for approval as "light transmitting 

plastic sheets" 

• 5 Year Warranty
Item # Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-2000414-384 8 X 33 In Each $89.99 

9-2000418-384 11 X 36 In Each $89.99 

9-2000422-384 11 X 42 In Each $92.99 

9-2000423-384 12 X 12 In Each $82.99 

9-2000421-384 13 X 13 In Each $94.99 

SecuriGuard Magnetic Cylinder Protector
The first Guardplate to completely conceal the cylinder & keyhole, this 

cylinder protector installs over existing rim or mortise locks or exit devices 

and comes with 2 keys. It's sleek profile cannot be opened by ordinary 

magnets and shields the cylinder from attack by vandalism or picking.  

Clear aluminum finish, no wiring or batteries required.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1545358-384 Cylinder Protector with 2 Keys Each $231.99 

9-1545359-384 Pull Plate with 2 Keys Each $525.59 

9-1545360-384 Additional Key Each $24.79 

9-1545361-384 Filler Plate Each $46.39 

NEW
Custom Sizes Available!

Guardian™ Lockdown Window Shades
The Guardian Window Shade is a simple, cost effective 

solution to school safety needs. This safety shade is designed to cover 

windows in the event of an emergency. 100% made in the USA with high 

quality, flame retardant, opaque woven polyester. Easy to install and fast, 

one hand deployment when in use.

Item # Description Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-2002191-384 For Windows 6 x 30 or Less 8 x 36 in Each $43.99 

9-2002192-384 For Windows 8 x 37 or Less 10 x 42 in Each $47.99 

9-2002186-384 For Windows 10 x 37 or Less 12 x 42 in Each $53.29 

9-2002187-384 For Windows 12 x 37 or Less 14 x 42 in Each $61.29 

9-2002185-384 For Windows 16 x 37 or Less 16 x 42 in Each $70.69 

Time-Out Room  
Constant Supervision Lock
Designed to meet constant supervision 

requirements & codes for Time-Out Rooms in 

schools, the 3 bolt projection includes horizontal 

and vertical bolts and the 1 point bolt projection 

lock includes horizontal bolts for outswing doors. 

Easy to install on existing doors to prevent 

break out attempts. Use the 3 bolt projection 

for larger, stronger students, and the 1 bolt for 

milder scenarios and inswing doors. Bolts made 

of stainless steel. Field adjustable to heights of 

7' and under. Optional reinforcement kit to be 

used with the 3-point bolt projection time out 

room lock.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
Lock with 3 Bolt Projection

9-1545362-384 LH Each $1,094.59 

9-2009327-384 RH Each $1,094.59 
9-2009328-384 LHR Each $1,094.59 
9-2009326-384 RHR Each $1,094.59 
Lock with 1 Bolt Projection

9-1545363-384 LH Each $1,004.49 

9-2009330-384 RH Each $1,004.49 
9-2009331-384 LHR Each $1,004.49 
9-2009329-384 RHR Each $1,004.49 
Thru-Bolt Kit

9-1545364-384 Thru-Bolt Kit for 3 Bolt Each $90.39

SchoolSpecialty.com     |    PHONE 1-888-388-3224     |    FAX 1-888-388-6344
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Zephyr Combination Padlock
This combination padlock is the go-to 

lock for schools and universities. 

The stainless steel body provides 

greater security and durability to 

help protect personal belongings. 

Approved by all lock manufacturers, 

this lock is an incredibly durable, 

easy-to-use, and cost-effective locking 

solution for virtually all lockers.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1605659-384 Combination Lock Each $6.79 

10

Zephyr Built In Combination Dead Bolt Locks
The Dead Bolt series features a deadbolt locking mechanism for a high 

security lock option. For increased security and durability, all locks are 

standard with an ergonomic dial, complete with a grip ring and non-slip 

coating. The Dead Bolt requires the end user to manually turn the non-slip 

dial to relock the door. Designed to fit almost all locker styles, and is a 

particularly good fit for ventilated lockers where the security can be an 

issue. It's nut channels allow for easy installation. Models are available for 

both right- or left-hinged lockers, as well as for ADA and top- or bottom 

hinged lockers.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
For Right Hinged Doors

9-1605666-384 New Key Series Each $17.99 

9-1605668-384 New Key Series, ADA Compliant Each $24.99 

9-1612187-384 Existing Key Series (Specify) Each $20.79 
For Left Hinged Doors

9-1605667-384 New Key Series Each $17.99 

9-1612188-384 Existing Key Series (Specify) Each $20.79 
Control Key

9-1612338-384 Control Key (Specify) Each $3.99 

Zephyr Vertical Dead Bolt Locks
The Zephyr Vertical Dead Bolt series is a classic combination lock that is 

durable, secure, and easy to use. The automatic locking system makes it 

easy for end users to simply shut their locker and protect their items. For 

increased security and durability all locks are standard with an ergonomic 

dial, complete with a grip ring and non-slip coating. The patent pending 

button guard still allows the locker to function even when overstuffed.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1605661-384 New Key Series Each $15.99 

9-1612183-384 Existing Key Series (Specify) Each $17.99 

9-1605662-384 New Key Series Each $15.99 

9-1612184-384 Existing Key Series (Specify) Each $17.99 
Control Key

9-1612338-384 Control Key (Specify) Each $3.99 

Zephyr Spring Latch Locks
Zephyr Lock's Spring Latch series 

offers automatic locking for a 

convenient yet secure way to 

lock up belongings. For increased 

security and durability, all locks 

are standard with an ergonomic 

dial, complete with a grip ring 

and non-slip coating. With seven 

pre-set combinations, the Spring 

Latch series has a longer lifetime 

than your average combination 

lock. The spring latch locks are 

available with a brass escutcheon 

plate to add a sleek, upscale look 

to any locker door, and come in 

both right or left-hinged options, 

as well as ADA compliant models.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1605663-384 New Key Series Each $16.99 

9-1605665-384 New Key Series, ADA Compliant Each $26.99 

9-1612185-384 Existing Key Series (Specify) Each $19.99 

9-1605664-384 New Key Series Each $16.99 

9-1612186-384 Existing Key Series (Specify) Each $19.99 
Control Key

9-1612338-384 Control Key (Specify) Each $3.99 

Zephyr Lock  
Key Controlled 
Combination Padlock
This lock offers security and 

durability, as well as allows for 

supervisory key control that can 

override the set combination. 

The stainless steel body and 

hardened steel shackle make 

this lock a widely used and 

highly dependable lock for 

whatever your locker needs are.

Item # Description Color Quantity List Price

9-5000734-384 Key Controlled Padlock Black Each $9.29 

9-1612182-384 Key Controlled Padlock Specify Each $9.29 
Choose from Red, Gold, Green, or Blue

9-1605660-384 Control Key Bronze Each $4.49 
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Resettable Combination Locks
To secure valuables/goods of lesser value or at low 

risk of theft. Made of solid and lightweight aluminum. 

Handy operation without a key. Choose from Black, 

Yellow, Orange, Blue, Red, or Green. 

Item # Description Color Quantity List Price

9-5000036-384 3-Dial Specify Each $7.99 

9-5000035-384 4-Dial Specify Each $12.69 

Safelex™ Cable Lockout Device
There are situations when the 

right lockout device is not at hand. 

If a machine is malfunctioning and 

has to be serviced quickly, sometimes 

there is not enough time to search for 

a special valve, circuit breaker, or other 

device. The Safelex™ universal cable lockout is the solution. It is universally 

applicable, especially in cases where longer distances between two 

lockout points have to be bridged. Thanks to the flexible cable which is 

available in four different lengths, the high-quality Safelex™ can be used 

universally for the lockout of various energy sources. The handling is easy 

and intuitive because the device is used just like a standard safety hasp 

with space for up to 6 padlocks. The cable gets clamped inside the body of 

the Safelex™, a completely secure and fast way of fixing.

Item # Description Color Quantity List Price

9-2000722-384 Cable Lockout Red/Black Each $33.39 

Abus Outdoor Lock
Especially designed for outdoor use, this rust-free 

lock will hold up to the harshest weather conditions. 

Self locking by pushing down the shackle. Sorry, no 

key series choice.

Item # Description  Quantity List Price

9-2000715-384 Outdoor Lock   Each $17.99 

Abus BakPac Locks
Well suited for backpacks, briefcases, and luggage. 

The shackle opens by pushing on the lever at the 

side. Uses a 3-digit resettable code instead of a key. 

Choose from Red, Blue, Yellow, Pink, Black, or Tan. 

Item # Description Color Quantity List Price

9-5000032-384 BakPac Lock Specify Each $7.99 

Aluminum Padlocks
The 72 series padlock is the ideal choice for safety lockout 

purposes. It is secure, and made of lightweight aluminum, 

ideal for laser engraving. Shackle is made of hardened 

steel with NANO PROTECT™ coating. Choose from 

Black, Blue, Green, Orange, Red, Yellow, Brown, Purple, 

or Silver. 

Item # Description Color Quantity List Price

9-5000034-384 Aluminum Specify Each $18.69 

High Security Chains and Sleeves and Padlock
Security chains from ABUS are ideal to secure high-value items that can't be locked with 

a common lock. Security chains are made of hardened steel with a special anti-corrosion 

coating which makes them ideal for outdoor use. The links are not round like on common 

chains, but are square-shaped which is a lot more effective against attacks with tools. 

The chains also feature a nylon sleeve to prevent paint work and chrome from scratches 

and damage. The padlock is made of solid aluminum core with steel shackle for the 

best physical strength and includes NANO PROTECT™ for superior corrosion resistance. 

Automatic locking for user convenience, compact, and lightweight. High precision 

6-pin cylinder for better tamper resistance. Color choice for Padlock only. Choose from 

Black, Blue, Green, Orange, Purple, Red, Yellow, or Brown. 

Abus Combination Locks
Use to secure valuables of lesser value or at low 

risk of theft.  Handy operation without a key, to ideal 

for lockers. The locks are secured by a 3 or 4 digit 

number combination that can be set individually. 

Shackle made from hardened steel. KTL Coating for 

better corrosion protection. Choose from Black, Red, 

Blue, Green, or Yellow. 

Item # Description Color Quantity List Price

9-5000011-384 Dial Combination Lock Specify Each $9.39 

ABUS File Bars
File Bars are a great solution to secure 

multi-drawer filing cabinets. They are an easy 

way to restrict access to sensitive data in your 

office. Just close the locking mechanism and 

lock the bar. Choose from 1 to 5 drawers.

Steel Cable Multiloop
This strong premium steel cable made of synthetic coating 

to prevent damage and offer high flexibility and versatility. 

The two ends of the COBRA cable for example are 

looped so that they can be intertwined and then locked 

with a padlock. 

Item # Description Color Quantity List Price

9-2000724-384 Cable Lock Black Each $78.69 

Combination Padlock with Key
The combination padlock with control key features 

a solid body made from zinc die-cast and a shackle 

made from hardened steel. Suited to secure doors, 

gates, cabinets, lockers, tool boxes, cellar windows, 

sheds, gates, etc. 4-digit resettable code with one hand 

operation. The disk cylinder offers better protection 

against picking.

Item # Description Color Quantity List Price

9-2000717-384 Key Controlled Combo Lock Black Each $31.99 

Item # Description  Quantity List Price

9-2000713-384 1 Drawer File Bar   Each $44.29 

9-2000714-384 2 Drawer File Bar   Each $47.29 

9-2000712-384 3 Drawer File Bar   Each $49.99 

9-2000710-384 4 Drawer File Bar   Each $53.29

9-2000716-384 5 Drawer File Bar   Each $57.19

Item # Description Color Quantity List Price

9-2000718-384 6KS Black Each $53.39 

9-2000719-384 8KS Black Each $79.99 

9-2000720-384 10KS Black Each $103.99 

9-2000721-384 12KS Black Each $153.39 

9-2000723-384 14KS Black Each $219.99 

9-5000033-384 Aluminum Padlock Specify Each $16.39

NEW

ENTIRE PAGE $225 minimum order required for  
all items on this page.
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Master Lock®  
Key Controlled Combination Padlocks
Proven effective in deterring storage of  

drugs and stolen property in school lockers.

This 3-digit combination padlock includes key control 

feature for supervisory access with master control 

key can open lock from back, along with many 

enhanced security features like the exclusive 

BlockGuard® Anti-Shim technology, hardened steel 

shackles and double-reinforced stainless 

steel casing. Designed to fit lockers with a 

padlock eye of at least 5/16in (8mm) diameter 

Factory-kept installation record provides for 

extension of your present numbering system 

under same key. You must furnish series 

number (stamped on your key) if extending 

current system. Specify "New" or "Existing" series. 

Specify color choice: black, blue or red.

Item # Description Color Quantity List Price

9-1137294-384 Key Controlled Specify Each $16.49 

9-1137297-384 Control Key - Each $7.89 

Master Lock® Combination Dial Padlock
Standard Dial Combination Padlock features a 

1-7/8in (48mm) wide metal body for durability, 

with a stainless steel cover. The 9/32in (7mm) 

diameter shackle is 3/4in (19mm) long and 

made of hardened steel, offering extra 

resistance to cutting and sawing. The 3-digit 

combination offers keyless convenience. The 

locking mechanism features anti-shim technology, 

offering maximum security. Best used for cabinets, 

school, employee, athletic, and storage lockers. The 

Limited Lifetime Warranty provides peace of mind.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1063989-384 Combination Dial Lock Each $9.99 

Master Lock® Bluetooth Padlock
Master Lock® Bluetooth Padlock puts your 

mind at ease with no more fear of forgotten 

combinations or lost keys. Now you can 

access the padlock through directional 

combination or with a Smart Device with an 

easy to use app. Features controlled sharing 

of access with others, tamper and low 

battery warnings, and you can monitor the 

locks activity through the app!

Built-In Automatic Locking Bolt
For lockers equipped with automatic bar and 

rod release. Combination lock, built-in type 

key controlled, with push-button combination 

changer. Five different combinations available 

per lock. Specify "New" or "Existing" series.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1137299-384 For Door with Right Hinge  Each $27.69 

9-1137301-384 For Door with Left Hinge Each $27.69 

9-1300071-384 Control Key Each $7.89 

Master Lock® Letter Lock Combination Padlocks
Lock is available in the following colors: Black, Red, Orange, Gold, Green, 

Blue, Purple, and Gray. Choose from locks with control chart or locks with 

control chart and key override. Authorized master control key holder can 

open lock from back. Factory-kept installation record provides for extension 

of your present numbering system under same key. You must furnish 

series number (stamped on your key) if extending current system.  

Specify "New" or "Existing" series.

Item # Description Color Quantity List Price

9-1442071-384 Lock with Control Chart Specify Each $13.19 

9-1442070-384 Lock with Key Override Specify Each $16.69 

9-1137297-384 Control Key - Each $7.89 

Master Lock® Combination Padlock
Master Lock® Blue Combination Lock features an 

automatic scrambler that automatically moves the 

dial on closing the shackle for extra security. Lock 

has 2" wide body with 3/4" x 13/16" shackle of 9/32" dia. 

Lock comes with 40-number dial with 3-number 

combination and is ideal for lockers, bicycles and 

utility cabinets. Lock with blockguard anti-shim 

technology withstands attempts to violate the 

latch mechanism.

Item # Description Color Quantity List Price

9-1303054-384 2 in Padlock Blue Each $14.39 

$125 min. order on Master Lock Locks 

(no min. requirements for keys)

Item # Description  Quantity List Price

9-1561793-384 Indoor  Each $75.99 

9-1561794-384 Outdoor  Each $93.29 

Built In Combination Lock
For Single Point Latch Lockers, 

Hinged on the Right

Designed for standard single 

point horizontal latch lockers 

with hinges on the right. The 

NEW patent pending button-less 

combination change process 

for easier, faster combination 

changes. New octagonal, stylish dial 

with larger dial numbers and easy grip. 

Includes springbolt action for convenient, 

automatic locking with a secure, easy to dial 3-digit 

combination. Choose from Red, Blue, Green, 

Purple, or Black. Body Width is 1-7/8 in. (48mm).

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1137302-384 Built In Combination Lock Each $29.09 

Master Lock® Built-In Combination Lock
For Lift Handle, Single Point and Box 

Lockers, Hinged on the Right

Offering high security in built-in combination 

locks, this features an easy to dial 3-digit 

combination deadbolt locking mechanism 

and is designed to fit almost all locker 

styles. Ideal for mesh and ventilated lockers 

with access to the back of the lock. The 

manual action requires the dial to be turned 

to re-lock the door. Five different preset 

combinations available for a longer, useful 

life in your facility. Standard key control used for 

combination changes, allows quick supervisory access.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1300718-384 3-Digit Combo Deadbolt Each $31.29 
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Security Cabinets
Handsome two-tone 

designed key cabinet 

with rich scratch resistant 

Silver Vein powder coat 

enamel finish. The hook 

style key cabinet is made 

of heavy gauge steel 

designed with a unique 

drawn formed seamless 

body and lock which 

resists prying or tampering. 

The cabinet door is fitted with a convenient door plate for easy opening 

and closing. 32 key hooks and black key tags with plastic protected writing 

surface provided to store and organize your keys. Each cabinet features a 

unique key drop slot for after hours security. Key lock (2 keys included).

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1499356-384 32 Keys Each $52.95 

9-1499357-384 52 Keys Each $71.95 

9-1499624-384 Oval Key Tag Pack of 20 $16.69 

Key Tags with Split Ring
Round tag with metal rim and 

metal key ring. Blister-carded. 

Assorted colors are Red, Green, 

Yellow and White. 1-1/4" diameter. 

Plastic Key Tags
White plastic key tags with nickel 

plated snap hooks accommodate 

one or more keys. Square key 

tags fit most slotted rack style key 

cabinets, boards, etc. 

Security Key Cabinets
This Steelmaster cabinet is easy to use, 

and features hook style key hangers for 

30, 60, or 90 keys. Piano hinge for extra 

strength and security and secure cam lock 

with 2 keys. Predrilled holes and mounting 

hardware included.

Item # Description Color Quantity List Price

9-1589420-384 30 Key Gray Each $104.99 

9-1589421-384 60 Key Gray Each $161.69 

9-1589422-384 90 Key Gray Each $199.99 

Multi-Colored Key Rack
Organize keys for home, office and garage with colored key tags. 

Rack mounts easily with screws and fatures eight color-coded key rings 

with indentifiction tags. Tag size 2-1/4"W x 1/4"D x 1-3/16"H. White

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1311816-384 Key Rack 10-1/2 x 1/2 x 2-3/4 in Each $17.69 
Replacement Key Tags-Assorted Colors White, Purple, Blue, 
Green, Yellow, Orange, Red & Magenta

9-1405907-384 Replacement key Tags 1-1/8 x 1/4 x 3-1/4 in Pack of 4 $7.09 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1054146-384 White Pack of 50 $11.29 

9-1054147-384 Assorted Pack of 50 $11.29 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1096957-384 Square Tags, Plain Pack of 20 $13.09 

9-1096963-384 Oval Tags, Plain Pack of 20 $12.29 

Wrist Coils
Keep personal items close 

at hand! These sturdy, split ring 

key holders will hold multiple keys 

or items. Assorted includes 2 each of Blueberry, 

Tangerine, Lime, Strawberry, and Grape.

Item# Description Color List Price

9-1589430-384 Wrist Coils Assorted $4.29 

SteelMaster 
28-Key Hook Cabinet
This hook style key cabinet 

features steel construction. 

It comes with a total of 28 hooks 

and each hook can hold one or 

more keys. It contains 20% of 

recycled materials and can be 

hanged on walls or attached to 

partition hangers. It also includes 

white oval key tags and assures 

a security with combination 

lock. Predrilled mounting 

holes and hardware included; 

Mounting brackets not included.

Item # Description Color Quantity List Price

9-1589428-384 28 Key Black Each $99.99 

9-1589429-384 28 Key Sand Each $99.99 

Label Window Key Tags
Keep organized with colored 

key tags with write-on labels. 

The easy view window 

provides at a glance.

Item # Description Color Quantity List Price

9-1589423-384 Key Tag Black Pack of 6 $6.49 

9-1589424-384 Key Tag Red Pack of 6 $6.49 

9-1589425-384 Key Tag Blue Pack of 6 $6.49 

9-1589426-384 Key Tag Yellow Pack of 6 $6.49 

9-1589427-384 Key Tag Assorted Pack of 20 $9.29 
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Individual Bleeding Control Kit, Vacuum Sealed
Packaged in a compact, rugged vacuum-sealed pouch, this provides 

intuitive and easy to use tools, such as a tourniquet, compressed gauze, 

Emergency Trauma Dressing, shears, nitrile gloves, and a just in time 

pictorial instruction card, so even untrained providers can help save a life. 

Basic: Provides life saving bleeding control equipment, such as 

tourniquets, pressure dressings, and guaze bandages, Shears, and  

Bear Claw Nitrile Gloves (sz. Lg).

Intermediate: Includes all equipment found in the Basic, plus the added 

capability to treat penetrating chest wounds with the HyFin® Vent Compact 

Chest Seal Twin Pack (for entrance and exit wounds).

Advanced: Includes all equipment found in the Intermediate, with added 

capability to treat major bleeding with Combat Gauze LE (hemostatic 

dressing that enhances blood clotting abilities for faster control).

Advanced OTC: Includes all equipment found in the Intermediate, plus 

QuickClot Dressing.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1581208-384 Kit - Basic Each $70.69 

9-1546339-384 Kit - Intermediate Each $83.99 

9-1546340-384 Kit - Advanced Each $146.69 

9-1585931-384 Kit- Advanced OTC Each $146.69

Individual Bleeding Control Kit with Carry Bag
Control the Bleed with These Easy-To-Use Tools!

The Individual Bleeding Control Kit by North American Rescue is designed to provide essential 

equipment that empowers the general public to take action as immediate responders in 

stopping life threatening bleeding. Contained in a nylon carry bag, this life saving kit provides 

intuitive and easy to use tools that are proven to help save lives such as the fastest, safest, 

and most effective pre-hospital tourniquet in the world, the C-A-T® quality gauze, shears, and 

pressure dressings/bandages.

Basic: Provides life saving bleeding control equipment, such as tourniquets, pressure 

dressings, and guaze bandages, Shears, and Bear Claw Nitrile Gloves (sz. Lg).

Intermediate: Includes all equipment found in the Basic, plus the added capability to treat penetrating chest wounds with 

the HyFin® Vent Compact Chest Seal Twin Pack (for entrance and exit wounds).

Advanced: Includes all equipment found in the Intermediate, with added capability to treat major bleeding with Combat 

Gauze LE (hemostatic dressing that enhances blood clotting abilities for faster control) and HyFin® Vent Compact Chest Seal 

Twin Pack.

Advanced OTC: Includes all equipment found in the Intermediate, with added capability to treat major bleeding with 

QuikClot Dressing and HyFin® Vent Compact Chest Seal Twin Pack (for entrance and exit wounds).

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1581207-384 Kit - Basic Each $88.69 

9-1546332-384 Kit- Intermediate Each $99.99 

9-1546333-384 Kit - Advanced Each $163.99 

9-1585932-384 Kit- Advanced OTC Each $163.99 

Every Second Counts
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HARTFORD CONSENSUS  

Recommendations Compliant

Individual & Mass Crisis Incident Kits
The Individual Aid Kit is designed for non-medically trained 

caregivers to control bleeding until medically trained responders 

arrive on the scene. Includes gauze, dressing, petroleum gauze, 

nitrile gloves, and surgical tape. The Mass Crisis Incident kit is 

designed to store & transport Individual Aid Kits to classrooms, 

cafeterias, auditoriums, and other areas where a large mass 

of injured persons are gathered. The Mass Crisis Kit contains 

40 Individual Compact Aid Kits packaged in a medium sized duffel 

style bag designed to be carried over the shoulder or hand carried 

on the scene. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1546355-384 Individual Compact Kit Each $23.99 

9-1546351-384 Mass Crisis Incident Kit Each $999.99
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Public Access Bleeding 
Control 8 Pack, Vacuum Sealed
This pack is designed to provide 

bystanders and initial first responders with 

quick and easy access to essential medical 

equipment for stopping life-threatening 

bleeding. The pack includes 8 Individual 

Bleeding Control Kits contained in 1 easy 

to open carrying case. Also includes 1 NAR 

QuickLitter™ used to move the injured.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1546341-384 Kit - Basic Each $647.99 

9-1546342-384 Kit - Intermediate Each $754.69 

9-1546343-384 Kit - Advanced Each $1,261.29 

9-1585933-384 Kit - Advanced OTC Each $1,261.29 

Prepare Anyone for the Unexpected!

Public Access Bleeding Control 8 Pack, Nylon Case
Designed to provide bystanders and initial first responders with quick and easy 

access to essential medical equipment for stopping life-threatening bleeding. 

Includes 8 individual bleeding control kits that are contained inside of an easy to 

open red Rip-Stop nylon carrying case, All-In-1 hook and loop folding carrying case.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1546334-384 Kit - Basic Each $763.99 

9-1546335-384 Kit - Intermediate Each $883.99 

9-1546336-384 Kit - Advanced Each $1,399.99 

9-1585934-384 Kit- Advanced OTC Each $1,399.99 

Public Access Bleeding Control 5-Pack, Vacuum Sealed
Designed to provide bystanders and initial first responders with quick and 

easy access to essential medical equipment for stopping life-threatening 

bleeding. This kit includes an easy to open zippered nylon tote bag 

containing 5 vacuum sealed individual bleeding control kits packaged in 

ruggedized vacuum sealed pouches and 1 QuikLitter for moving injured 

casualties. The Basic includes tourniquets, pressure dressings and gauze 

bandages. The Intermediate includes all of the equipment in the Basic, 

PLUS the HyFin Vent Compact Chest Seal Twin Pack (for entrance and 

exit wounds) to treat penetrating chest wounds, the Advanced includes 

all of that in the intermediate PLUS hemostatic dressing to enhance blood 

clotting abilities for faster bleeding control and the Advanced OTC kit also 

includes 1 QuikClot Bleeding Control Dressing. Each kit also includes 2 pair 

of Bear Claw Nitrile Gloves (sz. large), trauma shears, permanent marker, 

and a Just In Time Instruction Card.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1585949-384 Kit-Basic Each $462.69 

9-1585950-384 Kit-Intermediate Each $530.69 

9-1585951-384 Kit-Advanced Each $853.29 

9-1585937-384 Kit- Advanced OTC Each $853.29
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Semi-Recessed 
Metal Wall Stations
These Wall Stations include 5 or 

8 individual Bleeding Control 

Kits packaged in vacuum sealed 

pouches or red nylon bags stored 

within an easy to open nylon carrier 

and includes 1 NAR QuikLitter for 

moving injured casualties. Outside 

Dimensions: 17-1/2 x 17-1/2 x 1"

Item # Description Quantity List Price
8-Pack, Vacuum Sealed

9-1585941-384 Kit-Basic Each $979.99 

9-1585942-384 Kit-Intermediate Each $1,086.69 
9-1585944-384 Kit-Advanced Each $1,559.99 
9-1585943-384 Kit-Advanced BCD Each $1,559.99 
8-Pack, Nylon Bag

9-1585945-384 Kit-Basic Each $1,026.69 
9-1585946-384 Kit-Intermediate Each $1,139.99 
9-1585948-384 Kit-Advanced Each $1,653.29 
9-1585947-384 Kit-Advanced BCD Each $1,653.29 
5-Pack, Vacuum-Sealed

9-1585952-384 Kit-Basic Each $719.99 

9-1585953-384 Kit-Intermediate Each $786.69 

9-1585954-384 Kit-Advanced Each $1,106.69 
9-1585938-384 Kit- Advanced BCD Each $1,099.99 

Clear Polycarbonate Wall Stations
Public Access Bleeding Control 

Each station contains 1 Public Access 

Bleeding Control Pack, which includes 

5 or 8 individual bleeding control kits 

in either Vacuum-sealed pouches 

or red nylon bags with step-by-step 

pictoral instructions on how to use 

the provided medical equipment that 

is contained inside of an easy to open 

carrying case, 1 NAR QuikLitter™  

used for moving the injured. Stored  

in a durable, clear polycarbonate 

cabinet that is easily accessible 

with highly visible "Stop the Bleed" 

placards for fast identification, all 

packed in a clear rugged storage case. 

Dimensions: 16" x 16" x 8"

Item # Description Quantity List Price
8-Pack, Vacuum Sealed

9-1546344-384 Kit - Basic Each $1,070.69 
9-1546345-384 Kit - Intermediate Each $1,186.69 
9-1546346-384 Kit - Advanced Each $1,701.29 
9-1585935-384 Kit- Advanced BCD Each $1,699.99 
8-Pack, Nylon Bag

9-1546347-384 Kit - Basic Each $1,199.99 
9-1546348-384 Kit - Intermediate Each $1,319.99 
9-1546349-384 Kit - Advanced Each $1,821.29 
9-1585936-384 Kit- Advanced BCD Each $1,826.69 
5-Pack, Vacuum Sealed

9-1585955-384 Kit-Basic Each $893.29 

9-1585956-384 Kit-Intermediate Each $1,106.69 
9-1585957-384 Kit-Advanced Each $1,261.29 
9-1585939-384 Kit-Advanced BCD Each $1,287.99 
Wall Case Only

9-1546350-384 Wall Case Only Each $373.29
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SRO Crisis Response Kit
Designed to provide School Resource Officers with the essential life-saving 

equipment to begin treating injured victims until medical personnel arrive. 

This kit is essential for the treatment of multiple victims with moderate to 

severe injuries.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1546353-384 SRO Crisis Response Kit Each $371.99 

Crisis Incident Response Kit
This School First Aid kit is designed to treat penetrating trauma and major 

bleeding as well as the administration of rescue breathing and basic first 

aid. Complete with a high visibility orange bag constructed of durable 

1000 denier nylon and reflective trim, designed to carry over the shoulder, 

hand carry or fanny pack style. Kit includes variety of gauze, dressings, 

tourniquet, splints, nitrile gloves, CPR face shields, and survival blankets.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1546354-384 Crisis Incident Response Kit Each $399.99 

Individual & Mass Crisis Incident Kits
The Individual Aid Kit is designed for non-medically trained caregivers to 

control bleeding until medically trained responders arrive on the scene. 

Includes gauze, dressing, petroleum gauze, nitrile gloves, and surgical tape. 

The Mass Crisis Incident kit is designed to store & transport Individual Aid 

Kits to classrooms, cafeterias, auditoriums, and other areas where a large 

mass of injured persons are gathered. The Mass Crisis Kit contains 40 

Individual Compact Aid Kits packaged in a medium sized duffel style bag 

designed to be carried over the shoulder or hand carried on the scene. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1546355-384 Individual Compact Kit Each $23.99 

9-1546351-384 Mass Crisis Incident Kit Each $999.99 

SRO Individual Response Kit
An essential medical kit for 

School Resource Officers 

designed to treat penetrating 

trauma and severe bleeding for 

immediate care to injuries at the 

point of wounding. Attaches to 

the duty belt as a drop down leg 

rig and includes an extraction 

device for casualty evacuation 

from the point of wounding to an 

area of safety. Kit includes gloves, 

trauma shears, compressed 

gauze, a tourniquet, emergency 

trauma dressing, and a HyFin® 

Vent Chest Seal for hemorrhage 

control, breathing, treatment 

support, and rescue.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1546352-384 SRO Individual Kit Each $199.99 
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Mobile Rescue Unit
Convenient & Reliable  
New Trauma & Medical 
Emergency Technology!

The Mobile unit is an easily 

transportable, interactive trauma 

and medical emergency response 

system that uses a diagnostic 

app to help untrained 

bystanders assess, 

manage, and monitor severe bleeding, cardiac 

arrest, chest trauma, seizures, overdoses, and 

more - all while the EMS is on the way. ANSI Class A kit

Mobilize Rescue Public Access Station
The Public Access Station empowers anyone to save lives with easily 

accessible bleeding control, trauma, & rescue-breathing equipment. 

Paired with a diagnostic app for immediate responders, each station 

includes a carrying case with 4 Individual Public Access Kits (I-PAKs) for 

distribution during a mass casualty event. Each iPAK (Individual Public 

Access Kit) contains a SOF-T Wide Tourniquet, 4 inch emergency trauma 

dressing, a QuikClot bleeding control dressing, hyfin chest seal, CPR Face 

shield with bite block, emergency space mylar blanket, 1 trauma shears, 

and 8 nitrile gloves.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-2000417-384 Public Access Station Each $905.29 

9-2000420-384 Replacement iPAK Each $198.69 

Mobilize Compact Rescue System
The Compact unit is a travel-sized, interactive trauma and medical 

life-threats kit that pairs with an easily downloadable diagnostic app to 

help untrained bystanders assess, manage, and monitor severe bleeding, 

cardiac arrest, chest trauma, seizures, choking, and more - all while 

EMS is on the way.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-2000419-384 Compact Rescue System Each $239.99 

Download the App

Wall Cabinets
The Alarmed wall bracket is a threat prevention & safety notification 

system designed to mount the Comprehensive Unit alongside an AED, 

and to alert staff when the unit is removed from the bracket during a 

medical emergency.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-2000411-384 Wall Cabinet Without Alarm Each $213.29 

9-2000416-384 Wall Cabinet With Alarm Each $319.99 

NEW

ENTIRE PAGE

Preparing for the 
unexpected is simple with 
the Mobilize Rescue System!
Sudden cardiac arrest represents 

0.5% of the major emergencies 

that occur each year, which is why 

approximately 5 - 10 million AEDs 

have been installed worldwide. But what about 

the other 95.5% of medical emergencies? With an 

estimated 30,000 preventable traumatic deaths taking place 

each year, you need to be ready to manage traumatic injuries. The Mobilize 

Rescue System is the only interactive trauma and first aid system capable 

of helping untrained bystanders assess, manage, and monitor a spectrum 

of medical emergencies according to the protocols and best practices of 

the American Heart Association (AHA),Tactical Emergency Casualty Care 

(TECC), and the American College of Surgeons.

The Mobilize Rescue System includes instructions and supplies to 

manage severe bleeding, cardiac arrest, seizures, choking, chest trauma, 

hypothermia, burns, and more (around 80 medical emergencies) - all while 

the ambulance is en route.

The supplies in the Mobilize Rescue System are conveniently labeled 

and organized to match the instructions in the Mobilize Rescue app 

(each item is color-coded and numbered).The straightforward organization 

makes locating supplies easy, saving valuable time during an emergency. 

Mobilize will send out monthly email reminders for you to verify that your 

medical supplies are up to date and the technology is properly maintained 

(so that you can replace products that have expired and ensure you have 

properly charged your unit). We will also send an email to alert you when 

new app features become available, or medical protocol updates have 

been made to reflect the most current medical best practices.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-2000412-384 Mobile Rescue System Each $2,265.29

Mobilize Comprehensive  
Rescue System
The Comprehensive unit is a 

wall-mountable, interactive trauma and medical 

emergency response system that uses a diagnostic app to 

help untrained bystanders assess, manage, and monitor severe bleeding, 

cardiac arrest, chest trauma, seizures, overdoses, and more- all while EMS 

is on the way. The color coded and numbered supplies match the app's 

instructions exactly! Water-resistant, durable case protects the life-saving 

supplies until they are needed. ANSI Class A kit.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price

9-2000415-384 Comprehensive Rescue System Each $2,931.99 

9-2009461-384 Alarmed Cabinet with Sign Each $386.69
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Easy-Roll Backpack with LED Safety Signal
Durable wheeled backpack with telescoping handle for easy transport of emergency supplies. Easily converts to a 

regular backpack as needed and includes flashing, high-visibility (up to 2,500 feet) LED signal for safety. LED safety 

signal works off 2 AA batteries (not included).

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1396938-384 Easy Roll Backpack Each $49.99 

SecureEvac™ Easy-Roll Classroom 
Evacuation and Lockdown Kit
A portable rolling emergency support 

kit for evacuating students and staff 

or supporting them in place during a 

lockdown for the first several hours 

after an emergency or disaster. 

Each kit includes survival supplies 

such as; First Aid Kit, Flashlight, 

Emergency Blankets,and 

Emergency drinking water 

pouches, radio with batteries, 

portable toilet, light sticks and an 

8' x 10' tarp for up to 29 students 

and one teacher. High-visibility markings and 

flashing safety signal provide quick emergency identification and increased 

safety in use. This kit also supports fieldtrips and other off-campus events. 

Approved by the CDC.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1452574-384 Classroom Evac & Lockdown Kit Each $509.99 

American Red Cross 
Personal Emergency 
Preparedness Kit
Contains water, blanket, poncho, 

first aid and items to attract help. 

Packaged in a hands-free durable 

nylon backpack with extra room 

for personal items. Includes 

a complimentary brochure to 

help customize an emergency 

preparedness kit.

OTS Teacher/Staff Response Kit
A grab-and-go emergency response 

kit designed to help a teacher or 

staff member respond in any 

emergency or disaster. Packed 

in an Over-The-Shoulder (OTS) 

clear-view ballistic nylon 

pouch. Kit Contents: (1) Hi-Vis 

Safety Vest (1) N-95 Respirator 

Mask (1) Whistle with lanyard (1) Pen 

(1) Writing tablet (1) Leather Palm 

Gloves (1) Heavy Duty Flashlight 

(2) D batteries (4) AA batteries (2) 12-Hour 

Light Sticks (1) Emergency poncho (1) Emergency thermal blanket.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1465125-384 Teacher/Staff Response Kit Each $138.79 

Lightweight Emergency Evacuation Chair
When you need to evacuate someone with 

mobility impairments in an emergency, the 

Evac+Chair 300H is your quickest and easiest 

option. The dual position seat is the only one on the 

market that allows adjustability to the seat position 

every time. With a 330 lb. payload capacity, this 

simple, single person chair only weighs 19 lbs, folds 

compact and stores easily. Comes complete and 

exceeds all ADA/NFPA regulations and guidelines. 

Includes head, chest and thigh restraints, locking 

rear wheels, and unique self braking system, wall 

mounted hooks, dust cover, signage and user guide 

with instructional DVD. The comfy seat provides 

additional comfort and support and clips to the seat 

frame. The comfy seat is highly recommended for long 

term use in a non-emergency setting.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1428562-384 Evac+ Chair 300H Each $3,059.99 

9-1469001-384 Comfy Seat for Evac+ Chair Each $619.99 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1392941-384 Red Cross First Aid Kit Each $65.29 

First Aid/Field 
Trip Emergency Kit
This First Aid Field Trip 

Emergency Kit contains 

all the essential supplies 

needed for a day away 

from school, all in a 

convenient fanny pack.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1400517-384 Field Trip Kit Each $61.19 

Respond Immediately! 

Respond Effectively! 

Respond Confidently!

MobileAid® Hi-Vis Easy-Roll First Aid Stations
These comprehensive First Aid Stations include 5 Quick Access 

first aid supply modules, flexible stretcher, 8 ft. first aid 

flag, and integrated seat & gear platform.  

The dual 4" polyurethane wheels have 

flashing (red/blue) LED lights, aid in rapid-

response, and climb stairs and curbs with 

little effort.  Platform allows for patient to be 

seated while being treated. Super durable, 

light weight frame construction supports 

up to 300 lbs. The Sports Station complies 

with the National Center for Sports Safety 

Standards.  The Trauma Station includes 

250 pieces and meets OSHA and ANSI 

standards.  The All Terrain offers large 

"NeverFlat" foam-filled all-terrain tires 

for rough, outdoor terrain, or to make 

climbing or descending stairs easy

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1410384-384 Sports Station Each $797.69 

9-1410383-384 Trauma Station Each $813.49 

9-1586099-384 All Terrain Trauma Station Each $1,066.69
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5.4 Quart Sharps Container
The Guardian Point-of-Use Sharps Collector 

features a unique, counterbalanced, side entry 

door which opens and closes automatically 

for single-handed disposal. The top is clear 

and automatically shuts when the container is 

full. The Guardian exceeds the most rigorous 

international standards for puncture, leak and 

impact resistance, and is compatible with most 

existing bedside brackets.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1137796-384 5.4 Qt Each $16.99 

Impact Bloodborne Pathogen Kit
This kit easily transforms liquid spills 

into an odorless, semi-solid mass 

for safe and sanitary disposal using 

a fluid absorbent powder (included). 

Kit contains all needed items to clean 

up and dispose of spilled bodily 

fluids, bloods, or other substances, 

following OSHA requirements rule 

29 CFR 1910.1030. Kit includes one 

pair disposable gloves, one pair disposable 

shoe covers, one disposable apron, two 

scoops/scrapers, two red biohazard bags 

with ties, one disposable towel, one pair protective eyewear, one isolation 

mask, one 3 oz packet of absorbent power, two antiseptic wipes, one 

instruction sheet, and one disposable wipe with HIV-1 tuberculocidal 

claim. Case is made of heavy-duty plastic. Case includes a safety latch to 

secure contents.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1536130-384 Kit Each $44.49 

Mini Clean Up Kit
The Medtrol Quik-Chlor Clean-Up 

Kit with Non-Latex Gloves is OSHA 

compliant and the ideal size for 

the classroom. Contents include: 

(1) Chloro-Sol Bleach Packet (2) Large 

Absorbent Towels (2) Non-Latex 

Gloves (1) Red Biohazard Bag with 

Twist Tie.

Econo Emergency Spill Kit
Quick and simple clean-up kit complies 

with OSHA guidelines. Covers all basics 

needed for a simple biohazard spill (blood 

or bodily fluids). Includes one Bio-Wipe 

bag, one 2 oz. Cavicide Disinfectant 

Spray, two Nitrile latex-free gloves, 

one Heavy-duty Towelette, an 

Antimocrobial Hand Wipe, and complete 

instruction sheet in English and Spanish. All are sealed 

in zip-lock bag with content label on front. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1314950-384 Emergency Spill Kit Each $30.69 

Small Biohazard  
Infectious Waste Bags
Meets government regulations for 

infectious waste disposal. Each red 

disposal bag has "Infectious Waste" printed 

on it and displays universal biohazard symbol. 

20 bags per roll, 10 rolls per box. Red

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1314904-384 1 Gallon Pack of 200 $50.09 

9-1314905-384 3 Gallon Pack of 200 $79.99 

Large Red Biohazard 
Infectious Waste Bags
For safe disposal of infectious waste. Each bag 

displays a large biohazard symbol and warning 

message in English and Spanish. Bags meet 

OSHA requirements. Red. 

Basic PPE Kit
This kit contains basic personal protection equipment that you can hand out to anyone who needs protection equipment. 

Contents include: 1 Full Length, Polyethylene-Coated Isolation Gown, 1 Pair Shoe Covers, 1 Surgical Head Cover, 1 Procedure 

Mask, 1 Pair Safety Glasses with Wrap-Around Frame, 1 Pair Latex Gloves, 1 31" x 43" Red Infection Control Bag

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1512884-384 Basic Kit Each $21.99 

School Health Sharps Container
Allows for disposal of sharps, such as lancets, 

tubing and syringes. Containers lock for final 

disposal. 1.4 quart.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1378890-384 Sharps Container 1.4 Qt. Tray Each $4.69 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1314982-384 10 Gallon Pack of 50 $25.29 

9-1314961-384 20-25 Gallon Pack of 50 $49.29 

9-1314981-384 30-33 Gallon Pack of 50 $49.29 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1529392-384 Mini Kit Each $7.99 

Clean Up Pathogen Kit
Bloodborne pathogen kit with disinfectant 

for safe and sanitary removal of 

spilled bodily fluids, bloods or other 

substances by converting them 

into solids. Complies with OSHA 

requirements rule 29 CFR 

1910.1030. Kit includes 1 pair 

disposable gloves, 1 disposable apron, 

2 scoops/scrapers, 2 red biohazard bags 

with ties, 1 disposable towel, 1 instruction 

sheet, 1 disposable wipe with HIV-1 

tuberculocidal claim. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1382984-384 Clean Up Kit Each $14.29 
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School Health Adhesive Plastic Bandages
School Health adhesive bandages are made of flexible plastic with 

increased flexibility and form-fitting for added comfort. Multi-directional 

stretch. Highly-absorbent wound pad with 360 degrees of adhesive 

protection. Premium adhesive stays secure - even with movement or 

perspiration. Flexibility provides mild compression. Latex free.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1293842-384 3/4 x 3 in. Pack of 100 $5.59 

9-1293843-384 1 x 3 in. Pack of 100 $5.59 

9-1293845-384 2 x 4 in. Pack of 50 $8.29

School Health Adhesive Flexible Bandages
School Health adhesive bandages are made of flexible fabric, with 100 

bandages per box. Increased flexibility and form-fitting for added comfort. 

Multi-directional stretch. Highly-absorbent wound pad with 360 degrees 

of adhesive protection. Premium adhesive stays secure - even with 

movement or perspiration. Flexibility provides mild compression.  

Latex free.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1589386-384 1 x 3 in Pack of 750 $43.99 

9-1469416-384 1 x 3 in. Pack of 100 $5.49 

9-1497165-384 3/4 x 3 in. Pack of 100 $5.49 

9-1293847-384 1 3/4 x 2 in. Pack of 100 $13.39 

9-1497164-384 2 x 4 in. Pack of 50 $9.39 

Band-Aid® Fabric Bandages
These Johnson and Johnson brand Band-Aid® Strips provide extra 

flexibility, are stretchable and comfortable to give you a better fit. Ideal 

for bumps and scrapes. The QuiltVent® Technology creates air channels 

for superior breathability and wicks away blood to keep wounds clean. 

Band-Aid - protecting you for over 90 years! Fabric 1" x 3" or 3/4" x 3". 100 /Box.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1469083-384 3/4 x 3 in Band-Aid Pack of 100 $13.29 

9-1469006-384 1 x 3 in Band-Aid Pack of 100 $10.69

Band-Aid® Assorted Bandages
Band-Aid® Variety Pack contains 280 assorted bandages in Sheer and 

Wet-Flex backings. Ideal refill for first aid kits.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1091791-384 Variety Pack Pack of 280 $27.29 

Find more,

and find it faster.

Save time and money  

by ordering online.

• Find everything we offer in one place, with expanded options.

• Enjoy a more personalized shopping experience with 

customized shopping lists and saved shopping carts.

• Assign multiple users to your account, and create a 

customized approval workflow.

• See all your account activity on your new user dashboard.

We’re working to completely overhaul our ecommerce 

experience to make it more intuitive and fun to use. Best 

of all, it’ll help you leverage every dollar you spend. Find 

everything you need to create amazing learning environments, 

from supplies, materials, furniture and beyond.

Band-Aid® Sheer Strips
These sheer adhesive bandages are America's #1 bandage brand that 

covers all of your wound protection needs. Band-Aid® Adhesive Bandages 

have covered and protected cuts and scrapes for millions of people over  

90 years. Breathable protection for everyday cuts and scrapes.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1497252-384 3/4 x 3 in. Pack of 100 $9.29
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Curad® First Aid Kits
Contains best selling Curad first aid branded 

items. Perfect for minor cuts, scrapes 

and wounds.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1398121-384 Complete Kit with 175 Pieces Each $23.89

9-1409070-384 Compact Kit with 75 Pieces Each $16.99 

Cotton Swabs
Cotton Swabs. Double-tipped. Flexible. 3 inch 

length. 300 /Box.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1469007-384 3 inch Pack of 300 $6.29 

Medline Latex Free 
Cotton Tipped Applicator
This non-sterile 3" cotton tip 

applicator is constructed of wood 

and plastic, making it easy to meet 

medical as well as diagnostic needs. 

1,000 per pack.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1332583-384 Applicator Pack of 1000 $11.99 

10-Person 
First Aid Kit
This 10-person first aid 

kit includes bandages, 

compresses, a sling 

bandage, gauze pads, 

antiseptic towelettes, first aid tape, 

exam gloves, burn relief, and a cold 

compress in a plastic carry case.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1390464-384 170 Pieces Each $33.29 

Cramer® Coach's Team First Aid Kit
Designed by athletic trainers as a complete solution for your team first 

aid demands. Fully compartmentalized kit comes complete with pictures 

and instructions so you'll have the tools you need for whatever comes 

your way. Contains basic bandaging, Gauze Pads, Targeted and assorted 

Bandaging, Elastic Wrap, Tape Underwrap, roll Athletic Tape, Tuf-Skin, Skin 

Lube, Cold Packs, After Bites, Antiseptic Towelettes, Antibiotic Cream, 

Acetaminophen, and more!

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1593273-384 First Aid Kit Each $147.69 

Cotton Balls
The ideal general purpose swab. Medium 

size, non-sterile absorbent cotton balls for skin 

prepping and wound cleansing. Bag of 2000.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1471357-384 Cotton Balls Pack of 2000 $17.99 

NEW

A B

50 Person First Aid Kits
This 50 Person kit is ideal for larger classrooms and areas, such as 

cafeterias, in schools. It meets federal OSHA recommendations 

and carries 20 critical products including a 4 ounce eye wash 

and 6 piece CPR pack. The Plastic Case kit includes 197 pieces 

and the rugged metal case includes 191 pieces. The partitioned, 

water-resistant plastic and the rugged metal cases are both wall 

mountable and has a handle for easy carrying.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-2003345-384 Plastic Case Each $66.69 

9-2003347-384 Metal Case Each $102.69 
A
B

25 Person First Aid Kits
Ideal for Classrooms and areas with up to 25 students. It meets 

federal OSHA recommendations and carries 17 critical products 

including a 4 oz. eye wash. The partitioned, water-resistant plastic 

and the rugged metal cases are both wall mountable yet has a 

handle for easy carrying.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-2003340-384 Plastic Case Each $35.29 

9-2003338-384 Metal Case Each $46.69
A
B
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Health Giant™ Vinyl Gloves
Health Giant™ Powder-Free Synthetic 

gloves contain no natural rubber latex 

proteins. They are soft, flexible, PVC 

Polymer bonded with a polyurethane 

interior for excellent comfort. Latex Free.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1570806-384 Medium Pack of 100 $8.69 

9-1464656-384 Large Pack of 100 $8.69 

9-1570807-384 X-Large Pack of 100 $8.69 

Curad® 
Nitrile Universal Size Gloves
Curad® Nitrile Powder-Free and 

Latex-Free Exam Gloves in blue 

are an excellent barrier protection 

glove with a soft touch. They are 

non-sterile and fit either hand.

Item # Description Size Quantity List Price

9-1497162-384 Nitrile Gloves Universal Pack of 100 $14.69 

Kendall™ 
Gauze Pads & Bandages
Kendall Curity™ Sterile Gauze Pads are 

versatile for cleansing and dressing 

wounds. Bleached white 12-ply, sterile, 

all-cotton mesh with non-fraying edges, 

2" x 2", 25 /Box. . Kendall Kerlix® Elastic 

Gauze is a sterile, 6-ply, large elastic gauze 

bandage that can be used as a bandage or as a wrap in 

conjunction with a Multi-Trauma Dressing. 4.5 in. x 4.1 yds stretched. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1469008-384 2 x 2 in. Pads Pack of 25 $4.49 

9-1469009-384 4.5 in x 4.1 yds Bandages Each $5.49 

Celox™ Gauze Rolls
Easy to Use! Just Pack and Press!

The power of Celox™ is now available 

in a sterile gauze. The same highly 

effective Celox™ granules used for 

emergency first aid are bonded within 

Celox™ Gauze. These granules are 

bonded on the surface of CELOX™ 

gauze, a stable (not flimsy) gauze which 

will not compact under pressure. Celox™ 

First Aid Gauze is suitable for Surface bleeding 

wounds, Lacerations, grazes and minor cuts. Cover or 

pack any bleeding/injury and apply pressure. This product is FDA approved 

as an OTC medical device.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1587401-384 3 in x 5 ft Each $49.99 

9-1587402-384 8 x 8 in Each $32.99 

9-1587403-384 4 x 4 in Each $19.99 

Celox™ Nosebleed Dressing
Used by those with No Emergency 
or Medical Training!

The power of Celox™ is now available in a dressing 

specifically for nose bleeds. The same highly effective 

Celox™ granules used for emergency first aid are bonded 

within Celox’s Nose Bleed Dressing to provide an effective 

way to control any type of nose bleed. Each pack contains 

5 shaped pads that can be easily inserted into the nose 

to effectively stop bleeding. For nose bleeds: fold pad 

vertically in half. Insert into bleeding nostril. Apply fingertip pressure 

along bridge/side of nose. Bleeding stops quickly, with no re-bleed when 

removed. Apply to site and apply fingertip or palm pressure for 30 seconds. 

This product is FDA approved as an OTC medical device.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1587400-384 Nosebleed Pack Pack of 5 $22.99 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1587398-384 Pack of 10 Pack of 10 $49.99 

9-1587399-384 Bulk, Case of 200 Case of 200 $799.99 

Alcohol Wipes
Ideal for cleaning cuts and scrapes 

before applying a bandage. Refill 

for First Aid Stations and Kits. 200 

individually wrapped swabs.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1514630-384 Alcohol Pads Pack of 200 $5.69 

Elastic Bandage Pre Wrap
A stretchable bandage used 
to create localized pressure.

Packaged in cellophane, these 

elastic bandages can stretch to 

double length when unwrapped.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1293921-384 2 in x 5 yds Pre Wrap Each $1.29 

9-1293922-384 3 in x 5 yds Pre Wrap Each $1.49 

9-1293871-384 4 in x 5 yds Pre Wrap Each $2.09 

9-1293872-384 6 in x 5 yds Pre Wrap Each $3.09 

Celox™ Granules
Provides Immediate Control in Any Bleeding Situation!

CELOX™ granules are very high surface-area flakes that absorb fluid from 

the blood. When if comes in contact with blood, CELOX™ swells, gels, and 

sticks together to form a robust "pseudo clot". This adhesive-like action 

seals the wound and rapidly controls bleeding. CELOX™ does not initiate 

or interfere with the body’s normal clotting cascade. Celox granules are 

sterile, single-use 2g packets that are small, flat, lightweight and easy to 

store and carry. Celox is easy to use. Just pour, pack, cover, and press. 

Pour onto/into the wound, covering entire bleeding area. Pack cavity or 

laceration with granules. Cover area with regular gauze. Press/compress 

the affected area to disseminate CELOX. CELOX 2g granule packs are 

great for fingertip cuts, or any minor lacerations. This product is FDA 

approved as an OTC medical device.

NEWSterex®  
Nitrile Exam Gloves
Sterex medical grade powder free 

nitrile exam gloves are suitable for use 

in the medical field. Strong and highly 

elastic, these gloves are latex free.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-2003376-384 Small Pack of 100 $11.09 

9-2003372-384 Medium Pack of 100 $11.09 

9-2003371-384 Large Pack of 100 $11.09 

9-2003373-384 X-Large Pack of 100 $11.09
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Medline No Touch Thermometer
The Medline Infrared No Touch Forehead Thermometer 

completely eliminates patient contact. Take human 

termperatures in either Celsius or Fahrenheit units. 

Easily interpret measurement results using the 

thermometer's result indicators. The Compact and 

innovative design is exclusive to Medline. 

One Year Warranty.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1587397-384 No-Touch Each $93.29 

School Health Digital Thermometer
Features a 30 second sensing probe and an energy efficient LCD panel 

that displays easy to read bold numbers. Unit beeps when maximum 

temperature is reached. The compact design fits securely into a plastic 

carrying case. Comes complete with one battery. Features a memory recall 

of last reading and an Auto-Off Fever Alarm.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1540039-384 Digital Thermometer Each $13.79 

9-1441106-384 Probe Covers Pack of 100 $6.69 

Digital Thermometer with Flexible Soft Tip
A fast, 60 second readout is clinical accuracy to 1 / 10ths of a degree and 

a rubber side grip for easy handling. It features a fever alarm sound for 

termpatures above 99.5°F, peak termperature tone, memory recall of last 

reading and auto shut off.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1589418-384 Digital with Flexible Soft Tip Each $7.99

Lighted Lice Comb
Be Prepared for Head Lice and get children 

back to school the next day!

The patented Acu-Life's Lighted Lice Comb is a 

safe and effective way to remove lice and nits. 

Have your comb ready to completely remove 

lice and their eggs. It features a built-in rotating 

inspection light, 2 interchangeable metal pin 

combs, an ergonomic handle and a handheld 

magnifier. Works on all hair types.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1542577-384 Lice Comb Each $13.29 

EXERGEN Temporal 
Scanner Thermometer
Taking a temperature with 

a light stroke across the 

forehead, the Temporal Scanner 

provides non-invasive infrared 

temperature readings of the 

skin over the temporal artery. 

Selects most accurate of 

1000 scans per second while 

LED displays temperature.

Item # Description List Price

9-1137690-384 Thermometer $166.29 

Blood Pressure Monitor
Blood pressure monitor comes with adapter and cuffs. Simultaneous 

readout of systolic/diastolic pressure and pulse rate. This monitor provides 

blood pressure and pulse rate measurements even when an irregular 

heartbeat occurs. Contains a four week blood pressure logbook, 30 reading 

memory recall and average reading display.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1400490-384 Blood Pressure Monitor Each $147.89 

Dual Stethoscope
Dual-headed stethoscope features quality 

construction for the reliability you need. 

Thick-walled tubing minimizes background 

interference for more accurate examinations. 

Tubing is 22" (56 cm) for easy use. Color-

coordinated nonchill rings provide excellent 

patient comfort.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1407019-384 Dual Head Stethoscope Each $7.59 

Standard Eye Occluder
Shaped to occlude either eye without pressure; 

constructed of black plastic and latex free.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1484090-384 Standard Eye Occluder Each $15.99 

9-1484089-384 Eye Chart Each $9.29 
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Cramer® Instant Cold Pack
Instant Relief For Swelling

Squeeze the Cold Pack for about 15 minutes 

of immediate, temporary relief. 

Item # Quantity List Price

9-029281-384 Case of 16 $35.69 

InstaKool Cold Compress
Immediate cold therapy for first aid, 

providing comfort and reducing swelling 

after an injury. This revolutionary formula 

is the first instant cold pack with National 

Security in mind. Ammonium Nitrate-

Free; this innovative formula rivals 

the temperature ranges of previous 

cold packs. Exceeds ANSI standards. 

Latex-free. 5" x 6"

Item # Quantity List Price

9-1293860-384  Each $3.19 

Med-Master™ 
Steel Medication Cases
Med-Master™ products help 

organize, secure, and protect 

medications from abuse, 

misuse and theft. Prescription 

drugs are the most commonly 

abused drugs amongst teens 

14 and older. The medication 

case is made of durable steel 

construction and includes a 3 digit 

combination lock. The deluxe includes a pill 

sorting tray, illuminate 10x magnifier, and a dry erase reminder kit.

Item # Description Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1589431-384 Deluxe 10-3/4 x 9-3/4 x 4 in Each $73.29 

9-1589432-384 Standard 10-3/4 x 9-3/4 x 4 in Each $65.29 

Therma-Kool 
Hot/Cold Compress
Reusable and non-toxic. 

Stays flexible at sub-zero 

temperatures. Conforms to 

contours of the treated area. 

Provides heat or cold for up to 

30 minutes. Latex-free.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1440806-384 4 x 6 in Each $1.89 

9-1440805-384 6 x 9 in Each $3.29 

Cramer Ice Bags and Dispenser
These heavy duty ice bags are perfect for sports injuries. Heavy 1 mil 

polyethylene material increases durability and the extra attention to 

seams helps minimize breakage. 1500 bags per roll. The dispenser is 

constructed of 5/16" stainless steel and is tabletop or wall mountable. 

16" frame includes hardware.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1593270-384 Ice Bags Roll $173.29 

9-1593271-384 Ice Bag Dispenser Each $106.69 

Kwik Kold Instant Ice Pak
Ready-to-use squeeze pack 

activates to 33° F. Remains cold 

for approximately 30 minutes. 

Wrap with soft cloth and apply to 

injured area.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1471358-384 5.5 x 5 in. Each $2.89 

9-1589419-384 5 x 7.5 in. Case of 16 $29.99 

Single Dose Medication Packets
Packaged for individual use. Temporary relief for multiple symptoms.  

Two tablets per package unless otherwise noted.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1053616-384 Advil Pain Reliever Pack of 50 $30.69 

9-1098249-384 Advil Liqui-Gels Pack of 50 $37.29 

9-1399203-384 Tylenol Extra Strength Pack of 50 $30.69 

9-1098258-384 Aleve Pack of 50 $35.99 

9-1469079-384 Bayer Aspirin Pack of 50 $31.99

PhysiciansCare Medication
Each box contains 100 pills, 2 per individual packet.  Aspirin is 325mg, 

easy to swallow tablets used as a pain reliever and fever reducer.  Antacid 

is 420mg of Calcium Carbonate.  Non-Aspirin is 500mg of acetametaphen 

and ibuprofrenis 200mg of anti-inflammatory, fever reducing and pain 

relieving tablets.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1360364-384 Aspirin Pack of 50 $22.69 

9-1123922-384 Antacid Tablets Pack of 50 $54.39 

9-1098261-384 Acetaminophen Pack of 50 $33.29 

9-1360365-384 Ibuprophren Pack of 50 $33.29
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Let Us Help You Effectively 

Manage Your AEDs! 

School Health AED Program Managment
A comprehensive Sudden Cardiac Arrest (SCA) response plan helps 

you make sure that responses to a cardiac emergency are efficient 

and effective, and AED Program Management is a critical part of your 

comprehensive AED response plan. School Health has partnered with Stat 

PADS, a leader in AED program management to provide you an easy-to-

use, comprehensive solution that takes the guesswork out of implementing 

and maintaining an AED program. With this software, everything is at your 

fingertips. The system will notify you of changes to Federal and State AED 

laws, assist in registration with local emergency medical services, and offer 

a physician review of your AED program. It’s easy to use, saves time by 

reminding you to check expiration dates and readiness logs, track trained 

responders’ certification statuses, and helps you maintain compliance and 

prepare as a cardiac event should occur. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1587396-384 2 Year Management Program Each $179.99 

Heartsine AED
The HeartSine Samaritan PAD 350P was designed for use in public areas by providing a sophisticated defibrillator for adult or pediatric use, inside a 

lightweight and easy-to-operate system. Its advanced technology is balanced against the demands of real world use. The 350P uses HeartSine’s practical 

Pad-Pak, which incorporates the battery and electrodes in a single-use cartridge meaning only one expiration date to monitor and only one item to replace 

after use. The 350P is suitable for use on adults and children. For children younger than 8 years or weighing less than 55 lbs, a Pediatric-Pak is available. 

Portable and lightweight. The Samaritan PAD 350P is lighter and smaller than other defibrillators. The Samaritan PAD 350P resists shock and vibration 

and carries an IP56 Rating, the industry’s highest rating against dust and moisture ingress. It also carries a 10 year unit warranty. The Samaritan PAD 

350P utilizes proprietary electrode technology, advanced and stable firrmware, and proprietary Biphasic technology which is an escalating and low-energy 

waveform that automatically adjusts for patient impedance differences) to assess rhythm and recommend brillation if necessary. The Samaritan PAD 350P 

is user friendly and features easy-to-understand visual and voice prompts that guide a user through the process including CPR coaching. The two-button 

operation, ON/OFF and SHOCK, are required for straightforward operation. A System Status Ready Indicator flashes to show that the complete system is 

operational and ready for use. The device automatically runs self-check each week. Two parts, one expiration date. Pad-Pak cartridge combines battery and 

electrode pads, with one expiration date to monitor. With a shelf life of four years from date of manufacture, the Pad-Pak offers significant savings over 

other defibrillators that require separate battery and pad units.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1587393-384 AED (incl. adult pad) Each $1,699.99 

9-1587394-384 Adult Pads Each $249.99 

9-1587395-384 Pediatric Pad & Battery Set Each $299.99 
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ZOLL AED Plus
ZOLL Medical's AED PLUS 

Defibrillator is the first 

AED to offer REAL CPR 

HELP (real-time feedback 

for depth and rate) of chest 

compressions which has 

shown to more than double 

odds of survival. The ZOLL AED 

PLUS has the lowest Total Cost of 

Ownership over a 10-year period with 

a 5-year one-piece electrode pad that promotes proper and easy placement 

of electrodes as well as a 5-year battery system using Duracell Lithium 

123A batteries (Pack of 10). Package includes medical prescription, audio 

and visual prompts to rescue user with confidence and clarity. The AED 

PLUS Defibrillator includes pictograms as well as text displays and voice 

prompts to help rescuers every step of the way. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

6-1591556-384 Semi-Automatic Each $2,666.69 
9-1488168-384 Fully-Automatic Each $2,649.99 

Cardiac Science Powerheart AED G3 Plus Defibrillator
This fully automatic AED G3 Plus comes complete with RescueCoach 

intuitive voice prompts and offers instructions and AED behavior alighned 

with the AHA/ERC 2010 Guidelines. Features daily, weekly, and monthly 

self tests to ensure the non-polarized pads, battery, and cicuitry are 

always working. Pads can be placed in the upper right chest or lower left 

chest area. 

Battery: This Intellisense Lithium Battery is for use in Powerheart 

AED G3 devices. Non-Rechargeable comes with a 4-year warranty.

Adult Electrodes: Non-Polarized so either pad can be placed in either 

location, simplifying the rescue. These electrodes can be used with all 

Powerheart and Survivalink Automated External Defibrillators.

Pediatric Pads: For emergencies involving patients under the age of 8 or 

less than 55 lbs.

Cabinet: This surface mount wall cabinet accommodates every major 

AED brand on the market! Key-less alarm can be controlled from outside 

or inside the cabinet. Alarm is ultra small so it doesn’t waste cabinet space 

yet produces 90 decibels. Magnetic door latch provides solid closure and 

trouble-free opening.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1358937-384 Defribrillator Each $2,159.99 
9-1358924-384 Wall Mount Cabinet Each $382.49 

9-1358939-384 AED Battery Each $574.49 

9-1358940-384 AED Electrodes Pair of 2 $70.99 

9-1358941-384 Pediatric Pads Pair of 2 $159.59 

ZOLL Pedi-Padz II
ZOLL's Pediatric Padz II Electrode is 

designed to use with the AED Plus and 

has a customized waveform designed 

specifically for pediatric 

patients 8 years old or less 

than 55 pounds. When 

the pediatric electrodes are 

connected, the AED plus 

recognizes that a pediatric 

rescue is in progress, with ECG 

analysis developed specifically for 

a pediatric heart rate, coupled with 

appropriate defibrillation energy levels, the AED plus can manage pediatric 

rescues. It is provided with gloves, barrier mask, scissors, razor, wet wipe 

and dry wipe. Pedi padz ship with up two-year shelf life.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1591557-384 Pediatric Padz Each $179.99 

ZOLL CPR-D Padz
ZOLL’s CPR-D Padz Electrode was designed for lay 

responders to easily and properly place them on 

the patient's chest. A simple "Z" shape one-piece 

electrode that is pre-connected to the AED allows the 

AED PLUS to provide REAL CPR 

HELP on both depth and rate of 

compressions. It includes gloves, 

barrier mask, scissors, razor, 

wet wipe and dry wipe. Packaging 

includes a graphic illustration of 

how to apply the electrodes. By 

using CPR hand placement as 

the landmark, it is easy to place 

the CPR-D padz on the victim 

quickly. Real CPR help converts compression data 

immediately from the CPR-D padz and offers an adaptive 

metronome to help the rescuer with the proper rate and depth, saying 

push harder or good compressions as required. CPR-D padz has five-year 

shelf life.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1591558-384 Adult Padz Each $309.99 
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CPR Microshield
The CPR Microshield comes in a standard pocket 

carry case and is perfect for protecting the rescuer 

while performing thorough CPR. It features a positive 

one-way valve design that offers 

a barrier from the victim's fluids. 

Microshield comes packed 

in orange vinyl envelope or 

a tamper evident as well as 

waterproof pouch and is free 

from latex.

First Aid Only Face 
Shield & Gloves
First Aid Only CPR 

Shield Pack includes a 

face shield and vinyl 

gloves. It helps to keep 

both the rescuer and 

the victim safe in an 

emergency. CPR face 

shield features elastic 

ear bands to hold it in 

place and one-way valve to avoid mouth-to-mouth contact. Pair of latex-free 

gloves are suitable to protect yourself against exposure to bodily fluids. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1498998-384 Rescue Kit Each $9.29 

CPR Mask
CPR Mask is a clear flexible barrier for 

mouth-to-mouth resuscitation to protect 

against potentially contaminated back 

drafts and secretions. Surgically clean 

mask is designed for single use and is 

disposable. CPR Mask comes in a sealed 

tamper-evident pouch, packaged for individual 

use and to replenish first aid kits.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1429251-384 CPR Micro shield Each $9.19

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1053685-384 Disposable Mask Each $24.29

New Laws in many states require schools 

to train students in CPR before High School 

Graduation! Is Your State One of Them?

American Heart Association  
CPR In Schools Training Kit
Developed by the American Heart 

Association, the trusted leader in heart 

health and education, the CPR in Schools 

Training Kit incorporates the very latest 

resuscitation science from the official 

2015 AHA Guidelines Update for CPR and 

Emergency Cardiovascular Care. The CPR 

in Schools Training Kit empowers students 

to learn the core skills of adult and child CPR and choking 

relief, as well as gain an awareness of automated external 

defibrillators (AEDs). This easy-to-use educational program is 

designed specifically to meet the needs of schools. The kit is 

portable and reusable, allowing for easy storage and convenient 

transportation from classroom to classroom. To learn skills, students practice 

on a manikin while watching skills performed correctly on the DVD. The 

AHA's practice-while-watching technique is research-proven to help people 

learn and retain lifesaving CPR skills. Includes 1 wheeled carry bag, 10 mini 

Anne plus inflatable manikins, 10 individual carry bags, 1 hand pump for 

manikin inflation, 5 practice-while-watching training DVDs, Facilitators guide 

& Binder and 10 AED training simulators. The CPR in Schools Training Kit 

contains everything needed to facilitate CPR in Schools training for 10 to 20 

students at once.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-2002555-384 CPR Kit Each $1,333.29

Prestan Adult Manikin
Prestan manikins are 

uniquely designed as a 

clamshell to accommodate 

an easy to insert face 

shield/lung bag. Prestan's revolutionary 

new CPR rate monitor allows for 

instant feedback to both instructor and 

student regarding the rate of chest 

compression. The visual feedback from 

the CPR Rate Monitor gives students a real 

life feel of delivering 100 compressions per minute with a compression 

rate indicator light, which allows each student to gauge their rate of 

compressions on their own as well as allowing the instructor to monitor 

several students quickly and easily. Prestan's new jaw-thrust manikin head 

allows the manikin to simulate the way an actual victim's head would need 

to be manipulated if the victim had a suspected spinal injury and required 

CPR. Realistic looking and acting manikin is more acceptable to both 

instructors and students. Full chest rise and lung bag ensures that students 

receive the most accurate and realistic training. Clicker sound as the chest 

is pushed to the appropriate depth allowing students to experience the true 

force needed to deliver real life chest compressions. Gives each student a 

realistic experience that provides for the best real life CPR outcomes.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-2000755-384 Adult Manikin Each $1,133.29 

Little Anne® CPR Training Manikin
Little Anne® CPR training manikin is 

designed to provide more students 

high-quality adult CPR training by being 

realistic, durable, cost-effective, and 

lightweight. It's realistic adult CPR training 

is durable and designed for convenience making 

hands-on practice possible for every student. 

Little Anne's anatomically correct torso and 

sternal notch allow the student to practice 

identification of all anatomical landmarks 

relevant to conducting adult CPR training. 

Includes 4 Individual Little Anne Manikins 4 Individual 

Training Mats, 1 Large 4-Pack Carry Case, 8 Manikin Faces, 8 Airways, 

24 Manikin Wipes, and User Guide.

Item # Description  Quantity List Price

9-1428384-384 Little Anne Case of 4 $1,733.29 

9-1445295-384 Face Shield Pack of 36 $25.49

NEW

NEW
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B

A

NEW

FireKing Medical Storage Cabinets
The FireKing secure medical storage cabinet prevents 

unauthorized access to medication. It can be securely lock with 

a key or it can be programed with an electronic lock, featuring 

a digital card reader for added safety. Colored bags enhance 

HIPPA confidentiality, with a rail system that holds the writable, 

sealable bags. The 24-inch Storage Cabinet can be wall 

mounted or sit on a counter top and can hold up to 50 medical 

bags, included. The 72-inch cabinet can hold up to 150 medical 

bags, which are included.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Color List Price

6-1596739-384 Electronic Lock 24 W X 14 D X 24 H IN Arctic White $732.95 

6-1596740-384 Cam Lock 24 W X 14 D X 24 H IN Arctic White $465.95 

6-1596741-384 Electronic Lock 36 W x 15 D x 72 H in Arctic White $1,065.95

6-1596742-384 Cam Lock 36 W x 15 D x 72 H in Arctic White $798.95 

A

B

School Health® Recovery Couches
Couches utilize urethane fabrics to assure CAL 01350 compliance, which 

is California's standard for indoor air quality specifically measuring airborne 

VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds). All couches are PVC-free. CARB certified 

wood has no added urea-formaldehyde for safer indoor air quality. 1" solid 

Beech Wood frame construction, paper roll dispenser, 2" high-density foam 

to support the patient and a 350 lb. weight capacity. Shipping weight: 79 lbs. 

Dimensions: 72"L x 26"W x 20"H. Available in Blue, Burgundy, Light Blue, Forest 

Green and Navy. Specify color when ordering. Couches include paper dispenser.

Item # Product Dimensions Color Frame Color List Price

6-1469002-384 72 L x 26 W x 20 H in Specify Chrome $666.95 

6-1469003-384 72 L x 26 W x 20 H in Specify Wood $666.95 

Classroom Select™ Royal™  Recovery Lounge
Keep individuals comfortable with these durable, easy to clean recovery 

lounges. Supported by a full perimeter frame of 16-gauge steel, each 

72"L x 26"W lounge features a 4" thick polyfoam pad with vinyl covering. 

A detachable slant pillow, which measures 18"W x 25"L x 6"D, is included. 

The Apollo legs are constructed of 2" 17-gauge tubing with 18-gauge chrome 

plated inserts. Legs adjust in 1" increments from 18-5/8" to 27-5/8" high and 

include a durable, rubber boot to protect flooring.

Item # Product Dimensions Material Type Color Frame Color List Price

6-1503646-384 26 W x 72 L in Polyfoam Navy Vinyl Black $540.95 
Paper Dispenser

9-1503667-384 -        $65.95 

Examination Paper Roll

9-1503666-384 -        $24.95 
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Code Blue® IP2500 VoIP 
Speakerphones
The IP2500 is a full duplex, 

SIP compatible VoIP emergency 

speakerphone that provides a 

reliable link to first responders. 

Available with both surface 

and flush mount and one- and 

two-button options, it includes 

a built-in contact closure that may 

be used to activate a strobe or camera or can be used for door access 

applications. Its compact size makes it ideal for a wide range of indoor 

and outdoor locations, like hallways, stairwells, classrooms, subway cars, 

parking garages, elevators, and door entries. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1545285-384 COURTESY Graphics $1,279.99 

9-1545286-384 HELP POINT Graphics $1,146.69 

9-1545287-384 PUSH FOR HELP Bezel $1,326.69 

Code Blue® 
Economical Call Box
The 6 Series of emergency call box 

with wall/pole mount provides a 

hands-free emergency speakerphone 

enclosed in rugged stainless steel 

of polyethylene housing for a 

cost-effective and reliable resolution. 

Available with an optional remote 

mount beacon/strobe or public 

address speakers, it is a good choice 

for hallways, transit centers, parking 

decks, and other sheltered structures. 

Code Blue® IP1500 VoIP Speakerphone
The IP1500 is a full duplex, SIP compatible VoIP emergency speakerphone 

that provides a reliable link to first responders. Available with surface and 

flush mount options, it includes a built-in contact closure that may be used 

to activate a strobe or camera or can be used for door access applications. 

Its compact size makes it ideal for a wide range of indoor and outdoor 

locations, like hallways, stairwells, classrooms, subway cards, parking 

garages, elevators, and door entries. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1545283-384 Blue w/EMERGENCY Bezel $853.29 

9-1545284-384 Steel w/PUSH FOR HELP Bezel $826.69 

Item # Description List Price

6-1545277-384 CB 6-S $2,259.99 

Code Blue® Signature  
Call Boxes, Wall/Pole Mount
The Signature call boxes feature rugged 

emergency call boxes highlighted by Code 

Blue's 0.125 inch thick carbon steel construction. With multiple faceplate 

options, you can house a hands-free emergency speakerphone with a 

CCTV system, card readers, directory listings or other security devices. 

Available with a remote mount LED beacon/strobe or Public Address 

System, it is a good choice for dorm and building entrances, hallways, 

and transit centers.  

Item # Description List Price

6-1545271-384 CB 4-D $2,339.99

Code Blue® Signature Help Points, Pedestal
The Signature Pedestals set the standard for rugged 

construction, full availability and high visibility. They are 

easily recognized throughout a full 360-degree area. 

The exclusive analog InterAct and VoIP speakerphones 

are designed for maximum reliability, vandal resistance, 

auxiliary functions, mass notification control, and fault 

monitoring and reporting capability. With a 12.75-inch 

diameter and at least 9 feet of height, it is also UL 2017 

compliant, ensuring that it is always available to provide 

reliable assistance.

Item # Description List Price

6-1545264-384 With 2nd Faceplate $7,459.99 

6-1545266-384 CB 1-S $6,893.29

Code Blue® Economical Help Points, Pedestal
This slimmer profile heavy duty pedestal is great for exterior 

applications. The combination beacon/strobe position on top of 

the unit provides high visibility throughout the entire 360-degree 

area. An economical, 8.625-inch diameter option, these pedestals 

feature Code Blue's trademarked cylindrical design, durable 

quarter-inch steel construction and UL 2017 compliance for 

reliable and efficient emergency communication. You can include 

an optional Public Address System or Overhead Camera Mount, 

making it an excellent choice for walkways, parking lots, and 

open campus areas. 

Item # Description List Price

6-1545274-384 CB 5-P with Strobe Guard $4,966.69  

6-1545275-384 CB 5-S, with Camera Mount $4,566.69
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Califone® PresentationPro™

The rugged PresentationPro is built for fast and easy set-up and 

installations. It features aux-in and line inputs to be readily connected 

to a computer, LCD Projector, interactive whiteboard or other audio 

source. There is a line output to connect additional speakers and the 

PresentationPro accepts XLR and 1/4" mic inputs for straight forward voice 

amplification. Its 30 watts are powerful enough for up to 350 people. The 

PI-RC infrared remote control has a 20 ft range and has volume up/down, 

mute and power on/off features. 6 Year Warranty on the transformer, 

1 Year on all of the other components.

Item # Description Model Number Watts Quantity List Price

9-1543854-384 Wired PA310 30 Each $353.95 

9-1543855-384 Wireless PA329 30 Each $451.95

Califone Wireless Megaphones
Califone's Wireless Megaphone's Versatility 

is sometimes critical when leading 

tour groups, directing activities on an 

athletic field, or in emergency response 

situations. Our PA219 delivers a wireless 

mic (with a wired mic input), an input 

to connect a smartphone, a card reader, 

and a USB port. With a 750 ft range, the 

PA219 broadcasts music or messages so the entire crowd can hear 

critical information. Rugged ABS plastic exterior with comfy handle, Digital 

read out, SD card slot and USB port, Wireless microphone, MP3 controls, 

Volume controls, Beefy 5 in speaker for projection. 1 Year Warranty.

Item # Model Number Range Quantity List Price

9-1543919-384 PA219 750 ft Each $211.95

Califone® PowerPro™ PA System
Califone's flagship PA system designed for audiences of 1,000 or more

The Califone® PowerPro™ Portable PA is a complete, self-contained, high-performance sound system. which 

is both cost-effective and easy to use.

The PowerPro™ provides a 300' range of wireless audio transmission to an unlimited number of powered 

companion speakers.

Designed for indoor or outdoor venues ranging from auditoriums to assemblies, athletic events and other 

large groups. 6 Year Warranty on the amplifier, 1 Year on all the other components.

Features:

•  Powerful 90 Watts RMS with weather-resistant speaker cones, suitable for outdoor use in inclement 

weather conditions

• Dual 16-channel UHF selectability for two wireless mics

• Two combo XLR/ 1/4" mic inputs, each with volume control

•  Green, red and amber LED lights for each wireless mic receiver for visual confirmation of power,  

signal & reception

•  CD/USB Media Player with integrated USB 2.0 port plays CD, CD-R/RW formats; LCD display including 

shuffle & repeat functions

• Bluetooth capability for wireless playback from Bluetooth compatible mobile devices.

• Separate volume, bass, treble controls for quality sound

• Aux in and line inputs to connect with other media players including cassette decks

• True AC/DC 110 / 220 universal power supply

•  16-channel UHF transmitter to connect wirelessly to powered companion speakers (companion 

speakers not included)

• Rugged steel skid guards for protection and durable 4-position steel handle for easy mobility

• 4-position steel handle for easy mobility

• CE/UL compliant for safe use in schools, churches & public facilities

•  Includes Master Volume remote control for volume and mute controls and CD Remote control 

for the CD player.
Item # Description Model Number Quantity List Price
Microphones

9-1544059-384 Headset Mic HBM319 Each $25.95 

9-1543838-384 Electret Lapel Mic LM319 Each $25.95 

9-1543820-384 Beltpack Transmitter M319 Each $120.95 

9-1583819-384 Wired Mic w/XLR Plug DM-39XLR Each $36.95
Califone® Megaphones
Califone Is The Name In Institutional Sound 
Equipment For Schools!

Whether for athletes, for tour groups, or for 

emergency response situations, the importance of 

a clearly heard message can be critical! If maximum 

voice amplification is needed, these four models 

deliver. Choose from 8, 15, 20 or 25 watts.

Features:

• Rugged ABS plastic for durability

• Shoulder strap

• Volume control

• Talk/Siren switch

• Power/Record indicators (PA25R and PA20R only)

• Speak/Record/Play Buttons (PA25R and PA20R only)

• Detachable microphone (PA25R and PA20R only)

Item # Model Number Range Warranty Quantity List Price

9-1544042-384 PA-8 500 ft 1 YEAR Each $24.95 

9-1544043-384 PA-15 Califone 1 YEAR Each $41.95 

9-1543878-384 PA-20r Califone 1 YEAR Each $61.95 

9-1543877-384 PA-25r Califone 1 YEAR Each $63.95

Item # Description Model Number Quantity List Price

9-1570318-384 PA System PA-920 Each $1,490.95 
9-1570319-384 Support Speaker PA-920PS Each $1,088.95 
9-1543746-384 Speaker Extension Cable-50 ft SC-50 Each $41.95 

9-1544029-384 Tripod TP-50 Each $80.95
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MIDLAND BizTalk 6 Pack Bundle
Keep your school's communication organized and at the ready.  

The BR200X6BGC Bundle features six of Midland's BR200 Business 

Radios along with a six-radio capacity gang charger that easily houses  

and recharges up to six radios at once. Indicator lights on the gang  

charger show when radios are fully charged and ready for use.

  Model Number of 
Item # Description Number Channels Warranty Quantity List Price

9-1608934-384 Radio Bundle BR200X6BGC 16 1 YEAR Each $894.95 

MIDLAND BizTalk BRB200  
Replacement Battery
The BizTalk Replacement Battery for BR200 

(1800 mAh) from Midland is for the BR200 

Business Radio (sold separately). It is offered as 

a high-capacity lithium-ion battery that can be 

used to replace the original.

MIDLAND BizTalk BR200 Business Radio
The BizTalk™ BR200 Business Radio is built for  

your school communication demands. Designed for 

professional environments that depend on reliable  

two-way communication, the BR200 is engineered for 

push-button communication in large areas, like a 2-story 

school or a 250,000 sq. ft. school. At nearly half the 

cost of other communication radios, the BR200 has 

become a popular option for schools seeking streamlined 

education communications.

MIDLAND BizTalk D-Ring Headset
The BizTalk D-ring Headset works with Midland BizTalk Radios.  

This accessory allows you to be more hands free when communicating.

It is very comfortable to wear and comes with a High Grade cable for 

demanding applications. 

Item # Description Model Number Warranty Quantity List Price

9-1608939-384 D-Ring Headset BA9 90 DAYS Each $42.95 
MIDLAND BizTalk Over the Ear Headset
The BizTalk BA2 Over-the-Ear Headset with PTT Microphone from 

Midland is designed for BizTalk 2-way radios (sold separately). It can be 

used in several applications to transmit and receive audio. The headset 

is comfortable to wear and features a high-grade cable that is durable for 

demanding applications.

Item # Description Model Number Warranty Quantity List Price

9-1608936-384 Over the Ear Headset BA2 90 DAYS Each $42.95 

MIDLAND BizTalk Concealed Headset
The BizTalk BA3 Concealed Headset with PTT Microphone from Midland 

is designed for BizTalk 2-way radios (sold separately). It can be used in 

several applications to transmit and receive audio. The headset features 

a low-profile, clear surveillance-type tube earpiece with a push-to-talk 

mic. In addition, it is built with a high-grade cable that is durable for 

demanding applications.

Item # Description Model Number Warranty Quantity List Price

9-1608937-384 Concealed Headset BA3 90 DAYS Each $57.95

MIDLAND BizTalk Gang Charger
The BizTalk Gang Charger for BR200 Radios from Midland charges up to  

six Midland Business Radios (sold separately) at once and requires only  

a single AC outlet. In addition, it also charges up to six spare batteries  

(sold separately) simultaneously.

Item # Description Model Number Warranty Quantity List Price

9-1608941-384 Radio Charger BGC200 90 DAYS Each $165.95

NEW

ENTIRE PAGE

Item # Description Model Number Number of Channels Warranty Quantity List Price

9-1608932-384 BizTalk Radio BR200 16 1 YEAR Each $148.95 

MIDLAND BizTalk Speaker Mic
The BizTalk Speaker Microphone with PTT Button  

and External Speaker from Midland is designed to  

work with Midland Business Radios (sold separately). 

The mic and speaker allows you to transmit and receive 

communication when connected to the radio. It is built 

with a 360° clip. The cable terminates with a 1/8" audio 

jack-port connector.

Item # Description Model Number Warranty Quantity List Price

9-1608938-384 Speaker Mic BA4 90 DAYS Each $57.95 

Item # Description Model Number Warranty Quantity List Price

9-1608940-384 Replacement Battery BRB200 90 DAYS Each $49.95 
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NEW

Motorola RD Series Radios -  
Maximum Power, Superior Durability
• Rugged die-cast chassis for durability

•  Meets Military Standards for high resistance to dust, moisture, 

shock and vibration

• Operates on commercial business frequencies

• Covers buildings up to 350,000 sq. ft.

• 4-watt power, 89 built-in UHF frequencies, 219 privacy codes

• Audio accessory jack for optional earpieces or speaker/mic

•  Programable for use with repeaters, base stations and district 

wide systems

•  Model RDU4160d with LCD displays, user and workgroup 

name and battery level

•  Includes radio, belt clip, desktop charger, 18 hour Li-Ion battery

• 4.5 x 2.2 x 1.8 inches, 10.3 oz

  Model Number of  
Item # Description Number Channels Warranty Quantity List Price

9-1283298-384 UHF RDU4100 10 1 YEAR Each $529.95 

9-1283299-384 UHF, LCD display RDU4160D 16 1 YEAR Each $572.95 

Motorola Digital 900 MHz 2 or 6 Channel Radio
The DLR1020 radio provides the perfect 

solution for your staff including multiple call 

options, 6 channels and special features. 

With the DLR digital technology, voice 

communications are louder and clearer 

without static even at the edge of coverage. 

It is license free. The DLR provides interference free and 

private communications, making it virtually impossible for 

anyone to hear your conversation, except for the intended 

audience. Includes Li-Ion battery, desktop charger and 

removeable swivel belt clip

NEW

For Elementary Schools, CLS Radios -  
Compact Lightweight Radios
• Full featured two-way radio in a compact size

•  Uses commercial business frequencies to avoid 

interference from recreational radio users

• Covers buildings up to 200,000 sq. ft.

•  1-watt power, 56 built-in UHF frequencies, 121 privacy codes

• Audio accessory jack for optional earpieces or speaker/mic

•  Includes radio, quick release swivel belt clip, desktop 

charger, 14 hour Li-Ion battery

• 4.1 x 2.0 x 1.1 in, 4.6 oz

  Model  Number of 
Item # Description Number Channels Warranty Quantity List Price

9-1283303-384 UHF, LCD display CLS 1110 1 1 YEAR Each $233.95 

9-1283302-384 UHF, LCD display CLS1410 4 1 YEAR Each $249.95

For Middle Schools RM Series Radios -  
More Power, Superior Durability
•  Rugged die-cast chassis for long life yet light enough for all 

day use

•  Uses commercial business frequencies

•  Covers buildings up to 250,000 sq. ft.

•  2-watt power, 90 built-in UHF frequencies,  

219 privacy codes

•  Audio accessory jack for optional earpieces or speaker/mic

•  Model RMU2080d includes built-in NOAA weather radio, 

LCD displays username and battery level

•  Includes radio, quick release swivel belt clip, desktop 

charger, 15 hour Li-Ion battery

•  4.5 x 2.2 x 1.6 inches, 8.6 oz

  Model Number of 
Item # Description Number Channels Warranty Quantity List Price

9-1604660-384 6 Channel radio DLR1060 6 2 YEAR LIMITED Each $472.95

9-1604659-384 900 MHZ Radio DLR1020 2 2 YEAR LIMITED Each $440.95 

  Model Number of 
Item # Description Number Channels Warranty Quantity List Price

9-1464996-384 UHF RMU2040 4 1 YEAR Each $315.95 

9-1464997-384 UHF, Weather, LCD RMU2080d 8 1 YEAR Each $475.95 

Motorola CP200d Analog UHF Radio
This simple and affordable radio connects your 

workforce efficiently and has the flexibility 

to grow with your business or school. By 

combining the best of two radio functionality 

with the latest analog technology, the CP200d Analog Radio is 

perfect for the everyday user who wants to stay connected. It 

is fully compatible with the MOTOTRBO family of radios and 

has superior audio quality, outstanding coverage, long-lasting 

battery life and more. 

  Model Number of 
Item # Description Number Channels Warranty Quantity List Price

9-1604646-384 Digital/Analog UHF Radio CP200 16 3 YEAR LIMITED Each $751.95

Increase Safety and Security for Students, Teachers and Staff

• Instantly communicate to groups or individuals at the touch of a button 

• Save wasted time and steps; respond quickly to emergencies, security issues, injuries 

• Coordinate events, field trips, athletic functions, assemblies 

• Monitor playgrounds, halls, bus loading, crosswalks 

• Simple to use with no monthly cost

Widely used by Teachers, Security, Hall Monitors, Administration, Nurses, Maintenance Staff and more!

Motorola CP200d Digital UHF Radio
This simple and affordabe radio connects your workforce 

and school efficiently and has the flexibility to grow with the 

amount of users. By combining the best of two-way radio 

functionality with the latest digital technology, the CP200d 

Digital Radio is perfect for the everyday user who wants 

to stay connected. Fully compatible with the MOTOTRBO 

family of radios and has superior audio quality, outstanding 

coverage, long-lasting battery life and more.

  Model  Number of    List 
Item # Description Number Channels Warranty Quantity Price

9-1604658-384 Deluxe Digital Headset CP200D 16 2 YEAR Each $870.95 
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SANGEAN S.A.M.E. TABLETOP WEATHER ALERT RADIO
The CL-100 is a Public Alert Certified weather radio and receives all 

NOAA reports informing of severe weather advisories, monitors and 

warning conditions, civil emergencies, hazards, and evacuation details 

in your area. Has 3.5mm stereo input jack, external alert output jack 

for other accessories (e. g. hearing/visually impaired, flashing light, 

in/ outdoor siren/ alarm). It adopts a digital signal processing (DSP) chip 

and features up to 5 station presets for each AM/FM band and also has 

an auto-station-search function to scan all available radio frequencies to 

find the strongest signal.

Item # Model Number Quantity List Price

6-1586946-384 CL-100 Each $182.95 

GPX® WEATHER BAND 
RADIO-AM/FM WITH FLASHLIGHT AND LANTERN
AM/FM radio (direct tuning), Weather band, LED Flashlight, LED Lantern, 

Emergency siren, dynamo hand-crank power, Solar Panel 5.5V, Mobile 

phone Charger, Thermometer, Carry handle, 3.5 mm audio input, DC 

battery power, built-in rechargeable NiMH battery, AC/DC power adapter 

(included), DC battery power requires 3 AA batteries (not included).

NEW

Phone and cable 

not included

Phone and cable 

not included

MIDLAND WR300 AM/FM Weather Alert Radio
With the ability to customize the warnings you receive, the WR300 also 

has a programmable siren level to adjust the volume of your alerts to suit 

your needs and AM/FM stereo.

Item # Description Model Number Warranty Quantity List Price

9-1608943-384 Weather Alert Radio WR300 1 YEAR Each $148.95

MIDLAND ER210 E+Ready 
Compact Emergency Crank 
WX Radio
Keeps you informed during 

severe weather or civil 

emergencies, and can alert search and 

rescue teams to your whereabouts. 

Multiple power sources from solar, 

hand crank and a rechargeable battery 

ensure long-lasting functionality 

through any situation. Flashlight with 

low and high brightness settings uses 

Cree LED bulbs to effectively enhance 

visibility in dark conditions. SOS flashlight 

beacon transmits Morse code for emergency 

assistance. Handy smartphone/tablet charger 

connects devices through a USB connection for 

quick charges. NOAA weather radio notifies you when an alert has been 

issued on your local channel.

MIDLAND ER310 
E+Ready Emergency 
Crank Weather Radio
Keeps you informed 

during severe weather or 

civil emergencies, and can alert 

search and rescue teams to your 

whereabouts. Multiple power 

sources from solar, hand crank and 

a rechargeable battery ensure long-

lasting functionality through any situation. 

Flashlight with low and high brightness 

settings uses Cree LED bulbs to effectively 

enhance visibility in dark conditions. SOS 

flashlight beacon transmits Morse code for 

emergency assistance. Handy smartphone/

tablet charger connects devices through a USB connection for quick 

charges. Ultrasonic dog whistle helps assist search and rescue teams in 

locating individuals during emergency situations. NOAA weather radio 

notifies you when an alert has been issued on your local channel.

Item # Description Model Number Warranty Quantity List Price

9-1608946-384 Emergency Crank Radio ER310 1 YEAR Each $99.95 

Item # Description Model Number Warranty Quantity List Price

9-1608945-384 Emergency Crank Radio ER210 1 YEAR Each $79.95

Item # Model Number Quantity List Price

9-1586945-384 WR383R Each $81.95

MIDLAND WR120 Weather Radio
Midland Weather Radios are the Gold Standard of NOAA Weather Alert 

Radios. They feature S.A.M.E. localized programming and alerts you to over 

60 kinds of weather hazards and emergencies. Whenever a sever weather 

watch or warning is issued by the National weather Service, these radios 

alert you, giving you the seconds you need to seek shelter.

Item # Description Model Number Warranty Quantity List Price

9-1608942-384 Weather Alert Radio WR120B 1 YEAR Each $67.95
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Offering these leading brands to meet your security camera needs

Sony Rugged Outdoor Security Cameras
Sony network 720p/ 30fps HD ruggedized 

mini dome camera - E Series - Powered 

by IPELA ENGINE EX. Maximum 

resolution of 1280 x 1024 pixels with 

the Exmor CMOS sensor. Extremely 

Wide Dynamic Range to 130dB 

achieved with View-DR technology. 

New video analytics functions including 

face detection and object removal/left behind. 

H.264 (High/Main/Baseline Profile)/JPEG video 

codecs. Minimum illumination of 0.05 lx in Color 

and 0.04 lx in B/W (50 IRE @ 1/30 sec). IPELA 

ENGINE EX signal processing system developed based on Sony's unique 

signal processing and video analytics technologies to provide unique 

features such as View-DR, XDNR , and DEPA Advanced technologies. 

View-DR - Sony's innovative wide dynamic range technology - to capture 

objects clearly and adaptively even under very harsh, severe backlight or 

highlight conditions

Item # Description Image Resolution Quantity List Price

9-1530961-384 Outdoor Security Camera 1280 x 1024 Each $1,350.29 
9-1530964-384 Outdoor Rugged Security Camera 1920 x 1080 Each $1,625.79 

Axis® Indoor/Outdoor 
Fixed Mini Dome Camera
The Axis M3025-VE Network 

Camera is a vandal-resistant HDTV 

fixed mini dome for excellent video 

during day and night-time conditions 

in indoor or outdoor environments. 

This outdoor-ready camera has IP66 and 

NEMA 4X ratings for protection against dust, 

rain and snow. The camera's IK 10 rating 

ensures resistance against impact.

Item # Description Image Resolution Quantity List Price

9-1589805-384 Day/Night Fixed Dome Camera 2MP, 1080p Each $1,572.59 

Interlogix TruVision 
HD‑TVI Analog Dome Cameras
The TruVision® HD-TVI Analog Dome 

Cameras by Interlogix have the ability 

to see in low-light conditions providing 

color images by day and black-and-white 

images in night-time applications. 

Features quick and easy installation.

Item # Description Image Resolution Quantity List Price

9-1589774-384 HD-TV Analog Dome Camera 1080p Each $224.09 

9-1589775-384 HD Analog Dome Camera 1080p Each $378.29 

9-1589776-384 HD-TV Analog Dome Camera 1080p Each $420.29 

Interlogix TruVision HD‑TVI WedgeCamera
Great for small and corner spaces!

The TruVision® HD-TVI Analog Wedge 

Camera by Interlogix delivers surveillance 

with high resolution HD-TVI technology. 

This camera features true day/night 

functionality and infrared illuminators with 

Smart IR function for capturing images in 

various lighting scenarios. Has an IP66 rating 

for outdoor installation and is also IK8 rated 

for impact resistance.

Item # Description Image Resolution Quantity List Price

9-1589777-384 HD-TV Wedge Camera 1080p Each $252.19 

Northern HD‑TVI 
Outdoor IR Dome Camera
Northern Video NTH-TVIMDIR120 is 

an Outdoor use IR Dome Camera with 

full HD 1080p. Other features include 

120 ft range, 2.8-12mm Motorized IR 

Lens, TVI & 960H Main Video Outputs, 

12VDC/ 24VAC Dual Voltage Power and 

IP66 Weatherproof - UL/CUL Listed.

Item # Image Resolution Quantity List Price

9-1589756-384 1080p Each $397.89 

Northern HD‑TVI 
Indoor IR Dome Camera
Northern Video NTH-TVID212IR is an 

indoor use IR Dome Camera with full HD 

1080p. Other features include 82 ft range, 

2.8-12mm IR lens and 12VDC/ 24VAC Dual 

Voltage Power.

Item # Image Resolution Quantity List Price

9-1589751-384 1080p Each $302.39 

Sony Vandal Resistant Security Cameras
Sony network vandal resistant mini dome cameras include video analytics 

functions including face detection and object removal/left behind features. 

High/Main/Baseline Profile/JPEG video codecs. Minimum illumination 

of 0.1 lx in Color and 0.07 lx in B/W (50 IRE @ 1/30 sec). IPELA ENGINE 

EX signal processing system developed based on Sony's unique signal 

processing and video analytics technologies provide unique features such 

as View-DR, XDNR , and DEPA Advanced technologies. 

Item # Image Resolution Quantity List Price

9-1530963-384 1080p Each $1,277.29 

9-1530960-384 720p Each $964.69 

PELCO® Sarix Mini Dome Camera
This powerful and versatile video 

surveillance camera is an ideal option 

for the healthcare and education 

industries and is critical for effective 

site security and protection. 

This camera delivers sharp images, 

covers a large area and can digitally 

zoom in to scenes while maintaining 

impressive image quality.

Item # Image Resolution Quantity List Price

9-1589797-384 5MP, 1080p Each $1,035.99 
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Fraudstopper Tamper-Evident Bags
Self-Sealing disposable bags constructed of 

co-extruded polyethylene film. Water and 

tear resistant. Alphanumberic numbering, 

bar code, and receipt provide audit trail.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1112888-384 White 9 x 12 in Pack of 100 $66.39

9-1332639-384 Clear 9 x 12 in Pack of 100 $66.39

9-1110684-384 White 12 x 16 in Pack of 100 $108.79

9-1332638-384 Clear 12 x 16 in Pack of 100 $108.79

Security Chest
All Steel Construction with 

heavy duty steel hinges. 

Secures with key lock. 

2 Keys provided. Fire-Retardant 

double wall construction. Gray. 

Measures 12-3/4" x 8-1/4" x 4"

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1314205-384 Security Chest 12-3/4 x 8-1/4 x 4 in Each $88.99

Security Cash Boxes
These key locking cash boxes have a lift out 

compartment coin tray, which is great for 

small items, collectibles, and craft supplies. 

Design keeps unauthorized eyes from 

observing cash. Designed with heavy gauge 

recycled steel and seamless lines. The lock 

and handle provide security for all contents 

and ease of use.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1499626-384 Cash Box Each $67.19

9-1499625-384 Coin & Stamp Box Each $39.99

Tiered Cash Drawer
MMF Industries Gray Tiered Tray Cash 

Drawer features five-compartments that 

opens automatically for use when the lid is 

opened. Unique, tiered tray design allows a 

convenient full view of entire working area. 

It features recessed handle that can be 

foldable for easy storage with a push-button, 

release lid and security slot in the back of 

box to provide extra optional security cable 

that prevent theft. It has bill weights in 

bottom of the cantilever coin tray to secure 

paper currency. It features steel construction with rounded corners to 

provide durability.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1472602-384 Tiered Tray 11-13/16 x 9-7/16 x 3-3/16 in Each $88.29

Digital Cash Counters
Sovereign Electric Bill Counting Machine/Digital 

Cash Automatically starts counting when bills 

are inserted and stops when finished. Batching 

option from 1-999 bills for banding. Automatic 

self test. Currency counter cleaning card 

removes dirt, dust, oils, and other contaminates 

from bill counters. Royal Blue/Gray.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1312975-384 Holds 200 Bills Each $959.99

9-1406458-384 Holds 130 Bills Each $479.99

9-1573325-384 Cleaning Card Each $127.99

Buddy® Jumbo Cash Box
Heavy-duty steel box with removable 

7-compartment tray. Has key lock; 

accommodates padlocks.

Item # Description Size Quantity List Price

9-1487817-384 Heavy Duty Lockable Cash Box 10 x 9-3/4 x 4 in Each $62.09

Wallet Bags with Zipper Top
The Vinyl bags have a leather like 

grain and a heavy duty zipper. 16 mil. 

Perfect for fundraisers, transporting 

cash or receipts, or storing 

documents, policies, or envelopes.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1097035-384 Black 11 x 6 in Each $10.09

9-1097036-384 Marine Blue 11 x 6 in Each $10.09

9-1334101-384 Clear 11 x 6 in Each $8.39

Casio High Speed Printer Cash Register
Single-tape thermal cash register with four 

tax rates provides more functionality for 

medium-size business than entry-level models. 

The five main department keys categorize and 

track your main selling groups. Starting with the 

ability to track up to 1,200 price lookups, the 

PCR-T280 provides more specific item sales. 

It gives you the ability to track sales up to eight 

different operators. Antibacterial keyboard cuts down the spread of germs. 

Multipurpose tray holds money in four bill compartments and five coin 

compartments. Quiet high-speed thermal printer can be used as either a 

customer receipt printer or a journal printer to record all the store's activity. 

Built-in customer display lets customers monitor purchases and the final 

total they owe. Mode lock with key control provides multiple operation 

positions through physical keys. Two keys are provided. OP key allows only 

registration, and the PGM key provides access to all positions.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1575582-384 High Speed Printer 10.2 x 15 x 16.3 in Each $226.69 
Thermal Paper Rolls

9-1314352-384   2.25 in x 85 ft Pack of 3 $4.39 

9-1313924-384   2.25 in x 80 ft Case of 50 $61.09 
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Emergency Warning Triangle Kit
Fluorescent orange triangles with red reflectors are visible day or 

night. Weighted base with grip pads provide maximum stability. 

Kit contains three warning triangles in a compact storage box. 

Made from non-flammable material.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1534464-384 Triangle Kit Each $59.19

Dry Chemical 
Tri-Class Fire Extinguisher
Cost efficient fire extinguisher so you are 

always prepared. Smother wood, plastic, 

liquids and electrical fires. Steel cylinder 

contains monoammonium phosphate dry 

chemical. Wall brackets included. Use 

with Fire Extinguisher Cabinets.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9H-1469473-384 2.5 lbs. Each $129.99

9H-1471240-384 5 lbs. Each $139.99

9H-1471241-384 10 lbs. Each $179.99

Fire Extinguisher Cabinets
This galvanized steel cabinet is surface 

mounted with a tough industrial powder 

coated finish. Plexiglass and cam lock. Break 

glass decal and hammer included. White

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1589437-384 2.0-2.6 lb Each $69.99

9-1589438-384 5 lb Each $79.99

9-1589439-384 10 lb Each $93.29

9-1589440-384 20 lb Each $133.29

Kidde Pro 10 Fire Extinguisher
Rechargeable. Contains 5 or 10 lbs. of extinguisher 

agent. Designed to meet most commercial and 

industrial specifications. Tough impact resistant metal 

valve, handle, and lever. 5# is UL Rated 3-A,40B:C and 

10# is UL Rated 4-A:60-B:C. Six Year Limited Warranty

Item # Description Quantity List Price

6-1062461-384 10 lb. Rechargeable Each $137.29

6-1062456-384 5 lb. Rechargeable Each $96.39

Honeycomb Adhesive Tape
Cyflect is a visibility enhancing 

material that is both reflective and 

photoluminescent. It's made of 

lightweight, flexible vinyl that reflects 

white in the light and glows bright green 

in total darkness. Easy to apply, safe to 

use and recyclable. Retains adhesive 

qualities when wet.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1409800-384 Honeycomb Tape 1-1/2 x 60 in Each $38.09

Reflective Traffic Cones
Sturdy molded cones with reflective strip for 

maximum visibility. Stacks easily for storage. 

Pavement gripping bottom ensures cones 

stay in place! 28" cones feature high-density 

collars and meet MUTCD specifications for 

highway and nighttime use. Orange.

Item # Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1377821-384 18 in Each $39.99

9-1501848-384 28 in Each $79.99

Safety Cones
Slim-Line design. Wide base flanges on 

base of cone to provide airflow, and a 

weighted base which creates a low center 

of gravity prevent the cone from tipping. 

Rugged bottom enhances its grip to the 

floor. Orange.

Item # Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1539014-384 18 in Each $25.29

9-1539015-384 28 in Each $49.09
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"Caution" Barricade Tape
2 in high letters imprinted on bright 

yellow non-adhesive tape acts as a 

warning for dangerous and cautionary 

situations. Yellow/Black

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1332431-384 "Caution" Tape 3 x 1000 in Each $50.89
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Energizer® Industrial Flashlight
Impact resistant industrial LED flashlight with a lifetime warranty. Resistant 

to grease, oil and other solvents. Requires 2 D batteries.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-090262-384 Flashlight Each $9.99

Eveready® LED Flashlights
Eveready® LED Economy Flashlight is a great 

general-purpose flashlight to keep on hand. Bright 

white LED runs up to eight times longer than the 

incandescent lights in standard flashlights. Lamp life 

is 40 hours. The LED's wide diameter illuminates a 

large area with 9 lumens. The ribbed textured along 

the casing creates a nonslip grip. Easily turn the 

flashlight on and off with the contour slide switch. 

Flashlight runs on one D alkaline battery, included, 

and has a durable polypropylene casing.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1589693-384 General Purpose Each $4.49

9-1535114-384 Economy Flashlights Pack of 2 $9.59

Emergency Crank Flashlight
Just a few cranks for truly long lasting light. 

3 bright LED lights outshine other wind up 

flashlights. Portable for everyday use and 

perfect for emergencies.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1464659-384 Emergency Crank Flashlight Each $9.29

Mobile Ops® Flexible LED Flashlights
Ultra bright LED lights with flexibility to twist and aim light in various 

positions. Multiple modes, including standard, flood light, and 

emergency strobe. Magnetic back for whiteboards, loop on top, 

or stand alone to provide hands-free alternatives. Made of flexible, 

water-resistant silicone. AAA batteries included.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1565714-384 6 Light Each $20.99

9-1565715-384 12 Light Each $27.99

9-1565716-384 21 Light Each $34.99

9-1565717-384 30 Light Each $42.89

A
B
C
D

Rayovac Indestructible Flashlight
This flashlight brings the toughness of Rayovac 

durability with an industry leading 30 foot ANSI 

FL1 drop test claim. Can virtually withstand 

any environment ranging from everyday 

use to the job site. Provides easy to use 

functionality along with the durability that 

you expect from Rayovac Indestructible. 

Uses 3 AAA batteries (not included).

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1500895-384 Indestructible Each $29.29

6" Emergency Snaplights
Snaplight lightbars create instant, safe, reliable light during power outages, 

evacuations, severe weather and other emergencies. They turn on in 

a snap, mixing safe chemicals in a plastic casing to create instant light. 

Each lightbar lasts 12 hours.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1332712-384 Blue Pack of 10 $30.69

9-1332714-384 Red Pack of 10 $30.69

9-1332713-384 Green Pack of 10 $30.69

9-1332715-384 Yellow Pack of 10 $30.69

A

C

B

D

Energizer®  
Weather Ready Rechargeable Flashlight
High & low modes control brightness & run time. 

This easy to find when needed flashlight turns on 

automatically when power goes out, and it's easy to 

operate slide switch toggles between modes, Prongs 

fold in when not plugged in for a comfortable grip, LED 

bulbs and NiMH battery never need to be replaced. 

Includes 1 Energizer® RechargeTM NiMH battery.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1468113-384 Weather Ready Flashlight Each $22.99

Emergency Light Kit
Snaplight lightbars create instant, safe, 

reliable light during power outages, 

evacuations, severe weather, and other 

emergencies. They turn on in a snap, 

mixing safe chemicals in a plastic casing to 

create instant light without bulb or flame. 

The Emergency Kit contains four 6" yellow 

12-hour lightbar sticks, 2 10" yellow four-hour sticks, one plastic base to 

stand a 10" stick, and one hanging loop.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1333109-384 Kit Each $37.29

Energizer® Hard Case LED Task Light
Energizer Hard Case LED Task Flashlight is the 

toughest flashlight you'll ever need! Withstands 

drops up to 23 feet! Perfect for close-up jobs and 

always at hand and ready to perform. The compact 

size makes the light easy to carry and store. 

An anti-roll design combined with impact resistance 

greatly reduces the potential for damage to 

internal components. A shatterproof lens protects 

the LEDs from harsh environments. In addition, 

this light keeps your cost of ownership low with 

an impressive 30-hour run time. Requires 2 AA 

batteries (included). 300 Lumens. Water-resistant.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1535821-384 LED Task Light Each $27.99
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Band Top Leather Palm Work Gloves
The best leather palm glove. Heavy side split cowhide on palm, thumb, 

index finger, fingertips. Knuckle strap with Gunn cut pattern with wing 

thumb and also includes pull tab and soft palm lining with rubberized 

canvas band top. Sold per pair.

Item # Description List Price

5-1051800-384 Leather Palm Work Gloves $5.19

Clavies® Autoclave Gloves
Asbestos-free gloves for shielding hands and forearms from heat. 

Highly visible, orange-colored cotton terrycloth. Heat-resistant up to 

450°F (232°C). 13" overall length. Machine washable. Sold per pair.

Item # Description List Price

5-565561-384 Autoclave Gloves $33.19

Sterex® Nitrile Exam Gloves
Sterex medical grade powder free nitrile exam gloves are suitable for use in 

the medical field.  Strong and highly elastic, these gloves are latex free.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-2003376-384 Small Pack of 100 $11.09 

9-2003372-384 Medium Pack of 100 $11.09 

9-2003371-384 Large Pack of 100 $11.09 

9-2003373-384 X-Large Pack of 100 $11.09 

Item # Description Size Quantity List Price

9-1333548-384 Work Gloves Large 1 Pair $3.99 

Vinyl Clear Gloves
General purpose, clear, latex free gloves are safe for food use. Made of 

polyvinyl chloride that make a softer feeling glove. A great every day glove, 

where fear of infection is low. Ideal for food handling, janitorial, and general 

housekeeping. Choose from lightly powdered or powder free.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
Powder Free

9-2003354-384 Small Pack of 100 $4.69 

9-2003356-384 Medium Pack of 100 $4.69 

9-2003360-384 Large Pack of 100 $4.69 

9-2003359-384 X-Large Pack of 100 $4.69 
Powdered

9-2003358-384 Small Pack of 100 $4.69 

9-2003364-384 Medium Pack of 100 $4.69 

9-2003367-384 Large Pack of 100 $4.69 

9-2003361-384 X-Large Pack of 100 $4.69 
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MCR Safety 
Poly/Cotton Work Gloves
Ambidextrous work gloves offer a 

poly-cotton, string knit construction. 

PVC dots cover both sides for traction. 

Elasticized knit wrist helps to keep dirt 

and debris out. Size Large

Dispensa-Glove Wall Bracket
This Glove Dispenser Wall Mount will accommodate different size glove 

boxes. The open design allows you to see what is being dispensed.  This 

wall mount will accommodate one or two boxes of gloves.  Made of steel 

construction with baked-on white finish and complete with hardware.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1396937-384 Wall Mount Each $19.99
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SureWerx™ Padded Goggles
Green-tinted flexible PVC body. 

Plush padding adds comfort. 

Comfortable/durable elastic 

headband. Fits over most 

prescription glasses. 3 vent 

options—direct vent, indirect vent, 

and without vent. Replaceable .06" distortion-free 

polycarbonate fog-free lens. Meets ANSI Z87.1+ high 

impact standards.

Item # Description List Price

5-500022-384 Direct Vent $6.49 

5-500023-384 Indirect Vent $7.59 

Safety Goggles
Whatever your budget, you'll 

see affordable eye protection in 

our collection of safety goggles. 

They feature a clear plastic view 

lens set in a flexible vinyl frame. 

Meets ANSI Z87.1+ high impact standards. 

Replacement Elastic Headbands sold individually.

Item # Description List Price
Indirect Vent

5-577924-384 Goggles- Indirect Vent $3.29 

5-577927-384 Fog-Free Indirect Vent $3.29 
Direct Vent

5-577915-384 Goggles- Direct Vent $3.39 

5-577918-384 Fog- Free Direct Vent $3.29 

5-1603271-384 Elastic Headbands $1.59 

Safety Goggles
Protect your eyes and your students' eyes with soft, flexible, transparent 

plastic. Comfortable to wear. Adjustable headband. One size fits all. 

Item # Description List Price

5-088069-384 Safety Goggles $3.29 

SureWerx™ X300 Safety Glasses
Secure, wraparound style provides a comfortable fit at a great price. 

Features one-piece styling in anti-scratch, UV absorbing polycarbonate. 

Meets ANSI Z87.1+ high-impact standards.

Item # Description List Price

5-1368348-384 Clear Lens $2.09 

5-1368349-384 Mini Clear Lens $2.09 

5-1368350-384 Amber Lens $2.09 

SureWerx™ Deluxe Safety Goggles
Soft vinyl with extra cushioning for brow. Latex-free goggle and 

headband with UV absorbing polycarbonate lens. Meets ANSI Z87.1+ high 

impact standards.

Item # Description List Price
Goggles

5-596223-384 Indirect Vent Fog-Free $10.89 

5-596229-384 Indirect Vent Standard $9.89 

5-566329-384 Direct Vent Standard $7.89 
Replacement Lens

5-577930-384 Fog-Free $6.09 

5-566356-384 Standard $4.79 

SureWerx™ Mini Chemical Splash Goggles
Better protection and comfort. Size designed for children or individuals with 

smaller faces. Flexible frame with indirect ventilation. Secure headband 

comfortably fits over glasses. Meets ANSI Z87.1+ high impact standards.

Item # Description List Price

5-591496-384 Direct Vent $3.29 

5-500410-384 Indirect Vent $4.39 

Goggle Sanitizer Cabinet
Students can place up to 35 pairs of goggles into this cabinet. Once the 

goggles are in, the door is then closed and locked, and a 15 minute timer 

begins. During the 15 minutes, a high power UV bulb turns on and UV 

light fills the box. The UV light kills any germs on the goggles.The UV lamp 

will not operate unless the doors are closed and latched eliminating the 

possibility for any UV exposure. Tight fitting piano style hinges are built in 

to avoid light leak. There is an indicator light which informs the user that 

sterilization is in process. Constructed of sturdy heavy gage CRC steel, 

approximately 0.8 mm thick. Treated with a white baked enamel finish.

Can rest on a desk, lab bench, or be hung on a wall. Mounting hardware 

included. Requires 120 V AC.

Item # Description List Price

5-1574050-384 Goggle Sanitizer Cabinet $619.99 
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3M Classic Ear Plugs
Among the most popular ear plugs in the world. The moisture resistant, 

non-flammable, dermatologically safe foam is non-irritating, and it's slow 

recovery provides comfort with low pressure. Fits a wide range of ear 

canals. Tested to ANSI S3.19-1974. NRR 29

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1498718-384 Uncorded in a Poly Bag Pack of 200 $71.49 

9-1312988-384 Uncorded in a Pillow Pack Pack of 200 $72.79 

9-1312989-384 Corded Pack of 200 $124.29 

3M Disposable Foam Earplugs
Uncorded foam earplugs feature soft, hypoallergenic foam and a tapered 

design to fit comfortably in the ear canal. NRR 29.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1064040-384 Uncorded Pack of 200 $61.59 

9-1498337-384 Corded Pack of 100 $69.69 

Supra-Aural Quiet 
Band Ear Plugs
The comfortable alternative 

to ear plugs or ear muffs. 

Superior construction and 

synergy of band, stem, and 

reusable pods allow for optimum 

hygiene during use and when at 

rest. Patented suspended aural 

pod design ensures banded ear 

plug pods stay off contaminated 

surfaces. NRR 25.

Laser Lite Foam Earplugs
Vibrant colors make protection visible. Self adjusting 

polyurethane foam expands to fit virtually every 

wearer. Contoured T-shape for easy insertion and 

wear. Smooth, soil resistant closed cell foam skin prevents dirt build up. 

NRR 32.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1313013-384 Corded Earplugs Pack of 100 $59.29 

9-1313012-384 Uncorded Earplugs Pack of 200 $61.29 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1313020-384 Reusable Earplugs Pack of 10 $99.99 

Peltor X4A Earmuff
Headband style earmuff is lightweight 

and designed for protection against 

industrial noise and other loud sounds 

up to a maximum of 112dB. It features 

an electrically insulated (dielectric) wire 

headband. NRR 31.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1498732-384 Earmuff Each $71.29 

Leightning L3 Earmuff
A padded foam headband delivers 

superior comfort with minimal pressure 

on the head. The telescoping height 

adjustment makes for easy custom fit, 

while the lightweight earcups make it 

comfortable to wear for any duration of 

time. features patented Air Flow Control 

technology for optimal attenuation. 

Noise reduction rating (NRR) of 30 for 

a high level of protection.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1536001-384 Earmuff Each $47.69 

QM24+ Multiple Position Earmuff
This ultra lightweight earmuff has a 

3-position headband that allows the 

wearer to position over the head, behind 

the head, or under the chin. Supplied with 

an adjustable crown strap for a secure fit 

when worn behind the head or under the 

chin. Dielectric construction suitable for 

electrical environments. NRR 25.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1313021-384 Safety Earmuffs Each $19.99 

Item #  Quantity List Price

9-1592523-384  Each $34.89

3M X1A  
Over the Head Earmuff
The X1A is a lightweight, low profile 

earmuff designed to protection against 

low level industrial noise and other loud 

sounds. It features an electrically insulated 

wire headband which offers consistent 

pressure over prolonged wearing periods. 

Earcup pivot points tilt for optimum 

comfort and efficiency. NRR22.

NEW
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GloWear 
Class 2 T-Shirt
This lightweight 

birds' eye knit and wicking 

treatment is perfect for 

standing out in a crowd. 

Level 2 ANSI‑Compliant 

polyester knit provides the visibility needed for crossing guards and 

emergency responders . 50+ UPF protection. One outside chest pocket. 

Use on playgrounds, in parking lots, and on field trips.

Item # Product Size Quantity List Price
Hi-Vis Orange T-Shirts

9-1534890-384 Small Each $25.19 

9-1534891-384 Medium Each $25.19 

9-1534892-384 Large Each $25.19 

9-1534893-384 X-Large Each $25.19 

9-1534894-384 XX-Large Each $25.19 

9-1534895-384 XXX-Large Each $25.19 
Hi-Vis Lime T-Shirts

9-1534743-384 Small Each $25.19 

9-1534885-384 Medium Each $25.19 

9-1534886-384 Large Each $25.19 

9-1534887-384 X-Large Each $25.19 

9-1534888-384 XX-Large Each $25.19 

9-1534889-384 XXX-Large Each $25.19 

GloWear Class 2 Super 
Econo Vest
Priced right and made of 

Level 2 ANSI‑Compliant 

reflective material and 

polyester mesh (3.3 oz.) with 

hook and loop closure, these vests are perfect for playgrounds, parking 

lots, and standing out in emergency situations. Compliant for crossing 

guards and emergency responders.

Item # Product Size Quantity List Price
Hi-Vis Orange 

9-1534725-384 Small/Medium Each $13.89 

9-1534726-384 Large/X-Large Each $13.89 

9-1534727-384 XX-Large/XXX-Large Each $13.89 
Hi-Vis Lime

9-1534728-384 Small/Medium Each $13.89 

9-1534729-384 Large/X-Large Each $13.89 

9-1534730-384 XX-Large/XXX-Large Each $13.89 

f f l d ki

GloWear Non-Certified 
Standard Vest
Mesh fabric with hook 

and loop closure. Includes 

reflective stripe to stand 

out in a crowd. For lower 

risk environments, but 

still benefit from the extra 

security of heightened 

visibility, particularly in low 

light conditions. One Size.

Item # Color Quantity List Price

9-1534723-384 Orange Each $9.59 

9-1534724-384 Lime Each $9.59 

GloWear 
Class 2 Two-Tone Vest
ANSI‑Compliant polyester 

mesh fabric (3.3 oz.) with 

a zipper closure. Reflective 

material is set on 4‑1/2 in 

contrasting color backgrounds. 

Includes one inside pocket. 

Level 2 reflective material gives you the visibility necessary for crossing 

guards, law enforcement personnel, and emergency responders.

Item # Product Size Quantity List Price
Hi-Vis Orange Vests

9-1534740-384 Small/Medium Each $18.79 

9-1534741-384 Large/X-Large Each $18.79 

9-1534742-384 XX-Large/XXX-Large Each $18.79 
Hi-Vis Lime Vests

9-1534737-384 Small/Medium Each $18.79 

9-1534738-384 Large/X-Large Each $18.79 

9-1534739-384 XX-Large/XXX-Large Each $18.79 
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No Kidding About Bullying
125 Ready‑to‑Use Activities to Help Kids 

Manage Anger, Resolve Conflicts, Build 

Empathy, and Get Along by Naomi Drew, 

M.A. Prevent bullying behaviors and 

foster respectful, welcoming classroom 

communities. This flexible resource gives you 

a diverse range of activities you can use to 

help kids build empathy, manage anger, and 

work out conflicts. Includes 125 mini‑lessons 

that can be completed in 20 minutes or less. 

288 pages. Grades 3‑6.

Ready-to-Use Violence 
Prevention Skills  
Lessons & Activities
Two self‑contained volumes, 

for the elementary and 

secondary levels, featuring 

a ready‑to‑use curriculum 

of lessons and reproducible 

activity sheet to help 

students build character, 

recognize threatening 

situations, and handle conflicts safely. 

Item # Description List Price

9-089081-384 Elementary Students $41.19 

9-089080-384 Secondary Students $42.69 

Bullies, Victims, & Bystanders Game
An excellent game designed to raise a child's awareness of bullying. Every 

incident card has been weighted based on the severity of the bullying so 

that children can see how harmful this behavior is. Children are encouraged 

to model good behavior on how to overcome bullying. Contains 1 game 

board, 54 playing cards, 6 pawns, and a die. Grades 1‑5.  

iCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3yrs. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1283404-384 Bullies, Victims, & Bystanders $47.09 
Corwin Schoolhouse Bullies DVD
Corwin School House Bullies DVD 

offers school staff with the knowledge, 

resources and tools necessary to 

develop a school wide, systematic, 

research based approach to the problem 

of bullying. DVD comes with facilitator's 

guide and helps all K ‑ 12 levels of 

school staff, including administrators, 

teachers, counselors, students, parents 

and support personnel identify, reduce 

and ultimately eliminate the types of 

bullying behaviors that are prevalent in 

schools today.

Item # List Price

9-089261-384 $143.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-1372184-384 No Kidding About Bullying $59.89

Grades 2-5

Grades 5-8

iCautionary Warnings. See inside front cover.

Flagship Carpets 
No Bully Class® Carpets
Every class should be a 

"bully free" zone. The colorful 

expressions on these seating 

carpets will instantly create a 

fun and energetic environment 

within the classroom.

Item # Description Product Dimensions List Price

6-1496193-384 Rectangle 6 ft x 8 ft 4 in $305.95 

6-1496194-384 Rectangle 7 ft 6 in x 12 ft $455.95 

6-1496195-384 Rectangle 10 ft 9 in x 13 ft 2 in $650.95 

Cyberbullying Posters
Make a strong statement in your school about the dangers of bullying. 

Each set includes six, full‑color 17" x 24" laminated posters with 

bold, easy‑to‑read text aimed at the student's level of understanding. 

The posters address the roles of bullies, bystanders, victims and social 

networking. Grades 2‑5 or 5‑8.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399214-384 Poster Set, Grades 2-5 $29.29 

9-1400407-384 Poster Set, Grades 5-8 $29.29 
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Kutol EZ Hand Hygiene® Soap Dispenser and Soap
Kutol EZ Hand Hygiene® Manual Soap Dispenser has a unique top 

dispensing design, and an upper valve placement for No Leaks! 

No metal parts or springs. Easy to install and maintain. ADA Push 

Compliant. Holds 1000ml soap refills.

Item # Description Scent Quantity List Price

9-1581372-384 Black Dispenser Soap Kit Spicy Floral Kit $69.09 

9-1581373-384 Black Dispenser Soap Kit Ultra Green Kit $74.99 

9-1581375-384 Gray Dispenser Soap Kit Spicy Floral Kit $69.09 

9-1581376-384 Gray Dispenser Soap Kit Ultra Green Kit $74.99 
Hand Soap Refills

9-1329963-384 Foaming Antibac Soap Refill Spicy Floral Case of 6 $69.09 

9-1566289-384 Foaming Antibac Soap Refill Ultra Green Case of 6 $74.99 

Purell® Pump Instant Hand Sanitizer
Kills 99.9% of most common germs in as little as 15 seconds without 

water or towels. Specially formulated moisturizers leave hands feeling 

soft and refreshed even after repeated use. Dermatologist tested. 

Dye‑free. A necessity for every classroom!

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-025507-384 8 oz Pump Bottle Each $7.39 

9-1595290-384 8 oz Pump Bottle Case of 12 $100.59 

9-1595289-384 2 Liter Pump Bottle Case of 4 $186.69 

Sani-Hands® for Kids
Sani‑Hands 4 Kids Antimicrobial Alcohol Gel 

Hand Wipe Canister contains 300 wipes that has 

moisturizing aloe and vitamin E. Wipe kills germs 

on hands that can cause illness and can be used 

prior to eating, without needing to rinse hands. 

Wipe offers friction which removes soil from 

hands and is ideal for use in a variety of areas 

from low to high traffic. It is sold as 6 per case.

Purell® Hand Sanitizing Wipes
Purell® Sanitizing wipes offer effective yet gentle 

hand cleanup without any strong fumes or harsh 

residue. Kills 99.99% of most common germs in 

as little as 15 seconds. Non‑linting, durable textured 

wipe is convenient for use whenever soap and 

water are not available. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1568941-384 Sanitizing 100 Wipes Pack of 12 $106.69 

9-1568942-384 Sanitizing 270 Wipes Pack of 6 $113.29 

Purell® NXT® Space Saver™ Dispenser and Refills
Push style dispensing and Compact wall 

design optimizes space. Durable ABS 

Plastic with rugged polycarbonate view 

windows. Mounts to wall with included 

adhesive tape or optional hardware. 

Multiple hole pattern allows use of 

existing wall holes. Kills 99.9% of most 

common germs in as little as 15 seconds 

without water or towels. Dermatologist 

tested. Dye‑free. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1322720-384 Dispenser Each $17.29 

9-091174-384 1000mL Refill, Citrus Scent Each $23.99 

Gojo® Natural Orange Hand Cleaner
Quick‑acting lotion formula for cleaning 

a broad range of industrial soils, medium 

dirt and grease. Orange citrus scent. 

Qualifies as a USDA BioPreferred product 

for Federal preferred procurement. 
1/2 gallon each, 4 per case.

Kutol Hand Sanitizers
Instant Alcohol Free hand sanitizers kill 

a wide variety of microorganisms with the 

active ingredient Benzethonium Chloride. 

Alcohol Free sanitizers are foaming and 

non‑flammable. Alcohol Sanitizer has 

62% Ethyl Alcohol.

Item # Description Scent Quantity List Price

9-1553159-384 Kids Sanitizing Wipes Unscented Case of 6 $106.69 

Item # Description Quantity List Price
Alcohol Free Foaming

9-1298173-384 50ml Personal Size Case of 24 $65.99 

9-1298172-384 950ml Counter Top Size Case of 8 $94.99 
62% Alcohol Foaming

9-1329964-384 950ml Counter Top Size Case of 8 $126.69 

9-1329965-384 1.7 oz Personal Size Case of 24 $86.69 
62% Alcohol Gel

9-1329967-384 950ml Counter Top Size Case of 8 $91.99 

9-1329968-384 64 oz Pump Case of 4 $91.99 

Item # Description Scent Quantity List Price

9-1389051-384 Hand Cleaner Orange Citrus Case of 4 $85.49 
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The MAXX® Stain & Odor Remover
The MAXX® Stain & Odor Remover works 

on carpet, fabric, furniture, walls, and 

clothes. Will remove food spills, vomit, 

fruit juice, dairy, beverages, grass, urine, 

grime, and coffee. 32 oz. Spray bottle

NILodor® Goo-dini®  
Spot, Ink, & Grafitti Removers
Remove Gum, Paint, Oil, Grease, Adhesive 

Remover, tar, tree sap, oil, and cosmetics 

from any place in your school with Goo-dini® 

Spot Remover! Ink Remove 

removes marker and ink stains 

from carpet, furniture, upholstery, 

and clothing. Removes Inks, 

correction fluid, stamp pad ink, 

pencil marks, highlighters, 

india inks, permanent marker, 

newsprint, and more! Goo-dini 

and Ink Remover both work on 

carpet, fabric, furniture, walls, 

and clothes. Graffiti Remover is 

perfect for art and science classrooms and will remove paint, permanent 

marker, sealers, and any oil or water based enamels. Works on vinyl, brick, 

plexiglass, concrete and all soft, porous, and hard surfaces. Use outdoors, 

on walls, and hallways. All are 32 oz Spray bottles.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-2000403-384 GOO-dini Adhesive Remover Each $18.99 

9-2000404-384 Ink Remover Each $19.99 

9-2000408-384 Graffiti Remover Each $18.49 

Clorox® Disinfecting Wipes
Quick, convenient 

pre-moistened individual 

disinfecting wipes for cleaning 

hard surfaces. Air-tight canister 

package keeps wipes moist and 

effective. Bleach-free formula 

kills 99.9% of bacteria, including 

staph and salmonella. One-step 

cleaning and disinfecting. 

Ideal for day care centers, 

offices, schools, breakrooms, 

and cafeterias. Choose from 

35 wipe canister, 75 wipe 

canister, or Large 700 count 

Bucket with Dispenser.

Eco-Me® PRO Natural Cleaners
Professional Strength, Natural, Earth Friendly 
Cleaning Products

These powerful, natural Cleaners work quickly to clean 

and deodorize surfaces without harmful chemicals 

or harsh fumes. Made with a highly 

effective plant-based system, it is 

safer for you and the environment! 

They contain natural antibacterial 

properties, are septic and 

greywater safe, contain no sulfate 

or dyes, and are free from toxins. 

Glass cleaner is fast drying, 

residue free, and streak free. Floor 

cleaner can be used on tile, stone, 

sealed wood, vinyl, linoleum, 

concrete, and other sealed surfaces. For everyday use in kitchens, 

bathrooms, offices, classrooms and other areas that need a deep clean. 

Safe to use near food surfaces. Made in the USA

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1591637-384 All Purpose, Lemon 32 oz Each $6.29 

9-1591638-384 All Purpose, Lemon 1 gal Each $54.99 

9-1591639-384 Glass Cleaner 32 oz Each $8.29 

9-1591640-384 Glass Cleaner 1 gal Each $49.99 

9-1591641-384 Floor Cleaner 32 oz Each $9.99 

9-1591642-384 Floor Cleaner 1 gal Each $69.99 

9-1591643-384 Toilet Bowl Cleaner 32 oz Each $8.79 

9-1591644-384 Toilet Bowl Cleaner 1 gal Each $32.99 

CleanSmart™ Disinfectant Sprays
CleanSmart™ Disinfectant Sprays kill 99.9999% of serious germs with 

no harmful chemicals or fumes. Spray anywhere, anytime with no rinsing 

required or sticky residue. No cytotoxicity to humans or animals. It's all 

natural, simple ingredients is EPA food contact approved and gentle 

enough for babies and carries the safest EPA rating and No First Aid 

Warnings! Choose from 2 oz. To-Go squirt spray, 16 oz. smart mist spray, 

or 23 oz. Daily Surface Cleaner.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1550152-384 2 oz. To Go Spray Each $3.59 

9-1550154-384 16 oz. Smart Mist Spray Each $6.69 

9-1550155-384 23 oz. Daily Surface Cleaner Each $7.89 

Item # Description Scent Quantity List Price

9-091443-384 35 Sheet Count Canister Lemon Case of 12 $62.69 

9-091444-384 75 Sheet Count Canister Lemon Case of 6 $57.99 

9-091445-384 35 Sheet Count Canister Fresh Case of 12 $62.69 

9-091446-384 75 Sheet Count Canister Fresh Case of 6 $57.99 

9-1542576-384 Wipes in Bucket Dispenser Fresh Each $76.39 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-2000402-384 All Purpose Spotter Each $11.49 

NEW

NEW

Lysol® Disinfecting Wipes
Each thick, pre-moistened wipe kills 

99.9% of viruses and bacteria on hard, 

nonporous surfaces and is effective against 

46 microorganisms. Removes 95% of 

allergens. Ideal for cleaning, disinfecting, 

and deodorizing. Use on kitchen counters, 

appliances, stove tops, cabinets, floors, 

garbage cans, toilet exteriors, bathtubs, and 

sinks. EPA Registered.

Item # Description Scent Quantity List Price

9-1334840-384 35 Count Canister Lemon & Lime Blossom Case of 12 $66.99 

9-1557123-384 80 Count Canister Lemon & Lime Blossom Case of 6 $58.69 

9-1334841-384 110 Count Canister Lemon & Lime Blossom Case of 6 $86.69 

9-1334842-384 80 Count Canister Ocean Fresh Case of 6 $58.69 

9-1595294-384 110 Count Canister Ocean Fresh Case of 6 $86.69 

9-1595292-384 80 Count Canister Brand New Day Case of 6 $67.79 

9-1595293-384 80 Count Canister Brighter Horizon Case of 6 $67.79 
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*  Colors not available 
for quick ship

Fire King Colors

Parchment Taupe*Black Brown* Tan*Pewter*Platinum*Sand* Champagne* Ivory White* Arctic White*

Item # Description Product Dimensions Ship Weight Color List Price

6-1363513-384 Letter 2 Drawer 19 W x 31-3/16 D x 29-1/2 H in 477 Ibs Specify $3,198.95 

6-1363517-384 Legal 2 Drawer 21-5/16 Wx32-1/16 Dx29-1/2H in 548 Ibs Specify $3,264.95 

6-1363524-384 Letter 4 Drawer 19 Wx31-3/16 D x 56-3/16H in 957 lbs Specify $4,864.95 

6-1363521-384 Legal 4 Drawer 21-5/16 Wx32-1/16 Dx57 H in 1021 lbs Specify $4,931.95 

Item # Description Product Dimensions Ship Weight Color List Price

6-1363515-384 Letter 2 Drawer 17-3/4 W x 25 D x 27-3/4 H in 287 lbs Specify $1,998.95

6-1363518-384 Legal 2 Drawer 20-3/4 W x25 Dx 27-3/4 H in 326 lbs Specify $2,064.95 

6-1363526-384 Letter 4 Drawer 17-3/4 W x25 Dx 52-3/4 H in 508 lbs Specify $3,131.95 

6-1363523-384 Legal 4 Drawer 20-3/4 W x 25 D x 52-3/4 H in 551 lbs Specify $3,198.95 

n

n

n

n

FireKing® Insulated Filing Cabinets
All FireKing® files carry Underwriters' 

Laboratories Class 350-one or two hour 

"Record Protection Equipment classified 

as to Fire and Impact Resistance. 

Insulation between drawers makes each 

drawer a separate, fireproof unit. Drill 

and pick resistant UL listed high security 

key lock (standard key lock on Turtle® 

files). Manufacturer's lifetime warranty 

on all parts.

b

FireKing® 25R - 25" Deep Vertical Filesa

Item # Description Product Dimensions Ship Weight Color List Price

6-1363514-384 Letter 2 Drawer 17-3/4 Wx31-9/16 Dx27-3/4 H in 348 lbs Specify $2,531.95 

6-1363516-384 Legal 2 Drawer 20-3/4 Wx31-9/16 Dx27-3/4H in 383 lbs Specify $2,598.95 

6-1363520-384 Letter 3 Drawer 17-3/4 Wx31-9/16 Dx40-1/4 H in 476 lbs Specify $3,531.95 

6-1363519-384 Legal 3 Drawer 20-3/4 Wx31-9/16 Dx40-1/4 H in 526 lbs Specify $3,598.95 

6-1363525-384 Letter 4 Drawer 17-3/4 Wx31-9/16 Dx52-3/4 H in 603 lbs Specify $3,798.95 

6-1363522-384 Legal 4 Drawer 20-3/4 Wx31-9/16 Dx52 3/4 H in 664 lbs Specify $3,864.95 

n

n

n

n

n

n

FireKing® Classic-31" Deep Vertical Filea

FireKing® UL Class 350 Two-Hour with Impact -  
32" Deep Vertical Files

a

Drawer heads are formed of welded steel 
and filled with fireproof gypsum insulation.

Drawer bodies are built with high 
sides for use with hanging folders - 
no additional frames are required.

Finish is an environmentally friendly, 
electrostatic powder coating 
up to three times thicker than 
conventional painted files, applies 
to all sides, including bottom.

Two-position drawer catch allows 
access to certain drawers while 
others remain locked.

Drawer PULLS are surface mounted 
to allow for extra insulation inside the 
drawer heads.

Drawer LOCKS on all files provide 
general locking of all drawers 
through UL-listed high-security locks.

Insulation between all drawers makes 
each one a separate insulated container.

Drawer suspensions are maintenance-free 
and guaranteed for life.

Field-replaceable steel panels are 
up to 50% thicker than other makes 
of fireproof files.

Insulation is 100% gypsum,  
oven-dried to reduce moisture to 
less than 1/2%-eliminating dampness 
and mildew and is reinforced by 
a 1" x 2" lattice made of 14 gauge, 
galvanized welded-steel wire.

a

ETL Verified water 
resistance from  
sprinklers and fire hoses

UL Explosion  
Rated - 2000°F

1 hour UL rating  
up to 1700°F

Key lock secures all 
drawers

UL Impact Rated to withstand 
the impact of a 30 ft. drop

Icon Key:

FireKing® Lateral Files
All accommodate letter, legal and A4 hanging file folders.  

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Silica, which is 
known to the State of California to cause cancer and Cadmium, which is known to 
the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 

information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Ship Weight Color List Price

6-1415336-384 2 Drawers 31 W x 22 D x 27-1/4 H in 456 lbs Specify $3,331.95 

6-1415338-384 2 Drawers 37-1/2 Wx22-1/8 Dx27-3/4 H in 532 lbs Specify $3,998.95 

6-1415339-384 4 Drawers 31-3/16 Wx22-1/8 Dx52-3/4 H in 794 lbs Specify $4,931.95 

6-1415340-384 4 Drawers 37-1/2 Wx22-1/8 Dx52-3/4 H in 907 lbs Specify $5,864.95 

n

n

n

n

b
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XX-Large Digital Safe
Don't be vulnerable to theft; feel 

confident in the security of your 

valuables. SentrySafe wants you to 

be protected with our high security 

safe. The thicker door, 5x larger 

size and the overall weight gives 

assurance to the safety of your 

irreplaceable items.

Item # Product Dimensions Color List Price

6-1515715-384 21-3/4 W x 20 D x 27-1/2 H in Black $688.95 

Digital Alarm Safe
The SentrySafe Alarm Safe is 

equipped with a loud audible alarm 

that alerts you to attempted break 

in. Made in the USA, it's built tough 

to withstand a fire for up to an hour, 

stand up to flood and storm damage 

and stay intact after a 1-story fall. It's 

protection that provides peace from 

all of life's perils.

Item # Product Dimensions Color List Price

6-1506266-384 25-1/2 W x 24 D x 47-1/2 H in Gray $563.95 

Executive Fire Safe
Fire protection, water resistance 

and a programmable electronic lock 

are just a few of the safety benefits 

of this high-end FIRE-SAFE. Inside 

your belongings can be conveniently 

arranged on 2 multi-position shelves 

and protected from stratches on the 

added carpeting.

Item # Product Dimensions Color List Price

6-1506260-384 21-3/4 W x 19 D x 27-3/4 H in Black $906.95 

Security Safes
Sentry Small Security Safe 

protects valuables like keepsakes, 

collectibles, heirlooms, jewelry 

and other important items. 

Electronic safe is made of 

armored steel for durability and 

provides formidable deterrent 

against theft as well as loss. 

It features a carpeted floor, 

concealed hinges, electronic lock 

with override key and 2 live-locking bolts for optimum protection.

Item # Product Dimensions Color List Price

6-1313455-384 13-4/5 W x10-3/5 Dx 8-3/4 H in Black $195.95 

6-1313456-384 16-9/10W x14-2/5 Dx 7-1/10H in Black $227.95 

6-1313458-384 17 W x 14-3/4 D x 10-3/5 H in Black $300.95 

FireKing® Storage Cabinet
Accommodates oversized files. Adjustable shelves each hold 160 lbs. High-security keylock for added security. Powder 

coat finish for a lifetime of protection. UL Class 350 for one-hour fire rating. Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Item # Product Dimensions Number of Fixed Shelves Number of Adjustable Shelves Color List Price

6-677920-384 36 W x 19-1/32 D x 72 H in 1 4 Parchment $6,534.95 

* Colors not available for quick ship

Fire King Colors

Parchment Taupe*Black Brown* Tan*Pewter*Platinum*Sand* Champagne* Ivory White* Arctic White*

FireKing® Patriot™ Fire File
The American made Patriot file is economonically priced for today's economy yet features FireKing's signature 

integrity and high quality.  Features include the prestigious UL class 350° one hour fire rating, field replaceable 

panels, recessed handles and your choice of two colors; Black and Parchment.  The Patriot is backed by 

FireKing's 10 year limited warranty. The Patriot Files are available in black or parchment only.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Ship Weight Color List Price

6-1444801-384 2 drawer Letter/Legal 18 W x 25 D x 28 H in 287 lbs Specify $1,398.95 
6-1444799-384 2 drawer Letter 18 W x 32 D x 28 H in 348 lbs Specify $1,664.95 
6-1444798-384 2 drawer Legal 21 W x 32 D x 28 H in 383 lbs Specify $1,732.95 

6-1444800-384 4 drawer Letter/Legal 18 W x 25 D x 53 H in 508 lbs Specify $2,198.95 

6-1444797-384 4 drawer Letter 18 W x 32 D x 53 H in 603 lbs Specify $2,464.95 
6-1444796-384 4 drawer Legal 21 W x 32 D x 53 H in 664 lbs Specify $2,598.95 

Quickship items ship within 24 hours,1 or 2 weeks as indicated 
when the factory distribution center receives the order. 
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Honeywell Waterproof/Fire-Resistant Security Box and Safes
When disaster strikes, protecting your most important documents and irreplaceable data will ease and expedite your recovery process. The Honeywell 

Molded Fire/Waterproof File Chest has a 30 minute UL fire protection rating up to 1550 degrees F. A waterproof seal and special latch design protects 

contents against water damage caused by mother nature and/or accidents for 24 hours, even when completely submerged under 39 inches of water.

A

B

C
D

Find more,

and find it faster.

Save time and money  

by ordering online.

• Find everything we offer in one place, with expanded options.

• Enjoy a more personalized shopping experience with 

customized shopping lists and saved shopping carts.

• Assign multiple users to your account, and create a 

customized approval workflow.

• See all your account activity on your new user dashboard.

We’re working to completely overhaul our ecommerce 

experience to make it more intuitive and fun to use. Best 

of all, it’ll help you leverage every dollar you spend. Find 

everything you need to create amazing learning environments, 

from supplies, materials, furniture and beyond.

Item # Product Dimensions List Price

9-1604100-384 17-1/2 W x12-3/4Dx 5-1/3 H in $107.95 

9-1604126-384 16 W x 12-1/2 D x 13 H in $134.95 

9-1604128-384 17 W x 13 D x 16 H in $173.95 

9-1604129-384 12-1/2 W x 11-3/4 D x 14 H in $443.95 

A
B
C
D
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Sentry Tubular Lock Fire File
Sentry Large Tubular Lock File offers true peace of mind for important 

documents and hard-to-replace records. With a durable body and a 

flush-mounted faceplate, this file provides reliable protection from threats 

like fire and flood. Fire file is UL Classified to survive in a fire for 1/2 hour 

in up to 1550 degrees Fahrenheit; ETL verified for the protection of USB 

drives, CDs, DVDs and portable hard drives; and ETL verified for water 

submersion to protect against flood.

Item # Product Dimensions Color List Price

9-1506261-384 16-5/8W x 8-1/8D x 14-1/8H in Charcoal Gray $218.95 

Sentry Under Counter Safe Drop
Sentry Drop Slot Safe offers a unique design to protect cash, receipts, 

deposit slips, keys and other valuables against theft and burglaries. 

Ideal for schools, hotels/motels, small cash businesses, and not-for-profit 

operations. Security features include hardened solid steel construction with 

12 mm anti-pry door and 3 mm body, bottom-side piano hinge, anti-fish 

slot, and dual-head key locks.

Item # Product Dimensions Color List Price

9-1506268-384 5-4/5 W x 10 D x 6 H in Silver $222.95 

Sentry Under Counter Depository
Sentry Under-Counter Depository Safe is uniquely designed to protect cash, 

receipts, deposit slips, keys and other valuables against theft and burglaries 

at the point of purchase. Solid steel construction features anti-pry door, anti-

fish hopper and programmable electronic lock with time delay.

Item # Product Dimensions Color List Price

9-1506269-384 8 in W x 10-3/10 D x 12 H in Gray $260.95 

Sentry Security Fire File
Security Fire File is an ideal way to store and protect documents and 

materials. Each safe is ETL verified up to 1/2 hour at 1550 degrees 

Fahrenheit to protect CDs, DVDs, memory sticks and USB drives. Design 

features a keylock for privacy and hanging folder rail to accommodate 

letter-size file folders.

Item # Product Dimensions Color List Price

6-1506254-384 12 W x 8-1/2 D x 10-2/5 H in Black $193.95

Sentry Tubular lock Fire Chest
This waterproof, fire-resistant chest is not your typical safe. Privacy key 

lock keeps documents and valuables away from prying eyes. Carrying  

handle makes the 0.28 cubic foot safe convenient to pick up and transport 

important documents and valuables.

Item # Product Dimensions Color List Price

6-1506257-384 12-4/5W x 8-1/2D x 4-2/5H in Gray $132.95 
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Brand Fellowes Fellowes Fellowes Fellowes

Model Powershred® 99Ms Powershred® 99Ci Powershred® 79Ci Powershred® 73Ci

Item Number 9-1498635-384 9-1293698-384 9-1293696-384 9-1438710-384

List Price $851.95 $550.95 $435.95 $378.95

Cut Type/Sheet Capacity Micro-Cut / 14 Cross-Cut / 18 Cross-Cut / 16 Cross-Cut / 12

Shred Size 5/64" x 9/16" 5/32" x 1 1/2" 5/32" x 1 1/2" 5/32" x 1 1/2" 

Shreds 

Shredder Type Small Office/Home Office Small Office/Home Office Small Office/Home Office Small Office/Home Office

Run Time Up to 20 min. Up to 30 min. Up to 20 min. Up to 10 min.

Recommended Users 1-3 1-3 1 1

Throat Width 9" 9" 9" 9"

Jam Prevention Feature

Safety Feature

Quiet Operation Feature

Energy Savings Feature

Other Features - -

Wastebin Capacity  

(gallons)
9 9 6 6

Wastebin Full Indicator Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Size (W x D x H) 17-5/16" x 11-7/16" x 25-3/16" 17-5/16" x 11-7/16" x 25-3/16" 15-3/8" x 10-7/16" x 21-3/8" 15-1/2" x 11-5/16" x 21-1/4"

Mfr. Warranty 

(machine/cutter)
1 / 7 2 / Lifetime 2 / Lifetime 1 / 5

ACCESSORIES

Item Number 9-1500339-384 9-1500339-384 9-1499359-384 9-1499359-384

Description Waste Bags 9 gallons - 100 pk Waste Bags 9 gallons - 100 pk Waste Bags 6 - 7 gallons - 100pk Waste Bags 6 - 7 gallons - 100pk

List Price $41.95 $41.95 $39.95 $39.95

Item Number 9-1499358-384 9-1499358-384 9-1499358-384 9-1499358-384

Description Performance Oil 12 oz. Performance Oil 12 oz. Performance Oil 12 oz. Performance Oil 12 oz.

List Price $9.15 $9.15 $9.15 $9.15

Provides optimal 

energy efficiency 

100% of the time - 

in use and out of use

Eliminates paper 

jams and powers 

through tough jobs

Stops and reverses 

paper if a jam 

occurs

Stops shredding 

when hands touch 

the paper opening

Offers ultra-quiet 

performance for  

shared workspaces 

Look for 
these 
icons:

SMALL SHREDDERS — Medium Usage | 1-3 Users
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PERSONAL SHREDDERS — Light Usage | 1 User

Look for 
these 
icons:

Shreds without 

noisy interruptiions

Blocks paper jams  

before they start

Ultimate protection with 

shreds 6x - 10x smaller 

than standard cross-cut

Disables shredder 

for added safety

Brand Fellowes Fellowes Fellowes Fellowes School Smart

Model Powershred® 12Cs Powershred®  63Cb Powershred® 62MC Powershred® 11C
Cross Cut  

Personal Shredder

Item Number 9-1535954-384 9-1438711-384 9-1535952-384 9-1535953-384 9-1503950-384

List Price $213.95 $250.95 $257.95 $160.95 $77.95

Cut Type/Sheet Capacity Cross-Cut / 12 Cross-Cut / 10 Micro-Cut / 10 Cross-Cut / 11 CrossCut / 8

Shred Size 5/32" x 2" 5/32" x 2" 7/64" x 25/64" 5/32" x 2 1/16" 3/16" 1 3/4"

Shreds 

Shredder Type Personal Personal Personal Personal Personal

Run Time Up to 5 min. Up to 8 min. Up to 7 min. Up to 5 min. 2 to 3 min.

Recommended Users 1 1 1 1 1

Throat Width 9" 9" 9" 9" 8 1/2"

Jam Prevention Feature - - - -

Safety Feature

Quiet Operation Feature - - -

Energy Savings Feature - - Auto Off

Other Features - - - Overheating Protection

Wastebin Capacity 

(gallons)
4 5 5 4.8 4

Wastebin Full Indicator Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Size (W x D x H) 9-1/8" x 16-15/16" x 15-3/8" 15-3/16" x 11" x 18" 13-3/4" x 10-7/10" x 18-3/4" 16.9" x 13.6" x 9.4" 14" x 7" x 13.4"

Mfr. Warranty 

(machine/cutter)
1 / 5 1 / 5 1 / 5 1 / 5 1 / 1

ACCESSORIES

Item Number - - - -

Description - - - -

List Price - - - -

Item Number 9-1499358-384 9-1499358-384 9-1499358-384 9-1499358-384 -

Description Performance Oil 12 oz. Performance Oil 12 oz. Performance Oil 12 oz. Performance Oil 12 oz. -

List Price $9.15 $9.15 $9.15 $9.15 -
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PowerGistics Just a Stand
Towers can easily transform 

from a wall mounted Tower 

to a free-standing Tower 

with the Just-A-Stand. The 

Just-A-Stand is built with steel 

supports allowing it to handle 

a Tower full of devices. The 

feet are easily adjusted to 

ensure the Just-A-Stand is 

level. Just-A-Stand8 (For use 

with Tower8 and Tower8 Plus). 

Just-A-Stand 12 / 16(For Use with 

Tower12, Tower12 Plus, Tower 

16 and Tower16 Plus).

Item # Description Product Dimensions List Price

9-1599794-384 Just-A-Stand8 22-1/2 in W x 51-3/4 in H $370.95
9-1599795-384 Just-A-Stand 12 / 16 22-1/2 in W x 51-3/4 in H $371.95

Anchor Key-Hole 

Andchors the spine to the wall, 

while still allowing access 

to the back by lifting up the 

tower and pulling forward.

Cable Management Eyelet 
Utilize the eyelet to lock each cable 

in place to eliminate loss & damage.

Customer Shelf Color 
The 4 color option allows for a visual 

boost to any work/study space. 

Custom colors are also an option

Keyed Lock 

2 position lock 

that requires a key 

ONLY to unlock 

the door. Option 

for keyed alike, or 

keyed independent 

(different keys for 

multiple towers).Baseboard Cutout 
Allows for seamless 

placement against 

the wall & floor.

Powercord access 

Convenent access while 

hiding our 12-15ft powercable.

Floor Standing 

The floor carries the 

weight while the 

wall mount keeps 

the tower upright.

KEYFEATURES
WHAT ARE TOWERS BY POWERGISTICS?

PowerGistics Tower & Tower Plus Charging Stations
PowerGistics Creates Simple charging stations that solves complex 

problems. Towers by PowerGistics are built to be upgrade and to evolve 

to meet changing deployment needs. Towers allow student managed 

deployment so class can start when the bell rings. The open concept 

design allows for enhanced security. Standard Towers fits devices up to 

11 inches. The Towers Plus Models Fits devices up to 14 inches.

Item # Description Product Dimensions List Price

9-1599787-384 Tower8 10 in x 16-1/2 in x 37 in $1,371.95
9-1599788-384 Tower12 10 in x 16-1/2 in x 52 in $1,534.95
9-1599789-384 Tower16 10 in x 16-1/2 in x 52 in $1,776.95
9-1599790-384 Tower8 Plus 11 in x 19-1/2 in x 37 in $1,404.95
9-1599791-384 Tower12 Plus 11 in x 19-1/2 in x 52 in $1,565.95
9-1599792-384 Tower16 Plus 11 in x 16-1/2 in x 52 in $1,823.95

NEW

ENTIRE PAGE

Copernicus Premium Tech Tub2®

Holds iPads®, Chromebooks or a combination of both. Ergonomic 

handles on the door and top. The flip-up handle on the top makes 

this easy to carry.

•  Adjustable shelves - Internal cable organizers - 6 or 10 outlet 

internal power strip.

•  Cable management hooks on back

•  3-point door lock with 2 keys

•  Wall mounting bracket hardware not included

•  Tech Tub2 hardware included to secure to a surface or bracket

Item # Description Product Dimensions List Price

9-1595155-384 Wall Mount Kit - Only 8-1/2 W x 30 H in $90.95
9-1595154-384 Tech Tub2 with Wall Mount 12-1/2 W x 16-1/4 D x 13 H in $397.95
9-1566449-384 Holds 6 Devices 12-1/2 W x 16-1/4 D x 13 H in $334.95
9-1566450-384 Holds 10 Devices 12-1/2 W x 16-1/4 D x 29-1/2 H $545.95
9-1566451-384 Holds 10 Devices with USB 12-1/2 W x 16-1/4 D x 29-1/2 H $681.95

SchoolSpecialty.com     |    PHONE 1-888-388-3224     |    FAX 1-888-388-6344

Flip-up handle on the top to make carrying easier

Two ergonomic handles  
on the door and back 

Adjustable shelves accommodate devices  
with and without cases

Side clips connect multiple tubs together  
and easily break apart for sharing devices

Easy-to-use side cable organizer and lower  
compartment to keep cords and adapters tidy 

Cable hooks on the back to manage  
cords during transport

3-point lock with 2 keys

Holds

iPads® and

Chromebooks™

Tech Tub2
®

Fits your devices. Suits your budget. Goes where you go.
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Dukane MCC10 Charging Cart
The MCC10 is an affordable solution for charging, securing and transporting 

up to 30 tablets or netbooks. Rubber coated dividers and padded shelves 

provide protection to devices. Plenty of ventilation allows air to circulate 

freely. Includes a top inner shelf, two 16-outlet vertical electrical outlets 

and 4 wheels with locking brakes. Front and back doors lock with a 

traditional key system for secure storage and peace of mind knowing your 

investment is protected.

Item # Description Product Dimensions List Price

6-1514210-384 Charging Cart, 30 Device 20-1/2Wx 24-1/2D x 36-1/2H in $1,117.95

NEW

Quickship items ship within 24 hours,1 or 2 weeks as indicated 
when the factory distribution center receives the order. 

Bretford TechGuard™ Charging Lockers
Worry free charging for faculty and staff workspaces. Mounts above or below work surface, with ample 

storage and charging for up to three devices. Each bay provides sufficient storage, securing, and charging 

a laptop, tablet, and phone all at the same time. AC charging outlet and two USB charging ports, capable of 

providing up to 2.4 A each.

The keypad lock is powered by the internal system and so does not require batteries. Clear-view windows and 

interior lighting enable monitoring of lockers in shared environments. Includes two administration keycards for 

override access. The Access keycard opens the locker for inspection, but keeps the current code. The Reset 

keycard opens the locker and resets the current code.

Item # Description Product Dimensions  List Price

6-1546013-384 Single Bay Locker 3 Devices 19 W x 19 D x 4 H in  $771.95

6-1546015-384 5 Bay Locker 15 Devices 19 W x 19 D x 22 H in  $2,831.95

6-1546017-384 10 Bay Locker 30 Devices 19 W x 19 D x 69 H in  $5,578.95

• Access everything we offer, with expanded options.

• Personalize your shopping experience.

• Assign multiple users to your account.

• Create custom approval workflows.

• See all your account activity on your user dashboard.

Save time and money  

by ordering online.

Find everything you need to create amazing 

learning environments, from supplies, 

materials, furniture and beyond.
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Disaster Solutions Virtual Badges
Virtual Badge is the first smartphone ID that can also report data. Use 

Virtual Badge to help manage your people and paperwork. With Virtual 

Badge, your school's communication and security will be improved. 

The Virtual Badge Start-Up Package is ideal for a small school maintenance, 

security division, or emergency response. Renews Annually.

Find more,

and find it faster.

Save time and money  

by ordering online.

• Find everything we offer in one place, with expanded options.

• Enjoy a more personalized shopping experience with 

customized shopping lists and saved shopping carts.

• Assign multiple users to your account, and create a 

customized approval workflow.

• See all your account activity on your new user dashboard.

We’re working to completely overhaul our ecommerce 

experience to make it more intuitive and fun to use. Best 

of all, it’ll help you leverage every dollar you spend. Find 

everything you need to create amazing learning environments, 

from supplies, materials, furniture and beyond.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1593568-384 2 Admin 10 Badge Each $7,999.99

9-1593569-384 5 Admin 25 Badge Each $19,999.99

9-1593570-384 20 Admin 100 Badge Each $64,999.99

9-1593571-384 Single User Each $749.99

Add-Ons

9-1593572-384 Visitor/Vendor Temp Badging Pack of 500 $17,999.99

9-1593573-384 24 / 7 Advanced Support Each $9,999.99

9-1593574-384 GIS Integration- one time fee Each $9,999.99

9-1593575-384 API Integration Each $5,249.99
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Medical Data Carrier provides critical 

lifesaving data about the wearer in the 

event of an emergency.

• Highly visible and secure carrier

• Made from durable vinyl

• Tamper resistant and weather proof

• Customize to suit your needs

•  Attaches to backpacks, helmets, swipe

cards, mobility aid and more

• Proven, evidence-based safety solution

Within the Medical Data Carrier, the 

Medical Data Form captures everything first 

responders and receiving hospitals require 

during triage and treatment, including:

• Individual’s identity

• Medical history

• Allergies

• Medications

• Blood type

• Pre-existing conditions

SSI Guardian Medical Data Carrier

“The Medical Data Carrier is a simple and very effective means for anyone 
to provide 911 and EMS with this very crucial information. In addition 
to the medical information, the emergency contact and medical plan 
information on the MDC enables first responders to notify and provide 
medical administration with relevant information at the most crucial time.”

Kelly Nash, Executive Director of 
The Paramedic Chiefs of Canada
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Tatco Wireless Chime
Tatco Wireless Chime with 

Receiver has a remote receiver 

that operates up to 250 ft away. 

Motion-activated chime has a 

convenient on-off switch for easy 

volume control. Chime detection 

range is reachable up to 20 ft 

with an angle up to 100 degree. 

Wireless chime has code 

pairing with a chip in receiver 

for operating multiple chimes in close proximity and only desired receiver 

will sound. An angle-adjustable mounting bracket is perfect to direct the 

sound conveniently in multiple directions. Programmable chime comes 

with 32 different ring options along with a familiar ding-dong tone. Chime is 

compatible with three AA batteries and a 1.9 V battery. White/Blue.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1499247-384 Wireless with Receiver Each $70.89 

Emergency Megaphone
Powerful lightweight megaphone 

with audible range of up to 

800 yards. Microphone with 

adjustable volume control may be 

snapped on to back of megaphone 

or hand carried with attached cord. 

Includes siren for emergency 

situations, shoulder strap. Sturdy ABS 

body. Output power maximum 25 watts. 

Operates on 8 "C" batteries, not 

included. Gray/ blue.13.8" long, 

9" horn diameter

Tatco Visitor Chime
Alerts teachers and students when visitors 

enter or exit. Ding-dong tone with high-low-off 

adjustable volume control. Light-reactive sensor 

has sensing distance of up to 15 feet. May be 

used with door open or closed. Mounts easily on 

wall or door frame. Operates with 4 AA batteries 

not included or the adapter (sold separately).

U.S. Patrol Instant Alarm
For Doors and Windows

Instantly Alarm Window, Doors & More. Installs in seconds. Just peel 

and stick. No tools required. Piercing 90 decibel alarm deters intruders. 

Great protection for you & your property, windows, doors, offices, cabinets 

& more. Each unit comes with batteries already installed and ready to use.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1605123-384 Door or Window Alarm Set Each $9.29 

Tatco Wireless Doorbell
For use with front door, back 

door, office, reception area, or 

customer service area. Includes 

separate ringer and receiver. 

Water-resistant pushbutton 

ringer may be used outdoors 

or indoors and attaches easily 

with screws or foam tape, both 

included. Wireless receiver 

operates up to 200 feet from 

ringer and is easily hung on nail or hook, not included. Ringer is paired by 

code with chip inside receiver so multiple doorbells in close proximity may 

be used and only desired receiver will sound. Pleasant ding-dong tone is 

one of 32 ring options. Operates on 3 AA batteries, not included, plus one 

12V A23 battery, included.  FCC certified

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1446482-384 Wireless Each $39.99 

Windsor Electronic  
Three Tone Whistle and Wrist Lanyard
The sound of a whistle at the push of a 

button! Windsor 3 tone grey electronic 

whistle with pealess whistle, buzzer and alarm 

sounds. Batteries and wrist lanyard included. 

iCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not  for under 3yrs..

Item #  Quantity List Price

9-1427483-384  Each $19.99 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1314777-384 Gray/Blue Each $293.29 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1101368-384 Chime, Gray Each $39.99 

9-1314768-384 Adaptor, Black Each $38.39 

Magnetic Door & Window Alarms
This magnetic contact Window & Door alarm 

is only 2 1/2 inches long but can scare away 

intruders with a 110dB sound level. Great for 

Office, Doors, Windows, and sliding glass 

doors. Easy Installation with double-sided 

adhesive tape (included). The Door Stop Alarm 

features a wedge shaped design and non-skid 

pad on the bottom to prevent the door from opening. 

They might pick your lock, but they cannot get inside 

of your office or room when secured by the Door Stop 

Alarm. If an intruder attempts to enter, the alarm will 

sound at a powerful 110dB level and the unit will wedge 

underneath the door. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1535042-384 Door and Window Alarm Each $31.99 

9-1535043-384 Door Stop Alarm Each $36.99 

iCautionary Warnings. See inside front cover.

NEW
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SICURIX® Clip and Pin Style Badges
SICURIX™ ID Clip Pin Badge Holder Kit features 50 clear, reusable vinyl 

plastic holders with clip or clip/pin for the secure & versatile badge. 

Instantly create and print impressive custom name badges using your 

inkjet/laser printer. 8.5" x 11" white micro perforated sheets included inside.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
Clip Style

9-1438627-384 2 1/4" x 3 1/2" Pack of 50 $36.89

9-1438588-384 3" x 4" Pack of 50 $39.19

Pin/Clip Style

9-1438589-384 2 1/4" x 3 1/2" Pack of 50 $39.99

9-1438590-384 3" x 4" Pack of 50 $44.99

SICURIX® Sealable Badge Holder
These sturdy badge holders have zip closures 

so that your badge stays dry and secure. 

Paper insert not included. Maximum insert 

size 3 3/4" x 2 5/8".

Item # Description Product Size Quantity List Price

9-1403330-384 Horizontal 3-7/8 x 2-5/8 in Pack of 50 $37.99

9-1403331-384 Vertical 3-3/4 x 2-5/8 in Pack of 50 $37.99

SICURIX® 
Magnetic Badge Holders
These data/credit card size holders 

feature a magnetic flap that attaches 

holder to clothing without pins or 

clips. The strong magnet ensures 

badge stays on securely. Magnets are shielded so 

they won't erase magnetic stripes on IDs or credit 

cards. Won't damage clothes. No badge reel, chain or lanyard needed.

Item # Description Product Size Quantity List Price

9-1591669-384 Horizontal 3-1/2 x 2-1/4 in Pack of 10 $49.99

9-1591670-384 Vertical 2-1/4 x 3-1/2 in Pack of 10 $49.99

SICURIX® Color-Coded 
Vinyl Badge Holder
Color coded vinyl badge holder 

is used for promoting school, 

brand, or event colors, as well 

as color coding different security 

access levels. Features a slot and 

dual chain holes for easy lanyard or chain 

attachments. Maximum insert size is 3-1/4" x 2-1/4". 

Shrink wrapped packs of 50.

SICURIX® Proximity Badge Holder
Vinyl credit card size badge holder has 

die-cut holes through front and back so 

card cannot be removed when clip is 

attached for extra security. Paper insert 

not included. Maximum insert size 

3 1/2" x 2 3/8".

Item # Description Product Size Quantity List Price

9-1403332-384 Horizontal Badge Holder 3-1/2 x 2-3/8 in Pack of 50 $16.99

9-1403333-384 Vertical Badge Holder 3-1/2 x 2-3/8 in Pack of 50 $16.99

SICURIX® 
Badge Holders and Clips
Sturdy vinyl ID/business card holders 

are designed to stand up to daily use. 

Reinforced headers with pre-punched 

slot and chain holes. Maximum insert 

size is 2-1/2" x 3-1/2". Paper insert not 

included. Lo-profile strap clip for slot hole 

cards offers a professional upgraded 

look while the rubber-tipped strap clip 

is attire-friendly.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
Horizontal

9-1469425-384 2 1/4" x 3 1/2" Pack of 50 $24.99

9-077811-384 3 1/2" x 2 1/2" Pack of 12 $6.49

9-1403328-384 3 7/8" x 2 5/8" Pack of 50 $25.79

9-1402412-384 4" x 3" Pack of 50 $15.19

9-1402411-384 4" x 3" with Clip Pack of 50 $21.59

Vertical

9-1469426-384 2 1/4" x 3 1/2" Pack of 50 $24.99

9-077812-384 2 1/2" x 3 1/2" Pack of 12 $6.49

9-1403329-384 3 7/8" x 2 5/8" Pack of 50 $25.79

Strap Clips

9-077813-384 Strap Clip Adapter Pack of 25 $6.49

9-1591667-384 Rubber Tip Pack of 25 $8.29

9-1591668-384 Lo-Profile Pack of 25 $8.29

Item # Description Quantity List Price
Horizontal

9-1497472-384 Red Pack of 50 $26.69

9-1497473-384 Blue Pack of 50 $26.69

9-1497474-384 Black Pack of 50 $26.69

9-1497475-384 Orange Pack of 50 $26.69

Vertical

9-1497477-384 Red Pack of 50 $26.69

9-1497478-384 Blue Pack of 50 $26.69

9-1497479-384 Black Pack of 50 $26.69

9-1497480-384 Orange Pack of 50 $26.69

SICURIX®  
Blank ID Cards
Made of 100% PVC, these 

are superior video-grade 

ID and security cards for 

your personnel. Ready to 

be imprinted as ID badges or 

security passes. 30 mil thickness 

offers strong, bend-resistant stability.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1438593-384 Blank White PVC Pack of 100 $21.29 

9-1438594-384 Blank White W/Mag Strip Pack of 100 $37.99

SICURIX® 
Solid 310 ID Card Printer Kit
SICURIX® Solid 310 Printer Kit single 

sided printer kit includes what you need 

to start or replenish your ID card program. 

Kit includes the solid 310 single sided printer, 

100 blank PVC ID cards, ymcko color ribbon and 

unlimited database software. easily and quickly print 

professional ID cards for your teachers, students, 

administrators, employees and visitors. Ribbon consists of yellow, magenta, 

cyan, and black panels for a full spectrum of color. The O Panel is a 

thin, clear protective overlay. 250 color prints per ribbon. Cleaning Roller 

Included. The YMCFKO full color ribbon has a fluorescent panel and offers 

color printing with a black resin panel for precise reproduction of small text 

and details. The fluorescent panel allows for printing of text or images only 

visible under ultra violet light for added security!

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-2004457-384 Printer Kit Each $1,599.99 

9-2004455-384 Full Color Ribbon Each $125.29 

9-2004454-384 Full Color with Fluorescent Each $163.59 
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C-Line® ID Bag Tag
Labeling and identifying your Backpack or Briefcase just got easier! 

Laminate bag tags easily and inexpensively without heat or special 

equipment. Position business cards, ID or school and bus information, 

special bright color cards inside protector, peel back protective liner and 

seal. Includes attachment straps. 10 /PK.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1565104-384 Luggage Tag Pack of 10 $9.69 

C-Line® Clip Style  
Name Badge Holders
No pins or adhesives - just 

a swiveling clip that allows 

the wearer greater versatility. 

Comes complete with laser/

inkjet inserts and built-in 

templates in Microsoft Word® and 

Corel® WordPerfect®. Top Loading. 

Clip Style. Clear. Badges are PVC-free.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-016149-384 3 1/2" x 2 1/4" Pack of 50 $45.99 

9-1403204-384 4" x 3" Pack of 50 $45.99 

9-1403205-384 4" x 3" Pack of 96 $85.39 

C-Line® Hanging Badge Kit
No need to clip or pin your badge 

to your clothing. This holder hangs 

comfortably around your neck. Easy 

to load from the top. Complete 

with laser/inkjet inserts and built-in 

templates in Microsoft Word® and 

Corel® WordPerfect®. 4" x 3". Badge 

holder is PVC-free. Choose from 

elastic cord or an adjustable cord.

C-Line® Pin Style  
Name Badge Holders
Permanently attached pin makes 

for easier and quicker use. Badge 

goes on straight and stays straight 

during use. Pin point is guarded 

while in use to eliminate the 

problem of snagging your clothing. 

PVC-free badges are top loading. Comes with laser/

inkjet inserts and built-in templates in Microsoft Word® and Corel® 

WordPerfect®. Clear.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1403203-384 3 1/2" x 4 1/4" Pack of 100 $33.89 

9-1403202-384 4" x 3" Pack of 100 $37.19 

Item # Description Product Size Quantity List Price

9-1403207-384 White Elastic Cord 4 X 3 in Pack of 50 $50.99 

9-1403208-384 Adjustable Cord 4 X 3 in Pack of 25 $78.99 

C-Line® Heavy Duty Badge Holder
Store data/credit card size badges (2-3/8 x 3-3/8) in 

these heavy duty vinyl holders. Textured back 

keeps cards from sticking. Features slot/chain 

holes. 100 /BX.

SICURIX®  
Horizontal ID Badge Holder with Cord
Badge holder provides protection and access for 

your convention and meeting ID badge. Comes 

prepunched and attaches to card reels, lanyards, 

chains or barbs. Made of clear, sturdy vinyl and 

includes white elastic cord to wear around your 

neck. Maximum insert size: 4" x 3" ; 30" elastic 

cord; horizontal.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1402413-384 Horizontal Badge Holder Pack of 25 $21.99 

SICURIX®  
Hanging Name Badge Holder Kit
Measures 4" x 3" and comes 50 per box. Clear 

badge holder is top loading and attire friendly with 

a white elastic cord. No pins, clips, or adhesives. 

Sealed on 3 sides, making it quick and easy 

to load.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1438591-384 Name Badge Kit Pack of 50 $38.99 

SICURIX®  
Rigid Plastic Badge Holders
Rigid PC Badge Holder – 

Horizontal or Vertical - Clear rigid 

polycarbonate - 25 per box.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1438600-384 Horizontal Pack of 25 $49.99 

9-1438601-384 Vertical Pack of 25 $49.99 

C-Line® Badge Holders & Clip
Sturdy polypropylene ID card holders are 

designed to stand up to daily use. Textured, 

PVC-free material keeps card from sticking. 

Prepunched for use with strap clips, lanyards, 

reels, chains and more. Paper inserts for badge 

holders not included. 

Item # Description Size Quantity List Price

9-1565105-384 Vertical 2-1/2 x 3-1/2 in Pack of 12 $6.59 

9-1565106-384 Horizontal 3-1/2 x 2-1/4 in Pack of 12 $6.59 

9-1565107-384 Horizontal 4 X 3 in Pack of 50 $15.39 

9-1565112-384 Badge Holder Clip  Pack of 25 $6.39 

Item # Description Size Quantity List Price

9-1565108-384 Horizontal  2-3/8 x 3-3/8 in Pack of 100 $31.89 

9-1565109-384 Vertical  2-3/8 x 3-3/8 in Pack of 100 $31.89 
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C-Line® Lanyards
Durable lanyards allow for the prominent display of badges and ID cards 

without damaging clothing. Choose from round or flat woven nylon 

material with swivel hook attachment. 36 in. long.

Item # Description Size Quantity List Price
Round

9-1565113-384 Black 36 in Each $0.69 

9-1565114-384 Red 36 in Each $0.69 

9-1565115-384 Blue 36 in Each $0.69 
Flat

9-1565118-384 Black 36 in Each $0.59 

SICURIX® Breakaway Lanyards
Hook: Adjustable slide allows breakaway clasp to be positioned where 

you want it. Neck cords are made of durable, low friction material for 

years of use. 36" x ¼".

Clip: Features a strong clip and a safety breakaway. Tough and durable.

Plastic: Made from 100% recycled PET plastic. Safety breakaway. 
5/8"W x 36"L. Features non-twist plastic hook to keep your 

attachments straight.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1469421-384 Pastic Swivel Hook Pack of 12 $20.99 

9-1469422-384 Clip Pack of 12 $20.99 

9-1469423-384 Plastic Clip Pack of 12 $20.99 

9-1469424-384 Slider/Split Detach Key Ring Pack of 12 $29.99 

A
B
C
D

SICURIX® Breakaway Specialty Lanyards
Provide At A Glance Security with these lanyards clearly marked as Visitor, 

Volunteer, or Staff, each in their own color. Breakaway lanyards allow for 

quick release.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1438614-384 Visitor - Red Pack of 12 $39.99 

9-1591674-384 Volunteer-Purple Pack of 12 $32.99 

9-1591675-384 Staff-Black Pack of 12 $32.99 

C-Line® Breakaway Safety Lanyard
Breakaway lanyards break apart if pulled, snagged 

or caught offering added safety. Adjustable slide 

allows breakaway clasp to be positioned where you 

want it. Swivel hook attaches to ID cards, keys or 

badge holders. Made of durable, flat woven material. 
3/8 in. wide x 36 in. long.

Item # Description Size Quantity List Price

9-1565116-384 Black 36 in Pack of 12 $18.99 

9-1565117-384 Blue 36 in Pack of 12 $18.99 

SICURIX® Breakaway Lanyard with No-Twist Plastic Hook
Sicurix Breakaway lanyard with no-twist plastic hook is adjustable in length 

and is ideal for environments where metal is not allowed and includes a 

breakaway clasp for safety.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1591671-384 Black Pack of 12 $20.99 

9-1591672-384 Blue Pack of 12 $20.99 

9-1591673-384 Red Pack of 12 $20.99

SICURIX® Rope Lanyards
Durable, comfortable woven neck cords keep ID cards, keys, 

whistles, etc handy. Standard style is 36" long with hook.

Item # Description Size Quantity List Price

9-1303305-384 Black  36 in Pack of 24 $20.99 

9-1303360-384 Red  36 in Pack of 24 $20.99 

9-1303304-384 Blue 36 in Pack of 24 $20.99 

A B C D
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Avery® Flexible Self-Adhesive Name Badge Labels
Self‑adhesive badges are flexible so badge flexes with clothing without the 

edges curling up or the badge falling off. Unique Peel‑Away design allows 

name badges to separate easily from the printed sheet. Backing is intact 

until ready to use. Print to the edge of the name badge for a professional 

look. Customize easily with free designs and templates at avery.com/print. 

Laser and inkjet compatible. 067672 is rectangular, 1534810 is oval.

Item # Product Dimensions Border Color Color Quantity List Price

9-067672-384 2-1/3 x 3-3/8 in 5395 - White White Pack of 400 $82.29 

9-1534810-384 2 x 3-1/3 in 5326 - Oval White White Pack of 160 $32.49 

Hammond & Stephens™ Visitor Log Book and Adhesive Badges
This 50 sheet Wire‑O bound visitor log book provides you with a permanent 

record of your daily school visitors. Each sheet accommodates 16 visitor 

entries for recording date, time in, name, person visiting, reason for visit, 

vehicle plate and time out. The adhesive badges automatically create a 

confidential duplicate log that remains in the book. This Wire‑O bound book 

includes 8 write‑on adhesive badges per page, enough for 200 visitors. 

Book size 8 1/2" x 11". Badge Size 3 5/8" x 3 9/16".

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1473652-384 Visitor Log Book Only Each $8.99 

9-1473651-384 Adhesive Badges, Duplicate Each $28.69 

C-Line®  
"VISITOR" Badge Labels
Keep track of visitors to your facility 

and make them feel welcome. 

Pressure sensitive Visitor name badges are ideal for small meetings, 

seminars and conferences. Unique tabbed edge makes it easy to peel off 

backing paper and apply. Overall badge size: 3‑1/2 x 2‑ 1/4. Do not apply to 

vinyl, leather, suede, corduroy or silk. Blue. Visitor.

Item # Product Dimensions Border Color Color Quantity List Price

9-1597249-384 2-1/4 in x 3-1/2 in Blue White Pack of 100 $3.29 

NEW

NEW

C-Line® Blank Badge Labels
Ideal for small meetings, seminars and conferences. Unique 

tabbed edge makes it easy to peel off backing paper and 

apply. Overall badge size: 3‑1/2 x 2‑1/4. Do not apply to 

vinyl, leather, suede, corduroy or silk. Border badge in Blue, 

Red, Green, or Gold Border. Or choose from Plain White.

Item # Product Dimensions Border Color Color Quantity List Price

9-1597250-384 2-1/4 in x 3-1/2 in Blue White Pack of 100 $3.29 

9-1597251-384 2-1/4 in x 3-1/2 in Red White Pack of 100 $3.29 

9-1597252-384 2-1/4 in x 3-1/2 in Green White Pack of 100 $3.29 

9-1597253-384 2-1/4 in x 3-1/2 in Gold White Pack of 100 $3.29 

9-1597254-384 2-1/4 in x 3-1/2 in White White Pack of 100 $3.29

C-Line® Time's Up!®  
Self-Expiring Visitor  
Security Badges
These easy to use 

self‑expiring badges are 

ideal for visitor control.

Badges - 3" x 2"

•  Highly visible color 

indicator signifies badge expiration

•  Expired badges reveal a highly visible 

color indicator that can be seen from 

up to 50 ft. away 

•  Time's Up! One‑Day Badge and One‑Day Spot Badge reveal a 

bright red "VOID" notice after one day

•  To activate Time's Up! One‑Day Badge and One‑Day Spot Badges, 

simply adhere the two parts together

Registry Log

•  Guests names are entered in registry book to produce a one‑day badge 

and provide a written record of their visit to your facility

•  Contains 150, 24‑hour self‑expiring visitor badges 

•  Carbonless copy of each badge is kept in registry book for reference

Item # Description Product Size Quantity List Price

9-1403209-384 One Day Spot 3 x 2 in Pack of 100 $36.49 

9-1403210-384 One Day 3 x 2 in Pack of 100 $69.39 

9-1403213-384 Security w/Registry Log 8-1/2 x 11 in Each $105.29 

for more options!

Order online 
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SICURIX® Security Wristbands
Single use, Tyvek®, waterproof wristbands are great for crowd management, to designate 

special privileges, age, height restrictions, and more! Includes peel-off adhesive liner that 

wraps around the wrist and sticks to itself. Sequentially numbered (no number choice) to 

deter fraudulent use. Available in 5 colors for additional coding. Wavy Wristbands are both 

fun and functional! 3/4"W x 10"L.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
Straight Edge Wristbands

9-077814-384 Purple Pack of 100 $14.29 

9-077815-384 Red Pack of 100 $14.29 

9-077816-384 Green Pack of 100 $14.29 

9-077817-384 Blue Pack of 100 $14.29 

9-077818-384 Yellow Pack of 100 $14.29 

9-1465385-384 Orange Pack of 100 $14.29 
Wavy Wristbands

9-1591676-384 Red Pack of 100 $14.29 

9-1591677-384 Blue Pack of 100 $14.29 

9-1591678-384 Orange Pack of 100 $14.29 

9-1591679-384 Green Pack of 100 $14.29 

9-1591680-384 Yellow Pack of 100 $14.29 

SICURIX® Printable Wristbands
These wristbands are simple to customize and print on using our easy 

template. Create your own unique wristbands for any event. Just add your 

school logo, student names, dates, etc. For one day use.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1565710-384 Laser Printable Pack of 100 $20.99 

SICURIX® Oval Quick Clip 
ID Card Reel with Belt Clip
Multi-colored ID card reels have a 

carabiner style hook that's perfect 

for belt loops, backpacks and purses. 

Colors: Blue, Smoke, & Red. Extends 

up to 30". Made from 20% post-

consumer waste.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1402407-384 Quick Clip Card Reel Pack of 3 $11.99 

SICURIX® No Twist Badge Reels
Carabiner securely attaches with a no twist feature 

to prevents cards from flipping. Plastic hook is ideal 

for holding cards.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1497725-384 Slot Hole Badge Reel Each $4.29 

9-1497483-384 Carabiner Badge Reel Each $4.99 

SICURIX® Apple Retractable ID Card Reel
This specialty badge reel is great in educational and 

health environments. Attaches with belt clip and 

extends 30" to conveniently show or swipe your card.

Item # Description Size Quantity List Price

9-1281955-384 Apple 30 in Each $4.99

C-Line® ID Badge Reel
Features automatic retractable 30-inch cord. 

Available with a belt clip design featuring a snap-on ID strap attachment. 

Translucent colors include 1 each red, blue, clear and purple.

Item # Description Size Quantity List Price

9-1565110-384 Black 30 in Pack of 25 $62.89 

9-1565111-384 Translucent 30 in Pack of 4 $12.19 

Roll Tickets
Stock roll tickets are consecutively 

numbered and have 2000 per roll. 

Choose from Single, 1" x 2" tickets per roll 

or Double roll, which has room on the back 

for name and address.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
Single

9-042450-384 Blue Pack of 2000 $3.99 

9-042453-384 Green Pack of 2000 $3.99 

9-042462-384 Yellow Pack of 2000 $3.99 

9-1514759-384 Red Pack of 2000 $3.99 
Double

9-1514770-384 Blue Pack of 2000 $6.69 

9-042474-384 Green Pack of 2000 $6.69 

9-1514771-384 Yellow Pack of 2000 $6.69 

9-1514760-384 Red Pack of 2000 $6.69 
Dispenser

9-1469223-384 Ticket Dispenser Each $4.99 
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Hammond & Stephens™ Carbonless Notice of Concern
Sent to the parent when the student is having academic difficulty or a  

behavioral problem. Three-part carbonless - White, Canary, Pink. One copy 

each for parent, teacher and office. 100 Sets per pack.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1473629-384 Notice of Concern Each $11.19 

9-1473625-384 Discipline Notice Each $11.19 

Hammond & Stephens™ Corridor Pass Pad
Corridor pass enables the teacher or principal to know of the student's 

location when outside their regularly assigned room. Size 3" x 5". 

100 sheets per pad.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1481869-384 Yellow Pad Each $10.69 

9-1481870-384 Blue Pad Pack of 10 $10.69 

Hammond & Stephens™ 
Carbonless Health Referral To Nurse‑Office
Teacher referral of student to nurse or office for health or injury reasons. 

Three-part carbonless - White, Canary, Pink. One copy each for nurse/ office, 

parent/guardian and teacher. 100 Sets-PK.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1473626-384 5" x 8" Each $11.89 

Hammond & Stephens™ Tardy Slip Pads & Books
Tardy slip pads are printed on pink bond. Size 3" x 5". Padded, 100 sheets/pad. Pack of 

10 Pads. Carbonless book includes a set of six perforated 3 3/4" x 3 5/8" slips per page 

(total of 300 slips) with white original and pink duplicate sheets. Page size is 8 1/2" x 11".

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1473632-384 Pad Pack of 10 $9.29 

9-1473633-384 Carbonless Book Each $12.69 

Hammond & Stephens™ Students Admission Slip Pads & Books
These easy-to-use slips help track students' class admittance. Book has 

two-part carbonless sheets - White original, Canary duplicate. Slip size 

3" x 4-3/4", 3 perforated slips per page. 150 sets per book. Textured Black 

cover. The pads have slips printed on pink bonded paper. Size 3" x 5". 

100 sheets/pad; 10 /pkg. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1481872-384 1-Ply Pad Pack of 10 $12.89 

9-1481889-384 2-Ply Book Each $7.69 

Hammond & Stephens™ 
Carbonless Student Admit 
Book ‑ 150 Duplicate Slips
This carbonless book includes a set 

of three perforated 3 5/8" x 7 5/8" slips 

per page for a total of 150 duplicate 

sets per book. The original white 

sheet is perforated for easy removal 

while the canary duplicate copy 

remains in the book. Features a 

durable black textured cover. 

Page size is 8 1/2" x 11"

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1481890-384 2-Ply Book Each $11.69 

Hammond & Stephens™  
Elementary and Jr. High Scholastic Data Insert
Record student Elementary and Middle School subjects, personal data 

and family data, testing information and extended absences. The Health 

Record Insert include areas to record health history, chronic illnesses, 

immunizations, physical exams, vision screenings, hearing and dental 

testing results. 25 per pack.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1481894-384 Elem. & Jr. High Data Insert  Pack of 25 $11.79 

9-1481895-384 Health Record Insert  Pack of 25 $11.79 
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LED Exit Sign With Battery Backup
Automatically turns on when power goes out to provide 90 minutes of 

emergency operation. LED light lasts up to 25 years, consumes less than 

two watts. Maintenance-free battery with fully automatic charger lasts 

up to ten years. 120 / 277 dual voltage operation. Front and rear stencils 

with snap-out directionals. Mounts on ceiling, wall or other surface. 

(Products meeting New York City and Chicago specifications may be 

special ordered. Ask us for details.) UL listed. 10-year warranty. 

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1101355-384 LED Exit Sign 12-1/4 x 2-1/2 x 8-3/4 in Each $239.99 

Glow In The Dark Signs
These glow in the dark signs are highly visible and extremely durable. 

Red and White

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1315098-384 Glow in the Dark Exit 12 x 8 in Each $7.99 

9-1315099-384 Fire Extinguisher 4 x 13 in Each $7.99 

LED Bluetooth Scrolling Message Sign
Bright, LED, wireless Three color sign is easy to use. Create up 

to 99 different messages with your mobile device or tablet. 

Adjustable animation, speed, order, and color. 22-1/2" long

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1599725-384 LED Bluetooth Each $573.29 

Reflective Exit Sign
Sign glows in the dark, enabling safer evacuation. Sign is visible through 

fog and smoke. Retains reflective properties when wet. Ideal for stairways, 

doors and exit routes. Self-adhesive backing. Red on white background. 

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1332743-384 Reflective Exit Sign 9-3/4 x 7-3/4 in Each $18.49 

Handheld Stop Sign
18" weatherproof hardboard sign with "stop" on both sides. 10" wooden 

handle is comfortable to hold. This lightweight sign is easy to hold for long 

periods. Hardware for quick and easy handle assembly included. 

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1538552-384 Handheld Sign 18 x 1/6 x 18 in Each $186.69 

NEW
• Access everything we offer, with expanded options.

• Personalize your shopping experience.

• Assign multiple users to your account.

• Create custom approval workflows.

• See all your account activity on your user dashboard.

Save time and money  

by ordering online.

Find everything you need to create amazing 

learning environments, from supplies, 

materials, furniture and beyond.
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Round Rectangular Half DomeRoundClip-On

Mobile Barrier
Portable barrier can be used 

straight, curved, or in a circle 

to prevent entry. Expands to 

13", but folds into a compact 

2 ft. x 13 in. footprint. 

Two 5" non-marking casters 

for maneuverability. Ships 

assembled. Yellow.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1101012-384 Portable 24 x 15 x 40 in Each $1,088.39 

Convex Mirrors
Perfect for hallways, blind spots, entrances and exits. Be safe by  

knowing what's in front of you or around the corner! Adjustable  

mounting brackets included. These mirrors offer a wide field of vision.  

All meet OSHA requirements.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1068136-384 Round 12 in Each $62.89 

9-1068137-384 Round 18 in Each $85.69 

9-1068138-384 Round 26 in Each $127.09 

9-1111422-384 Round 36 in Each $228.39 

9-1068142-384 Half Dome 18 in Each $89.99 

9-1068144-384 Half Dome 26 in Each $142.69 

9-1077827-384 Portable Clip-On 7 in Each $35.69 

9-1068146-384 Rounded Rectangular 12 x 18 in Each $104.29 

9-1377690-384 Rounded Rectangular 15 x 24 in Each $118.39 

Plastic Stanchions & Chain
Plastic stanchions and chain are rustproof and ideal for use outdoors 

to control crowd flow or as an economical indoor option. Chain threads 

through post head and is easily snap-locked in place with ball top. Chain 

may be cut to size as needed. Stanchion base is 14" in diameter and may 

be filled with sand or gravel (not included) for added stability. No tools 

needed for stanchion assembly. Stanchions and chain are sold separately.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1101365-384 Stanchions 14 x 14 x 39 in Pack of 6 $573.29 

9-1101366-384 Chain, White 40 in Each $133.29

Flat Mirror
The mirror is perfect for commercial areas, restrooms, 

and locker rooms. Stainless steel frame provides an 

elegant edge. Tamper-resistant mirror can be mounted 

vertically or horizontally.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1122739-384 Flat Mirror 18 x 24 in Each $173.29

Crowd Control Posts, Base, & Rope
Classic polished chrome posts and black velour ropes provide stylish, 

portable traffic guides. Heavy-duty shell is mirror-polished. Bell-shaped. 

Weighted base stays in place and will not stain carpet. Rich velour ropes 

are pre-fit for the post and have matching, polished chrome snap ends. For 

complete stanchions, both posts and bases must be ordered. 

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1101357-384 Polished Chrome Posts 41 in Pack of 2 $728.49 

9-1101358-384 Bell Shaped Bases 12 in Pack of 2 $728.49 

9-1101360-384 Black Velour Rope 6 ft Each $201.59

Eagle Eyes® 
Magnetic Mirror
Keep your eyes on what 

your students are doing 

behind you! Place the 

magnetic mirror at the top 

of your whiteboard. When 

you are writing on your 

board, simply glance up to 

check on your students! 

Adjustable up and down and left to right. Features clear, wide-angle 

mirror; firm magnetic hold, non-slip base (5.5" sq), and square holes for 

mounting on non-magnetic surfaces too. Instructions included. Measures 

18"W x 3.5"H x 3.5"D.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1590705-384 Magnetic Mirror Each $24.99

Adjusta-Tape Crowd Control Stanchions
Classic polished chrome or fingerprint resistant 

black posts with adjustable, nylon web tape. Ideal 

for users needing frequent adjustment of post 

locations indoors and outdoors. Tape extends from 

post head up to 10 ft and retracts slowly and safety 

as needed. Each adjusta-tape post can receive tape 

from up to three other posts. Weighted bases stay 

firmly in place. For complete stanchions, both posts 

and bases must be ordered. Ten Year Warranty on 

retracting mechanism.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1101361-384 Chrome Posts 40 in Pack of 2 $733.29 

9-1101362-384 Chrome Bases 14 in Pack of 2 $322.69 

9-1101363-384 Black Posts 40 in Pack of 2 $666.69 

9-1101364-384 Black Bases 14 in Pack of 2 $311.99 
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• Access everything we offer, with expanded options.

• Personalize your shopping experience.

• Assign multiple users to your account.

• Create custom approval workflows.

• See all your account activity on your user dashboard.

Save time and money  

by ordering online.

Find everything you need to create amazing 

learning environments, from supplies, 

materials, furniture and beyond.
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4' Fiberglass Pro Platform Ladder
This Louisville step ladder has a 300 lb load 

capacity, rated ANSI Type IA. It features an 

extended handrail and a 30% larger platform 

area for added comfort and safety. This ladder is 

equipped with the innovative ProTop with multiple 

tool slots and magnet, SHOX impact absorption 

system, DaBoot with non-marring bonded tread 

mechanically fastened to the upper boot to create 

a secure slip-resistant footing, wide back braces, 

and double-rivet step construction.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1570216-384 Platform Ladder Each $346.69 

Werner Fiberglass Ladders
Werner Fiberglass Step ladders are type 

1AA extra heavy duty ladders that support a 

375 lb weight capacity. Ladder is made of a 

conductive material featuring Knee support 

and triple-riveted slip-resistant steps for 

added safety. Top of the ladder has unique 

design for holding small parts that comes in 

handy while using. Step ladders have heavy 

duty spreaders for added stability.

Cramer Kik Step
Rolls when you kick it; holds when you climb! Sturdy steel construction. 

Wide platform with rubber tread. All-around bumper protects walls and 

furniture. Non-marking, retractable casters. Base grips floor under slightest 

pressure. Rolls easily when pressure is released. 14" high.

Item # Description Product Height Quantity List Price

9-614084-384 Beige Step Stool 14 in Each $133.29 

9-679236-384 Black Step Stool 14 in Each $133.29 

9-679237-384 Silver Step Stool 14 in Each $133.29 

9-679238-384 Grey Step Stool 14 in Each $133.29 

Steel Step Stools
Stools have a load capacity of 225 lbs. It folds 

flat for easy storage, has a wide slip-resistant 

platform top step, non-marring rubber 

slip-resistant feet, easy to grip handle on safety 

handrail, and is lightweight and easy to carry. 

Fiberglass Industrial Ladders
Non-conductive fiberglass step ladders capable of holding a load capacity of 

300 lbs. These ladders are equipped with innovative ProTop with magnet 

and multiple tool slots, SHOX impact absorption system., DaBoot with 

non-marring bonded tread mechanically fastened to the upper boot to 

create a secure slip-resistant footing, inside spreader braces, wide back 

braces, and double-rivet step construction. Duty Rating 1A. Meets OSHA 

Requirements, ANSI A14-5. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1570222-384 2 Ft. Ladder Each $151.69 

9-1570223-384 4 Ft. Ladder Each $219.99 

9-1570224-384 6 Ft. Ladder Each $273.29 

9-1570227-384 8 Ft. Ladder Each $342.79 

C

A 
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Cramer Stop-Step Ladders
High-tensile aluminum ladders with antislip steps for safe climbing. 

Spring-loaded casters allow each lightweight ladder to roll where pushed 

and stop when stepped on. Nonskid vinyl treads provide traction. 

Rubber bumpers protect other furnishings. Features scratch resistant 

powder coating. OSHA/ANSI compliant. 300 lb. down load rating. 

10-year limited warranty. Requires some assembly. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1309367-384 4-Step w/ 2 Handrails Each $1,077.29 

9-1057013-384 4-Step w/Left Handrail Each $1,018.69 

9-1057012-384 3-Step Each $683.99 

9-1057011-384 2-Step Each $555.99 

A
B
C
D

B

Item # Description Quantity List Price

6-1137155-384 6 Foot Each $450.69 

6-1137156-384 8 Foot Each $634.69 

6-1137157-384 10 Foot Each $737.99 

Item # Description Product Height Quantity List Price

9-1570230-384 2 Step 19-5/8 in Each $135.89 

9-1570231-384 3 Step 21 in Each $153.29 
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Economy No. 1 Knife
Light to medium work, has an aluminum handle with No. 11 blade.

Item # Description Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-001737-384 Knife w/Safety Cap 5/16 x 4 3/4 in Each $4.49

9-425954-384 No. 11 Replacement Blades 1 4/7 x 1 x 1/4 in Pack of 100 $28.89

Slice™ Box Cutters
The Slice Auto-Retractable Box Cutter, with replaceable patented Slice 

ceramic safety blade, reduces injuries and lowers costs. Ergo J-Hook 

handle protects hands during use and limits exposed blade, creating a 

safer, more comfortable cutting experience. Ceramic blade automatically 

retracts into housing when slider button is released for added safety. 

Includes one patented Slice ceramic safety blade with a rounded tip and 

can be used with pointed-tip ceramic safety blades.

Item # Description Dimensions Quantity List Price
Box Cutters

9-1587209-384 Box Cutter 4 x 7-1/2 Each $24.09

9-1587270-384 Box Cutter 4 x 7-1/2 Pack of 6 $144.39

Replacement Blades

9-1587216-384 Rounded Replacement Blade 3-1/2 x 4-3/4 Pack of 4 $24.09

9-1587277-384 Rounded Replacement Blade 3-1/2 x 4-3/4 Pack of 24 $144.39

9-1587217-384 Pointed Replacement Blade 3-1/2 x 4-3/4 Pack of 4 $24.09

9-1587278-384 Pointed Replacement Blade 3-1/2 x 4-3/4 Pack of 24 $144.39
Westcott Magnetic Retractable Utility Cutter
Westcott's Magnetic Retractable Ceramic Utility Cutter has comfortable 

rounded edges and can easily be carried in your pocket or on your key 

chain. Plus it comes with a magnet for easy storage on your refrigerator. 

Also, featuring safe and easy blade change.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1572502-384 Oval Ceramic Box Cutter Each $6.19

9-1572503-384 Ceramic Blade Safety Cutter Each $7.29

Slice™ Utility Knife
The Slice ceramic safety blade Manual Utility Knife allows the user to 

choose from one of five blade positions, customizing the blade length 

for each job. Designed for cutting a variety of materials from clamshell 

packaging to triple-walled cardboard, the Manual Utility Knife combines 

strength with superior safety features. You can purchase this item as a 

single unit or pack of 6.

Item # Description Dimensions Quantity List Price
Utility Knives

9-1587213-384 Utility Knife 3-3/4 x 6-1/4 Each $27.69

9-1587274-384 Utility Knife 3-3/4 x 6-1/4 Pack of 6 $165.99

Replacement Blades

9-1587220-384 Rounded Replacement Blade 4 x 5-3/4 Pack of 3 $24.09

9-1587281-384 Rounded Replacement Blade 4 x 5-3/4 Pack of 18 $144.39

9-1587221-384 Pointed Replacement Blade 4 x 5-3/4 Pack of 3 $24.09

9-1587282-384 Pointed Replacement Blade 4 x 5-3/4 Pack of 18 $144.39

Klever Kutter
Unique cutter, designed with user safety in mind! Shielded blade helps 

prevent accidents. Cutting surfaces on both sides of the handle for 

extended life.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1118829-384 Safety Cutter Each  $16.49

Ambidextrous Safety Cutter
Spring back and thumb guards.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1493698-384 Safety Cutter Each $10.39

9-1312648-384 Replacement Blades Each $37.59

NEW

• Access everything we offer, with expanded options.

• Personalize your shopping experience.

• Assign multiple users to your account.

• Create custom approval workflows.

• See all your account activity on your user dashboard.

Save time and money  

by ordering online.

Find everything you need to create amazing 

learning environments, from supplies, 

materials, furniture and beyond.
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Heavy Duty Plastic Dust Pan
Dust pan with molded ridges for 

floor broom and counter brush 

cleaning. Fine edge for maximum 

pick up. Black.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1405233-384 Dust Pan Each $5.99

9-1541744-384 Dust Pan Case of 12 $71.09

Rubbermaid Wet Floor Safety Sign
This 2-sided warning sign is printed in 

black on high-visibility yellow. For use in 

narrow areas. Folds for storage and transport. 

11" x 25" when open.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1067024-384 Caution Sign 11 x 25 in Each $31.69

Bilingual Wet Floor Sign
This English and Spanish sign folds flat for 

space saving storage. Black on high visibility 

yellow with an easy pinch open allows user to 

open with as little as 2 fingers. Molded hooks 

to inter-connect multiple signs to barricade 

hazardous areas. 10-3/4" x 24-3/5".

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1535291-384 Bilingual Sign Each $13.29

Rubbermaid Dust Pan Set
Perfect for quick clean ups. Includes dust pan and hand sweep. White

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1313103-384 Dust Pan Set Each $9.99

Chair Socks
Extend the life of your chairs and save your floor from unsightly 

scratches! Pre-cut and simple to install, Chair Socks slip easily over 

standard classroom chair legs. No Tools Required! Ideal for chair legs 

with missing tips. Chair socks also work well on student desks with 

metal legs. Single Pack includes 4 chair socks, Class Size Value Pack 

includes 36 Packs of 4 (144 total) Choose from Bright Yellow or Blue.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-382785-384 Yellow Each $4.49

9-391612-384 Yellow Pack of 36 $139.99

9-1546934-384 Blue Each $4.49

9-1546980-384 Blue Pack of 36 $139.99

Sanitaire® 
Lightweight Commercial Upright Vacuum
Five amp maintenance-free motor with polycarbonate 

hood. 30 ft. three-wire cord, four position carpet 

height adjustment, ball-bearing beater bar, brush roll 

and shake-out heavy-duty cloth bag. 12" sweep width. 

One-year commercial warranty. U. L. commercial approved 

meets OSHA standards. Red.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1059625-384 Upright Vacuum Each $296.89

Rubbermaid® Commercial Products 
Broom & Dust Pans
Ideal for one-handed cleaning under tables, 

fixtures and hard to reach areas. Tough 

polypropylene with flagged bristles trap fine 

particles. Will not stain, discolor or absorb 

odors. Can be used wet or dry. Upright dust 

pan has durable rear wheels to improve wear 

resistance. Adjustable handle grip enhances 

user comfort. Heavy-duty basic plastic dust 

pan can't rust, corrode or dent.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1468109-384 Lobby Broom Each $14.69

9-1468647-384 Upright Dust Pan Each $39.99

9-458156-384 Basic Dust Pan Each $13.29

Dust Broom & Pan Set
This Dust Pan Combo Kit is comfortably designed with 

32 in high handled "L" grip including the maximum angled 

bottom dust pan with polished front edge and increased 

tray capacity. Combo kit also incorporates an easy lock 

2-way handle that can lock in the upright position and an 

innovative foot rest pads.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1405234-384 Dustpan & Broom Each $47.99
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Fellowes® 6 Outlet Power Strip
Economical power strip with an illuminated master switch. 15 amp 

resettable circuit breaker, 4 ft. power cord. Wall mountable. 

UL/CUL approved.

Item # Description Number of Outlets Quantity List Price

9-680093-384 6 Outlet Power Strip 6 Each $15.29 

Fellowes® Heavy Duty Extension Cords
Three-pronged cord has electrical capacity for major appliances and 

general use. 125 Volts, UL and CSA listed. The indoor cord is 15' long and 

14 guage. The indoor/outdoor cord is 25' long and 16 guage.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-650543-384 Indoor, Gray Each $38.29 

9-650546-384 Indoor/Outdoor, Orange Each $58.29 

Belkin SurgeMaster Surge Protector with Ethernet
Perfect for high end computers and workstations. Includes six AC block 

space outlets and a right angle plug. Offers telephone line (RJ11), coaxial 

and Ethernet protection (RJ45). 10 ft. cord length and 4120 Joules

Item # Description Number of Outlets Quantity List Price

9-1118402-384 SurgeMaster with Ethernet 12 Each $65.29 

Protect It! Series Surge Protectors
Protect your electronics against surges, spikes, and 

line noise. Accommodate AC adapters without blocking 

remaining outlets. LED warns of potential power problems. 

Lifetime Warranty. Up to $150,000 Ultimate Lifetime 

Insurance. Meets RoHS standards.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
10 Outlets & TEL/DSL Protection

9-1097253-384 2395 Joules Each $69.29 
8 Outlets

9-1090228-384 1440 Joules Each $62.69 
7 Outlets & TEL/DSL Protection

9-1090226-384 2520 Joules Each $91.19 
7 Outlets

9-1078218-384 2160 Joules Each $35.29 

9-1406761-384 1080 Joules Each $77.59 

9-1117591-384 1080 Joules Each $37.29 
6 Outlets with 2 USB Charging Ports, 2.1A

9-1538567-384 990 Joules Each $43.09 
6 Outlets

9-1446492-384 790 Joules Each $61.69 

9-1095787-384 790 Joules Each $20.39 

9-1314902-384 790 Joules Each $16.79 

6-Outlet Surge Protector
Six-outlet surge protector offers surge protection 

for basic electronics and appliances. 4' power 

cord delivers optimal, safe AC power through a 

14-gauge heavy-duty cord. Surge protector filters 

EMI/RFI noise.

Item # Description Number of Outlets Quantity List Price

9-1118396-384 White 6 Each $22.69 

Kensington® SmartSockets® Basic Strips
Combines features and visual excitement to provide superior surge 

protection to your electronics against power spikes, brown-outs and black 

outs. Color-coded rings with matching color labels for easy connected 

equipment identification and cord management. Basic strip has 6 outlets, 

8-foot cord, and 370 joule rating. The surge protector adapter has 8 

outlets, an 8-foot cord, and 2490 joule rating. Right-angled plug for easy 

accessibility. Limited Connected Equipment Warranty.

Item # Description Number of Outlets Quantity List Price

9-384561-384 Color Coded Power Strip 6 Each $38.69 

9-1369572-384 Standard Adapter 8 Each $79.99 
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6' Cord Concealer
Hide unsightly computer cables easily and 

efficiently with 6' Cord Concealer. Cord 

concealer is designed to conceal cords that 

run across your floor or countertop. Flexible 

material allows you to cut to any desired 

length. Cord concealer includes double-

sided adhesive tape to ensure it stays secure and flat at all times.

Item # Color Quantity List Price

9-1308602-384 Gray Each $30.59 

™

Mommy's Helper Safe Plate Outlet Cover
Mommy's Helper Safe-Plate Automatic Outlet 

covers are convenient and attractive. Protects 

instantly and automatically, sliding into position the 

moment you remove a plug from the outlet. CSA 

Approved. Easy Installation. White.

Command Cord Bundlers
 Command™ Cord Bundlers are perfect for work 

and home offices, as well as entertainment 

areas, where they keep cords organized and 

safely out of the way. No more dangerous, 

tangled cords behind your computers, appliances 

and entertainment centers! Command™ Cord 

Organizers stick to many surfaces, including 

paint, wood, tile and more. They also come 

off leaving no holes, marks, sticky residue or 

stains - and if you need to re-organize your cords, 

it's as easy as applying a Command™ Refill Strip, so you can use them 

again and again! They have a weight capacity of 2 pounds and are white in 

color. The package contains 2 bundlers and 3 strips.

Item # Description Weight Capacity Color Quantity List Price

9-1494632-384 Cord Bundlers 2 lb White Pack of 2 $6.29 

Nylon Cord Cinch
Cinch to your desired 

tightness and color code for easy 

identification. Reusable and durable. Hook 

and loop construction locks tightly around items. 

5 Pieces includes 1 of each color: Red, Black, Blue, 

Green, Yellow.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1593276-384 Cinch, Assorted Pack of 5 $2.49 

Filtrete™ Maximum Under Sink 
Water Filtration System
Easy to install and maintain, this 

under the sink water filtration system 

connects to your kitchen or 

bath faucet, reducing lead, 

microbial cysts, chlorine 

taste & odor and sand, 

sediment, rust, & soil. 

Easy push-fitting connections 

and 1/4 turn filter change 

replacements with high water flow rates of 1.5 gallons per minute.

Maximum level filtration reduces 99% lead, 99% microbial cysts, 

97% chlorine taste & odor, 0.5 microns of sand, sediment, rust & soil. 

Tested and Certified by NSF International against NSF / ANSI Standard 

42 and 53. Installs in less than 30 minutes and offers 6-month filter life. 

Provides high water flow rates at 1.5 gallons per minute

Maximum, Advanced and Standard replacement filters are interchangeable 

with System

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1589433-384 Under Sink Filter Each $84.99 

9-1589434-384 Under Sink Replacement Filter Each $64.99 

3M™ Under Sink Full Flow Water Filter System
This under sink filtration system is NSF listed to reduce 

particulate, chlorine taste a select VOCs such as 

benzene, p-Dichlorobenzene and toxaphene. This system 

connects to the primary kitchen or bath water faucet. 

Reduces particulate, chlorine taste and odor, parasitic 

protozoan cysts, lead, and select VOCs such as benzene, 

p-Dichlorobenzene and toxaphene 6,000 gallon/ 22,712 

liter capacity. Connects to the primary kitchen or bathroom 

water faucet for full flow filtration. The Sanitary Quick 

Change (SQC) cartridge design helps provide fast and easy 

cartridge change-out with minimal effort. Advanced triple 

stage carbon-block filtration process to help provide cleaner, 

clearer, better tasting drinking water. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1589435-384 Fullflow H2O Filter System Each $429.99 

9-1589436-384 Replacement Filter Each $339.99 

Nylon Cord Rolls
Easily gather cords and cut to desired length. Quickly bundle loose items 

for a convenient storage and organization solution. Roll is .75" x 47.24"

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1593274-384 Roll, Black Roll $4.39 

9-1593277-384 Roll, Assorted Pack of 5 $20.99 

Nylon Cord Wrap
Assorted colors make is easy to code for identification. Reusable 

and durable. Hook and loop construction locks tightly around items. 

Each wrap is .75" x 8"

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1593275-384 Wrap, Assorted Pack of 6 $2.49 

Mommy's Helper Outlet Covers
Mommy's Helper Outlet Plugs protect 

children from potentially dangerous 

open electrical outlets. The extra 

tight child protecting fit makes sure 

they stay where you put them and 

prevents children from putting 

objects or fingers in the outlet. 

Easy to use. Translucent Clear Plastic, 

Removable and reusable. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1548067-384 Outlet Plugs, Clear Pack of 12 $3.09 

9-1548068-384 Outlet Plugs, Clear Pack of 36 $6.19 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1548066-384 Safe Plate Outlet Cover Each $8.19 
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Sandusky Lee Colors

Red Charcoal Tropic 
Sand

Dove 
Gray

Blue Putty Forest 
Green

Black White Multi 
Granite

Sandusky Lee® Elite Transport Storage Cabinets
These durable all welded steel cabinets feature a patented reinforced heavy duty caster base with 5" casters 

(2 locking) that allow near effortless mobility. Casters are located to permit flush positioning. Height includes 6" for 

casters. Meets ANSI/BIFMA shelf standards. Handles and casters require some assembly. Note: 18"W cabinets 

have a single door.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Number of Fixed Shelves Number of Adjustable Shelves Color List Price

6-1442688-384 General Storage 18 W x 24 D x 36 H in 1 1 Specify $437.95 

6-1442689-384 General Storage 36 W x 18 D x 36 H in 1 1 Specify $493.95 

6-1362595-384 General Storage 36 W x 24 D x 36 H in 1 1 Specify $512.95 

6-1438322-384 General Storage 30 W x 24 D x 72 H in 1 4 Specify $749.95 

6-1442690-384 General Storage 36 W x 24 D x 48 H in 1 2 Specify $520.95 

6-1362596-384 General Storage 36 W x 24 D x 66 H in 1 3 Specify $569.95 

6-1438323-384 General Storage 36 W x 24 D x 78 H in 1 4 Specify $689.95 

6-1363964-384 Extra Wide General Storage 46 W x 24 D x 48 H in 1 2 Specify $692.95 

6-1363965-384 Extra Wide General Storage 46 W x 24 D x 66 H in 1 3 Specify $771.95 

6-1363966-384 Extra Wide General Storage 46 W x 24 D x 78 H in 1 4 Specify $829.95 

Sandusky Lee® Elite Transport Storage-Wardrobe Cabinets
The Transport mobile combination cabinet has a sectioned interior. Full top shelf and an open section 

has a wardrobe bar. Welded steel construction. Interior requires assembly. Powder coat finish. 

Height includes 6" casters.

Item # Product Dimensions Number of Fixed Shelves Number of Adjustable Shelves Color List Price

6-1362597-384 36 W x 24 D x 66 H in 1 3 Specify $766.95 

6-1438324-384 36 W x 24 D x 78 H in 1 3 Specify $885.95 

Sandusky Lee® Expanded Metal Front Transport Mobile Cabinet
See-thru, ventilated, heavy gauge expanded metal front doors. Doors are 22 gauge. Four fully adjustable shelves on 

2" centers, plus raised bottom shelf. Three point door locking system. Meets/excceds ANSI/BIFMA shelf standards. 

Shipped assembled (handles/lock require some assembly - casters require assembly). Mobile Cabinets have superior 

patented caster base. Height includes 6" casters.

Item # Product Dimensions Number of Adjustable Shelves Color List Price

6-1301044-384 36 W x 24 D x 78 H in 4 Specify $916.95 

6-091783-384 46 W x 24 D x 78 H in 4 Specify $1,139.95 

SAVE TIME,

SHOP ONLINE
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KC Bin Colors

Blue Black Gray Champagne

KC Bin Standard Storage Cabinets
The standard cabinets ship fully assembled and have a 200 lb shelf capacity each. Triple flanged shelves are 

adjustable on 2" centers. Full 1" thick pan reinforced doors have full height piano continuous hinges. Three 

point locking device with plated locking bars. Features two pre-installed handles with the unit arriving fully 

assembled (1 fixed, 1 locking, 2 keys).

Item # Product Dimensions Number of Adjustable Shelves Color List Price

6-1386591-384 36 W x 18 D x 42 H in 2 Specify $404.95 

6-1386592-384 36 W x 24 D x 42 H in 2 Specify $451.95 

6-1386593-384 36 W x 18 D x 72 H in 4 Specify $465.95 

6-1386594-384 36 W x 24 D x 72 H in 4 Specify $603.95 

6-1386595-384 36 W x 18 D x 78 H in 4 Specify $538.95 

6-1386596-384 36 W x 24 D x 78 H in 4 Specify $659.95 

KC Bin Heavy Duty Storage Cabinets
These heavy duty cabinets ship fully assembled and have a 400 lb shelf capacity. Triple flanged shelves are 

adjustable on 2" centers. Full 1" thick pan reinforced doors have full height piano continuous hinges. Three 

point locking device with plated locking bars. Features two pre-installed handles with the unit arriving fully 

assembled (1 fixed, 1 locking, 2 keys)

Item # Product Dimensions Number of Adjustable Shelves Color List Price

6-1386605-384 24 W x 18 D x 78 H in 4 Specify $499.95 

6-1386606-384 24 W x 24 D x 78 H in 4 Specify $546.95 

6-1386607-384 36 W x 18 D x 78 H in 4 Specify $690.95 

6-1386608-384 36 W x 24 D x 78 H in 4 Specify $754.95 

6-1386609-384 48 W x 24 D x 78 H in 4 Specify $953.95 

KC Bin Mesh Door Visual Storage Cabinet
Excellent cabinet when ventilation, security and visibility are important. Doors are 16-gauge with expanded 

metal fronts and full height piano hinges. Shelves are 18-gauge with capacity of 400 lb. each and adjust on 

2" centers. Three point locking device with plated locking bars. Two handles (1 locking, 1 fixed) and 2 keys 

are provided.

Item # Product Dimensions Number of Fixed Shelves Number of Adjustable Shelves Color List Price

6-1386590-384 36 W x 24 D x 72 H in 2 4 Specify $949.95 

6-1386589-384 36 W x 18 D x 72 H in 2 4 Specify $854.95 

KC Bin Visual Storage Cabinet
Great cabinet for supplies when security and visibility are necessary. Doors are 16 gauge with full height 

piano hinges and shatterproof acrylic panels. Two handles provided (1 locking, 1 fixed) furnished with 2 keys. 

Three point locking device with plated locking bars. Shelves adjust on 2" centers. Ledge cornice top. Durable 

powdercoat finish. Specify Light Gray or Champagne.

Item # Product Dimensions Number of Fixed Shelves Number of Adjustable Shelves Color List Price

6-1386587-384 36 W x 18 D x 72 H in 2 4 Specify $690.95 

6-1386588-384 36 W x 24 D x 72 H in 2 4 Specify $787.95 

Quickship items ship within 24 hours,1 or 2 weeks as indicated 
when the factory distribution center receives the order. 
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Sandusky Lee Janotorial/Supply Cabinet
Sandusky Lee Janitorial/Supply Cabinet is perfect for organizing building maintenance and cleaning supplies. 

Designed to provide storage for brooms, mops, vacuum cleaners, etc. Locking handle for increased safety 

and security. Welded steel construction with powder coat finish. Shipped assembled.

Item # Product Dimensions Color List Price

6-1542120-384 36 W x 24 D x 72 H in Specify $810.95 

6-1466948-384 30 W x 15 D x 66 H in Specify $430.95 

KC Bin Janitorial Cabinet
Great mobile storage for janitorial needs! Features heavy duty 5" solid rubber casters (2 rigid and 2-swivel 

with brake). Full piano hinge doors feature 3-point locking device with two handles that adjust on 2" centers.

Item #  Product Dimensions Number of Fixed Shelves Number of Adjustable Shelves Color List Price

6-1386626-384 36 W x 24 D x 78 H in 1 3 Specify $836.95 

Sandusky Lee® SnapIt™ Storage Cabinets with Keyless Electronic Coded Lock
Boltless ready-to-assemble metal door cabinets just snap together. Shelves adjust on 2" increments and 

concealed door hinges swivel 270 degree. The cabinets are equipped with a keyless electronic coded locking 

system. The coded lock is available with two passwords, the administrator and the user. These can be changed 

to any combination of numbers, four for the user and six for the administrative password. The keypad also 

keeps a record for the day, date and time of when the cabinet is accessed, which can be displayed when the 

mechanism is idle. Exterior battery pack can be plugged into keypad and key included. Meets or exceeds all  

ANSI/BIFMA standards.

Item # Product Dimensions Number of Fixed Shelves Number of Adjustable Shelves Color List Price

6-1499020-384 36 W x 18 D x 72 H in 1 4 Specify $457.95 

6-1499021-384 36 W x 24 D x 78 H in 1 4 Specify $584.95 

KC Bin Cabinet Colors

Blue Black Gray Champagne

Sandusky Lee® Storage Colors

Red Charcoal Blue Putty Forest 
Green

BlackTropic 
Sand

Dove Gray Multi 
Granite

White

Sandusky Lee® Classic Colors

Putty BlackTropic Sand Dove GrayCharcoal

Sandusky Lee® Classic Series Storage Cabinets
Heavy gauge adjustable steel shelves that adjust on 2" centers. Tru-Glide 3 point locking assembly with satin chrome 

handle. Welded steel construction, powder coat finish. Handle requires some assembly. Lifetime Warranty against 

manufacturers defects. Meets ANSI/BIFMA shelf standards. Select from Charcoal, Tropic Sand, Dove Gray, Putty, or Black.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Fixed Shelves Adjustable Shelves Color List Price

6-1362501-384 Storage Cabinet 36 W x 18 D x 42 H in 1 2 Specify $329.95 

6-1362502-384 Storage Cabinet 36 W x 24 D x 42 H in 1 2 Specify $369.95 

6-1362503-384 Storage Cabinet 36 W x 18 D x 72 H in 1 4 Specify $358.95 

6-1362506-384 Storage Cabinet 36 W x 24 D x 72 H in 1 4 Specify $499.95 

6-1362505-384 Storage Cabinet 36 W x 18 D x 78 H in 1 4 Specify $398.95 

6-1362507-384 Storage Cabinet 36 W x 24 D x 78 H in 1 4 Specify $519.95 

6-1362523-384 Replacement Shelves 36 W x 18 D in  2 pack Specify $79.95 

6-1362524-384 Replacement Shelves 36 W x 24 D in  2 pack Specify $91.95
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Edsal Flammable Safety Cabinets
Double wall 18-gauge welded steel construction with 1 1/2" air space. 

Dual 2" capped vents with flash arrestors for external exhaust. 2" high 

leak-proof door sill contains spills. Adjustable leveling feet. Locking handle 

with 3-point latch. Cabinets include 500 lb. capacity galvanized shelves 

that adjust on 2 1/2" centers. Construction meets NFPA Code 30 and 

OSHA Standard 1910.106 for storage of Class I, II and III liquids. Factory 

Mutual Approved.

    Number of 
   Number of Adjustable 
Item # Description Product Dimensions Fixed Shelves Shelves Color List Price

6-1438311-384 12 Gallon 23 W x 18 D x 35 H in 1 1 Yellow $464.95 

6-1329795-384 22 Gallon 35 W x 22 D x 35 H in 1 1 Yellow $704.95 

6-618207-384 30 Gallon 43 W x 18 D x 44 H in 1 1 Yellow $1,194.95 

6-618210-384 45 Gallon 43 W x 18 D x 65 H in 1 2 Yellow $1,621.95 

6-1438312-384 60 Gallon 34 W x 34 D x 65 H in 1 2 Yellow $1,633.95 

Justrite® Wood Corrosives 
Storage Cabinets
Justrite Wood Corrosive 

Storage Cabinet is ideal to store 

metal-attacking corrosives 

such as sulfuric acid, nitric 

acid, formic acid and phenol. 

Stainless steel constructed 

non-corrosive cabinet comes 

with walls and bottom painted 

blue and is made of 3/4 in particle 

board clad internally and externally with a chemical-resistant laminate. Top 

surface is fitted with a molded polyethylene cover with splash rims.

Item # Description Product Dimensions List Price

6-1133371-384 Corrosives Storage 23 gal 36 W x 22 D x 36 H in $1,922.95 

6-528446-384 Corrosives Storage 4 gal 24 W x 16 D x 18-1/2 H in $931.95

Edsal Paint & Ink Storage Cabinets
Paint & Ink Storage Cabinet has a double wall 18-gauge welded steel 

construction with 1 1/2" air space. Dual 2" capped vents with flash arrestors 

for external exhaust. 2" high leak proof door sills contains spills. Adjustable 

leveling feet. Locking handle with 3-point latch. Cabinet includes 500 lb. 

capacity galvanized shelves adjustable on 2 1/2" centers. Construction meets 

NFPA Code 30 and OSHA Standard 1910.106 for storage of Class l, ll and 

lll liquids. Factory Mutual Approved.

    Number of 
   Number of Adjustable List 
Item # Description Product Dimensions Fixed Shelves Shelves Price

6-1438314-384 Paint & Ink Storage Cabinet 43 W x 18 D x 44 H in 1 3 $1,050.95 

6-1438313-384 Paint & Ink Storage Cabinet 43 W x 18 D x 65 H in 1 5 $1,447.95 

Justrite®  
Polyethylene Corrosives Cabinets
Corrosive Cabinet is molded in one 

piece of inert high-density polyethylene 

and features adjustable shelf storage in 

the door of each compartment. Cabinet 

features segregated compartments that 

is ideal for either acids or bases and has 

separate detachable trays for easy-to-clean 

spill containment.

Item # Dimensions List Price

5-528445-384 14-1/4W x 16-1/4D x 19-1/2H in $602.09

Step-On Oily Waste Can
Justrite Step-On Oily Waste Can with foot 

operated cover features a construction 

that promotes air circulation to prevent 

spontaneous combustion. Can be used 

wherever waste, solvent cloths and wiping 

rags are used.

Item# Capacity Weight List Price

5-1049296-384 1 Quart 1.5 lbs $133.29 

5-1049299-384 1 Gallon 1 lb $88.49 

5-1049301-384 2 Gallon 4.4 lbs $98.39 

5-1049302-384 3 Gallon 5.8 lbs $108.29 

5-1049304-384 5 Gallon 15.5 lbs $118.09

Type I Safety Can
Justrite Type I Safety Can is galvanized with 

stainless steel fittings and has free flow 

double-mesh metal flame arrester. Can 

with closure and pressure relief mechanism 

is ideal for storing flammable as well as 

combustible liquids. Can is perfect for filling 

rinse tanks, bench cans or other containers.

Item# Capacity Weight List Price

5-1049293-384 6 Gallon 9.6 lbs $112.69 

5-1049294-384 10 Gallon 12.5 lbs $122.09 

5-1049295-384 14 Gallon 16.5 lbs $140.79

1
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KC Bin Pallet Jack
The standard pallet (40"W x 48"D) is best handled with a pallet jack that 

is 27" wide and 48" long (fork length), allowing the load wheels (the small 

ones) to drop through the bottom of the pallet. This provides full support 

and balance while remaining maneuverable. Unit has 5,500 lb. capacity.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Capacity List Price

6-1466745-384 Pallet Jack 48 L x 27 W in 5500 lb $679.99 

Edsal Multi-Use 
Service Cart
Ideal all-around cart is the perfect 

solution for storage and mobility. 

Easily transports supplies where 

you need them most. Unit has 

500 lb. capacity and is available in 

Gray. Ships ready to assemble.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Capacity Number of Trays List Price

5-1475007-384 Service Cart 20 W x 28 L x 32 H in 500 LB 2 $198.95 

5-1474673-384 Service Cart 20 W x 28 L x 32 H in 500 LB 3 $228.95 

5-1475008-384 Service Cart 24 W x 36 L x 32 H in 500 LB 2 $219.95 

5-1474674-384 Service Cart 24 W x 36 L x 32 H in 500 LB 3 $275.95 

Utility Cart
Durable high density thermoplastic cart 

has two shelves 4 1/4" deep with weight 

capacity of 250 lbs. per shelf - 500 lbs. 

total. Includes 4 casters - 2 swivel, 

2 fixed. Ships ready to assemble.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Capacity Color List Price

6-678771-384 Small 17 W x 31 L x 33 H in 500 lb Gray $159.95 

6-678772-384 Large 25-1/2W x 37-1/2 L x 33 H in 500 lb Gray $199.95

Edsal Extra Heavy Duty Service Cart
• Rugged 16-gauge construction throughout

• Standard cart comes with 2 trays; add 1 or 2 more trays to make a 3 or 4 level cart

• 2" deep hemmed flange trays

• Upper trays can be inverted to form a flat-top work surface

• Maneuvers easily on 2 rigid and 2 swivel 5" polypropylene casters

• Comfortable formed steel handle

Item # Description Product Dimensions Capacity Number of Trays List Price

6-1474678-384 Service Cart 30 W x 18 D x 36 H in 1000 lb 2 $258.95 

6-1474679-384 Additional Tray 30 W x 18 D x 2 H in  1 $48.95 

6-1474680-384 Service Cart 24 W x 36 D x 36 H in 1000 lb 2 $301.95 

6-1474681-384 Additional Tray 24 W x 36 D x 2 H in  1 $69.95 

6-1474682-384 Service Cart 48 W x 18 D x 36 H in 1000 lb 2 $259.95 

6-1474683-384 Additional Tray 48 W x 18 D x 2 H in  1 $61.95 

6-1474684-384 Service Cart 48 W x 24 D x 36 H in 1000 lb 2 $285.95 

6-1474685-384 Additional Tray 48 W x 24 D x 2 H in  1 $72.95

• Access everything we offer, with expanded options.

• Personalize your shopping experience.

• Assign multiple users to your account.

• Create custom approval workflows.

• See all your account activity on your user dashboard.

Save time and money  

by ordering online.

Find everything you need to create amazing 

learning environments, from supplies, 

materials, furniture and beyond.
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Item # Description Product Dimensions List Price

9-407127-384 Aluminum Hand Truck 19W x 17-3/4D x 38-3/4H in $199.99

Sandusky Lee®  
Poly Dump Wagon
Durable, rust-free poly bed with 

heavy duty steel frame hauls 

up to 550 lbs. Lift handle for easy 

unloading. 10 inch pneumatic 

tires move with ease over any 

surface. Padded steel tube 

handle provides a comfortable 

grip. Black powder coat steel 

frame, green poly bed.

Sandusky Lee®  
Light Duty Folding Wagon
One step folding and unfolding, 

no assembly required. Easy 

to store in the trunk, closet or 

garage. Solid steel frame, extra 

wide wheels and swivel handle 

for easy steering. Durable 

600 denier polyester fabric is 

easy to clean. 150 lb. overall 

weight capacity.

KC Bin Hand Truck
• 52" height

•  Ergonomic loop handle for maximum mobility 

and easy handling

•  1" diameter tubular steel frame, 18" x 9" plate

•  Durable powder coated finish for long life in all 

weather applications

•  Removable 5/8" diameter axle for easy 

interchange or wheel replacement

Sandusky Lee® Heavy-Duty Utility Wagons
Sandusky Lee jumbo crate wagon holds heavy 

materials up to 1,400 lbs. Industrial strength steel 

mesh deck with fold down sides for easy loading and 

unloading. Sides can be removed if needed. Flat Wagon 

does not come with sides. Large pull handle for easy 

grip. Large pneumatic tires provide easy rolling. Green 

powder coat finish. Some assembly required.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Capacity List Price

5-1397109-384 Flat Wagon (No Sides) 20 W x 38 D x 14-1/4 H in 1000 lb $161.95 

5-1397110-384 Small Crate Wagon 18 W x 34 D x 21-3/4 H in 400 lb $151.95 

5-1397111-384 Large Crate Wagon 24 W x 48 D x 27-3/8 H in 1000 lb $235.95 

5-1455025-384 Crate Wagon (Handle w/Hitch)) 60 W x 31 D x 25 H in 1400 lb $546.95

Item # Description List Price

6-1466746-384 Pneumatic Wheels $197.19 

6-1466747-384 Polyurethane Wheels $216.99 

6-1466748-384 Semi-Pneumatic Wheels $197.19

Item # Product Dimensions Capacity List Price

6-1542453-384 46-1/2 x 22-1/2 x 24-3/4 H in 550 lbs $147.95

Item # Product Dimensions Capacity List Price

6-1542454-384 36 L x 22 W x 25-1/2 H in 150 lbs $186.95

Safco® Stow-Away Hand Truck
This collapsible hand truck fits neatly 

into small spaces for compact storage 

with its telescoping handle, retractable 

wheels and fold-up toe plate. Lightweight 

aluminum frame with 7" solid rubber tires 

provide easy handling.
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Optional Cabinet Teak Presentation Cart

Optional Shelf

Balt® Presentation Cart
This Balt® presentation cart has an 18 gauge frame and shelf surfaces that 

have a MDF core covered in teak or gray melamine. Keep your laptop, 

LCD projector, or other equipment at just the right height. Laptop shelf 

adjusts from 19" to 39 1/2" high in 1 1/4" increments. Handy unit rolls on 

heavy‑duty 3" casters (2 locking) for easy maneuverability. Grommets keep 

cords managed between shelves. Top shelf measures 18"W x 14"D. Middle 

shelf measures 16"W x 9 1/2"D. Bottom shelf measures 18"W x 18"D. Optional 

shelf is 18"W x 14"D. Optional locking cabinet is 20 1/2"W x 18 1/2"D x 21 1/2"H 

with three removable shelves. Optional electrical assembly has 4 UL/

CSA approved outlets, 25' cord and cord winder. Unit available with black 

powder‑coated steel frame and gray or teak tops. TAA compliant.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Color List Price

6-677897-384 Presentation Cart 40-1/4 H x 18 W x 30 D in Gray $260.95 

6-679387-384 Presentation Cart 40-1/4 H x 18 W x 30 D in Teak $338.95 

6-677899-384 Add-on Cabinet, Locking 21-1/2 H x 20-1/2 W x 18-1/2 D Gray $225.95 

6-679388-384 Add-on Cabinet, Locking 21-1/2 H x 20-1/2 W x 18-1/2 D Teak $226.95 

9-677898-384 Add-on Shelf 18 W x 14 D in Gray $47.95 

9-679389-384 Add-on Shelf 18 W x 14 D in Teak $47.95 

9-677900-384 Electrical Assembly (w/winder) 25 ft L - $99.95 

Balt® Wide Body Flat Panel Cart with Cabinet
The Wide Body Flat Panel TV Cart with cabinet holds up to a 54" (100 lbs) 

flat panel display. Mounting bracket is height adjustable with cable 

conduits in posts. Two sliding shelves hold a laptop or projector and can 

be tucked away. Locking storage cabinet measures 32"W x 24"D x 17"H. 

Includes 4" swivel casters, 2 locking. Includes a UL/CSA approved 

4‑outlet surge‑protected electrical assembly with 25' cord and cord 

winder. Assembly required.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Color List Price

6-1295424-384 TV Cart w/Cabinet, Flat Panel 32 W x 22 D x 67 H in Black $1,223.95 

10

Essentials by MooreCo Dual Adjustable Laptop Cart
•  The Dual Adjustable Laptop Utility Cart is durable and versatile, 

providing mobility and security for all of your aduio/visual equipment.

•  Black powder‑coated steel frame includes heavy duty 4" casters 

(two locking).

•  Adjusts in height from 26" to 42". Locking storage cabinet measures 

24"W x 18"D x 26"H

•  Includes two adjustable retractable shelves to hold a projector and 

other audio/visual equipment. Shelves retract fully when not in use.

•  Electrical assembly with four outlets, a 25' cord and winder included.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Color List Price

6-679393-384 Dual Adjustable Laptop Cart 24 W x 18 D x 26 to 42 H in Black $708.95

SchoolSpecialty.com     |    PHONE 1-888-388-3224     |    FAX 1-888-388-6344
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Shipping & Handling • Price & Product Info  
Warranties • Return Policy

Additional Shipping Charges for  
Hazardous Materials (ships via truck):

1-3 Items $25.00

4 or more items $75.00

Additional Shipping Charges for Live items:

1-3 Items $12.50

4-5 items $22.00

6+ items $30.00

Please visit SchoolSpecialty.com/returns 
for information about School Specialty's 
return policy.

Find product warranty information  
before you purchase by visiting  
SchoolSpecialty.com/warranties.

Although we intend to maintain prices 
during the life of this catalog and on 
our website, we reserve the right to 
revise prices, limit quantities and correct 
printing/pricing errors at our sole 
discretion. If a product is displayed or 
described inaccurately, we will attempt to 
notify you before processing your order.

ITEMS SHIPPED WITHIN  

THE CONTIGUOUS 48  

UNITED STATES.

Items with a 9 prefix ship Parcel

• Free shipping and handling on orders  
of $49 or more. Free shipping 
calculation is based on the subtotals 
of items with 9 prefixes, after any 
additional discounts are applied. For 
subtotals less than $49, the shipping 
and handling charge is $9.95.

 Items with a 5 prefix ship Parcel or Truck

• Shipping and handling charges are 
12% of the subtotal of the items with 
5 prefixes, after any discounts are 
applied, with a $5 minimum charge.

Items with a 6 prefix ship Truck/Freight

• Shipping and handling charges are 15% 
of the subtotals of the items with 6 
prefixes, after any discounts are applied, 
with a $99 minimum charge. If the 
subtotal is greater than $1,000, please 
call 1-877-350-0645 or email  
freight_quote@schoolspecialty.com 
for a freight quote.

• Now FREE inside delivery.

• Now FREE lift gate delivery.

QUICKSHIP LEAD TIME

Furniture items with a QUICKSHIP icon  
in front of the item number will ship  
as specified.

Important: Orders that contain both 
quickship and non-quickship items will 
default to the standard lead time.

ITEMS SHIPPED TO ALASKA  

AND HAWAII

Important changes to our Alaska  
and Hawaii shipping policy are  
now in effect. Please visit  
SchoolSpecialty.com/er-shipping-policy 
for detailed information.

SPECIAL DELIVERY REQUESTS

Call Customer Care for quote:  
1-888-388-3224.

ADDITIONAL NOTES ON  

ITEM LEGENDS

Some items are noted with alpha codes 

and have the following shipping & 

handling requirements:

Item Number Legend:

N— Non-Discountable

H—    Hazardous: Contains hazardous 
material, will incur an additional 
charge

L–Live Material Coupon; pre-paid coupon 
that must be redeemed to receive 
materials, additional charges apply

ITEMS SHIPPED 

INTERNATIONALLY  

AND TO U.S. TERRITORIES

• Call Customer Care for quote:  
1-419-589-1425.

• Delivery times and methods vary  
based on location and order.

APO/FPO/DPO

• Shipping and handling rates follow 
contiguous 48 shipping policies.

• Orders are shipped using U.S. Postal 
Service via Standard Post.

• Individual items that exceed shipping 
size restrictions for the U.S. Postal 
Service will require an alternate 
physical shipping address and may be 
subject to additional fees. 

• Contact International Customer 
Care at 1-419-589-1425 for further 
information.

Quickship items ship within 24 hours,1 or 2 weeks as indicated 
when the factory distribution center receives the order. 

SHIPPING & HANDLING

CURRENT PRICE AND 

PRODUCT INFO

WARRANTIES

RETURN POLICY

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

REGARDING SHIPPING, 

HANDLING AND 

SURCHARGES

Delivery fees and terms are 

subject to change without notice. 

For current information about 

shipping and handling, please visit 

schoolspecialty.com/er-shipping-

policy or call Customer Care at 

1-888-388-3224. We reserve the 

right to determine the method 

used to fulfill your order and 

special orders may incur additional 

shipping and handling fees. We also 

reserve the right to impose a fuel 

surcharge as conditions warrant. 

Standard delivery terms shall be 

F.O.B. origin. Ownership and title 

shall pass to Buyer when products 

are delivered to Carrier unless 

otherwise agreed to in writing.
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 Mail E-mail Social

  

Register, place, and track  
your order 24/7.

  Fax  
1-888-388-6344  

HI, AK and  
International Fax 
1-419-589-1600

  Phone 1-888-388-3224 
Monday-Friday, 7am-6pm Central Standard Time 

HI, AK and International orders: 
Phone 1-419-589-1425 
Monday-Friday, 7am-4pm Central Standard Time

❑  Standard Delivery  
Most in-stock orders ship within 24 

hours and are delivered to you within 1-3 

business days. Please allow an additional 

1-3 days during the summer.

❑  Future Date Delivery  
Please tell us when you would 

like us to ship your order. 

 If items are not available: 

❑   Backorders accepted

❑    Cancel, don’t backorder

 Special Instructions/Comments:

Bill To: Ship To: If different than “Bill To”

ACCOUNT # PHONE # CONTACT PHONE #

CONTACT NAME CONTACT NAME

SCHOOL/FACILITY NAME SCHOOL/FACILITY NAME

STREET STREET

CITY STATE ZIP CITY STATE ZIP

FAX E-MAIL FAX E-MAIL

❑ Purchase Order 

Do not send credit or purchasing card 
information via E-mail.

❑ New Account – Enclose check or credit: ❑ Check enclosed #  $ 

❑ American Express ❑ Visa ❑ MasterCard ❑ Discover ❑ Procurement Card

Name on card      Gift Certificate Serial # 

 Card # cccc cccc cccc cccc
    

Expiration Date (MM/YY) cc / cc

Quantity
Ordered

Unit of
Measure

Item Number  
(USE THE COMPLETE 
CATALOG NUMBER)

Description Color 
(IF APPLICABLE)

Size 
(IF APPLICABLE)

Catalog 
Page

List 
Price

Extended
Price

1 EA 6-000000-XXX Sample Description Red Medium 22 $ 0.00 $ 0.00

Subtotal for all items that begin with a "5" (Parcel)

List Price

Add 12% for shipping & handling for items beginning with 5 ($5.00 minimum charge)

Subtotal for all items that begin with a “9” (Parcel)

Add $9.95 for items beginning with 9 if subtotal is under $49.00. Shipping is FREE for subtotals $49.00 and over

Subtotal for all items that begin with a “6” (Truck/Freight)

Add 15% for shipping & handling if subtotal is less than $1,000 ($99.00 minimum). Call for a quote if subtotal is greater than $1,000

Living Materials charge (if applicable), Hazardous Materials charge (if applicable), see page 479 for details

International and US Territory delivery charges – call for a quote

SUBTOTAL

Add Applicable Sales Tax (all states except AK, DE, MT, NH, OR)

TOTAL

Please do not use highlighters.
Photocopy as needed.

ORDER FORM

School Specialty
PO Box 1579

Appleton, WI 

54912-1579

/SchoolSpecialty

@SchoolSpecialty

Contiguous 48 states:
orders@schoolspecialty.com

HI, AK, and international:
internationalteamcc@schoolspecialty.com

SchoolSpecialty.com

5 WAYS TO ORDER
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Quick Action Lockdown (QAL)
• Anyone in the classroom can trigger 

the locks.
• Instantly deadbolt doors.
• Maintains 100% code compliance.
• Superior to barricade devices.
• Compatible with existing cores  

and cylinders.
• Mortise and cylindrical models available.
• Meets DHS Primer recommendations 

24/7 ready position.

Lockdown Shade
• Shades instantly block 

glass openings on 
classroom doors.

• Lock the door with one 
hand and drop the shade 
with the other.

• Required for proper 
classroom lockdown.

The 21st Century Safe Classroom Package Includes:

Individual Bleeding Control Kit
• Designed to treat penetrating 

trauma and major bleeding.
• Patented user app provides easy to 

use instructions during a crisis event.
• Based on TECC, AHA CPR, & ACEP 

emergency care guidelines.
• Provides bystanders with the 

required equipment to save a life.

Call Us About 21st Century Safe Classroom Special Package Pricing

SSIGuardian.com  |  877.878.5800
CALL TODAY

Innovative Products and Solutions 

to create a 21st Century Safe Classroom
UC Davis conducted a study on school safety linking truancy to safe 
learning environments. Classrooms play a critical role in learning and are 
the most common location during a lock down situation creating the need 
for a 21st century safe classroom, allowing schools to significantly and 
immediately improve school safety in a simple and cost effective manner.
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CLOUD
Powered

NOTIFICATIONS
Send SMS, Voice
and Email alert
noti�cations.

GLOBAL ACCESS
Access from
anywhere with an
internet connection.

BROWSER BASED
No need to install or deploy
desktop applications.  ReadyOp 
is accessible via nothing more 
than the modern day web 
browser.

ReadyOp provides government agencies, schools, hospitals, 
first responders, companies and unified commands with 
multiple communication capabilities and options in a single, 
secure website. ReadyOp is designed to support daily 
operations, special event planning, incident management 
and emergency response and recovery:

• Planning and Preparation
• Response, Mitigation and Recovery 
• Out-brief, Evaluation and After Action Report

ReadyOp is simple to learn and very easy to use. ReadyOp is 
a web-based application so no new hardware or software is 
required for access and use. For more information and custom pricing, call 

877.878.5800

ReadyOp
Powered by Collabria

Next Generation Realtime

Emergency Management,  
Command & Control  
Radio Interoperability

INCIDENT COMMAND
Visual management dashboard

CONTINUITY & RESILIENCY
No software to install, always on

DISCOVER REAL INTEROPERABILITY
Connect disparate systems

For more information and custom pricing, call 
877.878.5800

FREE
Training with 

Purchase

SEE  
PAGE 
64

TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

90
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SSI Guardian 21st Century Safe School Stop The Threat 
advanced training is the only program of its kind with an 
accredited CEU. The professional continuing education 
unit (CEU) award is issued via certified transcript from 
North Carolina State McKimmon Center for Extension 
and Continuing Education. This credential further 
underscores the caliber and credibility of our program, 
awarding individuals with a critical licensor requirement.

Because of the CEU, our training program is Title II 
professional development funding eligible. This can help 
mitigate shortfalls in security budgets. 

We are honored to have been selected by NC State and 
applaud their leadership in school safety and security. 
NC State again leads the nation in bringing critically 
needed information to those who need it most. SSI 
Guardian needed a partner who possessed not only a 
top-drawer academic reputation, but demonstrated 
expertise in education and training on a national level. 
NC State has set the national standard in land grant 
research, continuing education and extension activity. 
Their history has been providing teaching, research and 
extension education that truly make a difference. They 
now are leading the way in keeping our children and 
teachers safe.

SSI Guardian has set the new standard in institutional 
safety and security through our comprehensive 21st 
century approach that addresses school safety from the 
social, emotional, mental and physical perspectives.

The Only Program
of its Kind with an
Accredited CEU

Here's what professionals have to say about  
SSI Guardian  

STOP The Threat Training:

“These are things I can take back and actually 

implement them in the schools”

Melvin Hawkins, Superintendent Camden County Schools

“Everybody needs to have this mindset of good 
practices and understand this is not your fight alone, 

it’s everybody’s fight.”

Kamille Thomas, 
Fayetteville State University Campus Police

STOP The Threat
Leaders from all industries and law enforcement 

now have the opportunity to attend STOP The Threat 

Training on campus, in Raleigh through the The 

McKimmon Center for Extension and Continuing 

Education. This high energy one day program prepares 

leaders to go back to their organizations with a fresh 

outlook on safety and security and newly found skills.

“We were impressed 
that research is at 
the core of the SSI 
Guardian program. 
They do not teach 
opinion or emotion, 
nor do they guess...
The focus on threat 
identification, situational awareness and core attributing 
factors to school shootings is unique and desperately 
needed."

Alice Warren, Vice Provost for Continuing Education,  
NC State University
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KEYCODE AREA

GU18

PO Box 1579
Appleton, WI 54912-1579

Designed to meet DHS 
Primer Recommendations 
for Classroom LockdownsSee page 14 for more details.

When 
Seconds Matter

FAST Lockdown 
Intruder Protection 
Locks

SAFEBOLT™ Instant 
Lockdown Locks

NEW

PRESORTED
US POSTAGE

PAID
School Specialty, Inc.

/SSIGuardian

@SSIGuardian

/company/ssi-guardian

We are proud to partner with:

CONNECT WITH US

ssiguardian.com 
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